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ABSTRACT
Considering the pivotal contributions of technological advances and policies
in developing regional innovation and competitiveness, this thesis begins with an
open question which is ‘How do regions fulfil their territorial innovation potential
and become competitive based on science and technology from a systems
perspective?’ Prior studies have leaned towards a top-down view in evaluating the
performances and competitiveness of regions, a correlation-based view in defining
relations between resources and performances, and a static view in capturing the
behaviour of regional innovation processes. However, these perspectives do not fully
account for (1) ‘regional diversity’ which should consider context-specific
conditions across different regions; (2) ‘regional structure’ in which functions (or
capabilities) play a role in bridging the gap between resources (capacities) and
performances to construct feedback loops for regional innovation processes; and (3)
‘regional behaviour’ which should reflect dynamics and evolution in terms of
regional innovation, competitiveness, and policy effects.
To comprehensively redress the research gaps in the extant literature, this
thesis addresses three sub-questions: (1) Which regions are competitive in terms of
R&D efficiency?; (2) How do regional innovation systems operate in the
resource−function−performance structure?; and (3) How does regional
competitiveness behave over time, and what policy(ies) can help or hinder regional
competitiveness? Thus, through a case study focusing on Korea, this thesis aims to
accomplish three research objectives. Specifically, it identifies the most competitive
xvii
Korean region in terms of regional R&D efficiency and its time-dependent changes
(Research Objective 1), a resource-function-performance structure comprising
evolutionary innovation processes (Research Objective 2), and, based on this
structure, policy measures promoting dynamic regional competitiveness (Research
Objective 3).
To achieve this purpose, this thesis employs a ‘three-paper route scheme’,
comprising three publishable academic papers. For Research Question 1 (see Paper
1), this thesis investigates the R&D efficiency patterns of Korean regions for the
period 2005–2009, through data envelopment analysis from a static perspective and
the Malmquist Productivity Index from a dynamic perspective. The analysis results
categorise Korean regions into deteriorating, lagging, and improving groups. Further,
the results designate Busan as the most promising region with the largest growth in
R&D efficiency over the long-term, despite its status as an inefficient region.
Then, regarding Research Question 2 (see Paper 2), this thesis analyses
Busan’s knowledge-based triple helix innovation process, by means of a causal loop
diagram based on an interviewing method. For further analysis, this thesis examines
the effects of system failures and policies on the operation of Busan’s innovation
system. The analysis reveals that the effects of system failures and relevant policies
spread across the domains of knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, and
knowledge deployment. Moreover, the results indicate that the suggested policies
appear intuitively effective; however, from a system-based perspective, the policies
create counterintuitive effects on knowledge development in the industry and
xviii
government research institute (GRI) spheres, knowledge diffusion in the university
sphere, and knowledge deployment in the university and GRI spheres.
To address Research Question 3 (see Paper 3), this thesis transforms the
causal loop diagram, developed in Paper 2, to a simplified system dynamics model
of capacity−capability−performance for analysing dynamic regional competitiveness 
and policy effects on it. According to the analysis results, the increase in the stock of
human resources, increase in the success rate for knowledge development, and
reduction in the lead time for knowledge commercialisation are highly effective in
helping to intensify the governance of reinforcing feedback loops to promote the
sustainable development of Busan’s regional competitiveness.
xix
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1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces research background to identify a broad open
question. With respect to the analysis of regional innovation systems, it defines
research gaps in knowledge. Then, on the basis of the overarching question, it
specifies research questions, objectives, and methodologies. After a brief description
of the historical development of South Korea’s regional innovation initiatives as a
case, this chapter develops the research design and outline for this thesis.
1.1. Background
The modern history of regional innovation initiatives dates back to
Christopher Freeman.1 He investigated the reasons for the rapid economic
development of Japan in comparison to that of European countries and the United
States of America (USA) during the second half of the 20th century. His focus was
on the view that Japan had intangible strengths that stimulated business innovation,
such as strong support for research and development (R&D); production; technology
imports; a solid focus on science and technology; and the tight linkages among
government bodies, industries, and institutions of higher education at private and
public levels (Freeman, 1987; 1995). As a result, Freeman concluded that a strong
1 Christopher Freeman is the founder of Science and Technology Policy Research Unit (SPRU) at the
University of Sussex. For his details, refer to his online memorial website
(http://www.freemanchris.org/).
2national support system, the so-called national innovation system, was the main
trigger for technological advancement, which led to Japan’s economic success
despite Japan’s inferior technological excellence. Following this, the systemic
initiatives began to spread worldwide in order to improve the economic value of
knowledge, stimulate systematic innovation, and encourage knowledge creation
activities on the national scale (Edquist, 1997; Freeman, 1987, 1995; Lundvall, 1992;
Nelson, 1992, 1993).
However, a host of policymakers and researchers have pointed out that the
difficulty in effectively managing the relative dynamics of different sub-national
innovation systems leads to inter-regional disparities (Metcalfe, 1995) in terms of
profit creation, business development, and infrastructure establishment (Meyer-
Krahmer, 1990). To overcome the side effect of nationwide top-down efforts, it was
proposed that the focus of territorial innovation initiatives should be institutionally
localised to smaller boundaries, that is, regions. In particular, with the rise of the
European Union and the currency integration into the euro (€) in the 1990s, the
concept of ‘regional innovation’ was designated as a crucial means to tackle the
economic gaps between various European countries (Cooke, 2001; Cooke et al.,
1997). This was based on the conviction that policies of regional units help to
establish the infrastructure for economic growth through localised innovation, which
also results in a technological ripple effect, economies of scale, and sustainable
development of regions (Raines, 2002). As the ‘region’ became a proper unit for
innovation, the territorial approaches began to take the form of regional innovation
systems (Asheim and Isaksen, 1997). Not only Europe but also less advanced
countries have considered regional innovation as a strategic means for promoting
3economic growth (Bell and Albu, 1999; Juma, 2012; Niosi, 2010).
Similarly with Freeman’s efforts to figure out success stories of national
innovation, the regional innovation research field has paid tremendous attention to
the attributes of successful regions in terms of innovation (e.g. Agrawal and
Henderson, 2002; Chung, 2002; Cohen et al., 1998; Fritsch and Slavtchev, 2011;
Olof and Urban, 2008; van der Wal et al., 2007). Among the wide array of
determinants for successful regional innovation, technological development has been
traditionally designated as the most essential factor to stimulate regional
competitiveness (Buesa et al., 2010). Along with the increasing popularity of
regional innovation as a policy initiative, regional units have been designated for
developing and implementing innovation policies (Doloreux and Parto, 2005) that
aim to promote regional competitiveness (Asheim and Coenen, 2005a; 2005b).
Given the central role of technological development and innovation policies in
promoting regional innovation and competitiveness, it is crucial to address an open
question: How do regions fulfil their territorial innovation potential and become
competitive based on science and technology from a systems perspective?
1.2. Research gaps
In analysing the systemic fulfilment of innovation potential and
competitiveness in the regional context, three points have remained as theoretical
and practical limitations in the literature: regional diversity (Section 1.2.1.), regional
structure (Section 1.2.2.), and regional behaviour (Section 1.2.3.).
41.2.1. Regional diversity: ‘Top-down view’ versus ‘bottom-up view’
Different regions have different conditions such as resource availability (or
accessibility) and R&D ability (Feldman, 1994); corporate activities and networks
(Giuliani and Bell, 2005); industrial structure (Boschma and Iammarino, 2009); and
mechanisms, knowledge flows, and synergistic activities (Herstad and Brekke, 2012).
Nevertheless, existing analyses have still leaned towards a top-down view that
adopts uniformed criteria to evaluate individual indicators for regional strengths or
weaknesses. For example, on a regular basis, international organisations such as the
European Union (EU), the European Commission (EC), and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) have provided region-wide
primary and/or secondary data on human resources, research systems, finance, and
outputs ranging from the micro level to the macro level, such as the Regional
Innovation Scoreboard (Dijkstra et al., 2011; EU, 2012), Regional Competitiveness
Index (Annoni and Kozovska, 2010; EC, 2013), and Innovation Indicators (OECD
Statistics website).2 However, the top-down approach is likely to give much attention
to ranking regions or capturing temporary status of strengths and weaknesses of each
region. As a result, these authorised reports tend to confine discourses on regional
innovation and regional competitiveness to an interpretation of ‘eternal winners and
eternal losers’ in a top-down view.
For innovation policy, the top-down view of regional innovation has
limitations in developing innovation policies that help to boost regional
competitiveness. Varying region-wide conditions are decisive for the policymaking
2 OECD Statistics website: http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?datasetcode=REG_DEMO_TL2
5of innovation modes within each of the separate systems (Smith, 2000). In essence,
regional innovation is a fundamentally localised process that is contextualised in
each region (Doloreux and Parto, 2005), and, thus, each region is likely to have
different strengths and weaknesses in the operation of its innovation process.
Consequently, each region requires different policy foci to promote its regional
competitiveness (Tödtling and Trippl, 2005). Unfortunately, the top-down analysis
does not help to identify actionable policies that are supposed to be specific to each
region. For example, many studies have highlighted best practices for regions that
are compelled to reach the benchmark set by other regions with greater strengths (e.g.
Cambridge [UK], Thames Valley [UK], Bavaria [Germany], Baden-Württemberg
[Germany], and Massachusetts [USA]; see Cooke et al., 2001). However, as Tödtling
and Trippl (2005) argued, the presence of regional diversity makes it difficult for
uncompetitive and inferior regions to duplicate the characteristics of successful
regions. In other words, without a consideration of regional diversity, defining which
regions are superior to others is maybe either somewhat nonsense or of no use to
others in terms of indigenisation, or glocalisation, discourse.
To address regional diversity, this thesis adopts the concept of efficiency in
analysing regional R&D performance that considers both input level and output level
in the regional knowledge production process. In addition, this thesis defines
systemic routines specific to region-wide innovation processes in order to identify
each region’s attainable actions that help to encourage sustainable regional
competitiveness.
61.2.2. Regional structure: ‘Correlation-based view’ versus
‘causality-based view’
The process of innovation is a feedback phenomenon characterised by
interconnected cyclical processes (Berkhout et al., 2006; van der Duin et al., 2007).
To simplify the analysis approach, some studies assume that regional innovation
processes are linear mechanisms that start with resources and finish with
performances (e.g. Acs et al., 2002; Godin and Gingras, 2000; Griliches, 1990;
Hessels and van Lente, 2008; Patrick, 2002; Tsao et al., 2008; Zabala-Iturriagagoitia
et al., 2007). This perception is based on the assumption regarding the correlation
between resources and performances. Although this resource–performance structure
is effective in analysing the operational performance of systems (Hollanders and
Celikel-Esser, 2007), the linear mechanism is not able to account for the feedback
operation of regional innovation processes.
Regional competitiveness should explain cause–effect relationships
established in the innovation process (OECD, 2000; Polt and Rojo, 2002). Of course,
plenty of resources can trigger the development of regional innovation systems.
However, resources have often proven insufficient to support competitiveness (Teece
et al., 1997). That is, adequate resources do not necessarily lead to excellent regional
innovation. To link resources (e.g. funds) to performances (e.g. patents) in a smooth
operation of innovation systems, many researchers have conceptualised activities
(e.g. R&D function) of individual components or the entire system (e.g. Bergek et al.,
2008; Edquist, 2001a; 2001b; Hekkert et al., 2007; Johnson, 1998). However, the
literature has not empirically incorporated the concept of functions into the black box
7of innovation processes that transforms resources to performances. The lack of
understanding of the complex structure of regional innovation systems is attributed
to the methodological difficulty in mapping the complex nature of innovation
processes (Castellacci and Natera, 2013; Hekkert et al., 2007).
By putting functions between resources and performances, this thesis
describes endogenous causalities that comprise the resource–function–performance
structure.3 Specifically, this thesis adopts a bottom-up approach to set up an overall
structure of a meso- or macro-level innovation system as a whole. To this end, this
thesis utilises a triple helix framework that is composed of inter-relational structures
among universities, industries, and government (research institutes) (Etzkowitz,
2008; Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). Because the aggregation of knowledge
development processes is central to an innovation system (Asheim and Isaksen,
1997), an analysis of the three knowledge producers (universities, industries, and
government research institutes) is expected to provide information that helps to build
up an aggregate model of the regional innovation system. This attempt enables the
observation of smooth flows of innovation-related information and materials. Further,
the visual illustration would help to intuitively acknowledge how regional innovation
and regional competitiveness proceed in the feedback process of territorial
3 In Paper 3, the term ‘resource–function–performance’ is replaced with the term ‘capacity–
capability–performance’ in defining a regional structure and in analysing regional competitiveness.
Capacity reflects available system proprietary resources mainly including financial and human
resources (Wang and Huang, 2007) to determine initial ability for innovation; Capability is a system’s
ability to expedite resource utilisation for performance generation; and Performance is considered
within the context of knowledge development (e.g. patents, Acs et al., 2002; Chen and Guan, 2012;
Fritsch, 2002; Griliches, 1990; Henderson and Cockburn, 1996; Nelson, 2009; Rosell and Agrawal,
2009; Weck and Blomqvist, 2008) and knowledge commercialisation (e.g. sales and profits, Foster et
al., 2008; Yam et al., 2011).
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1.2.3. Regional behaviour: ‘Static view’ versus ‘dynamic view’
Dynamism in innovation systems is not new (Bell and Albu, 1999). The
notion of systems dynamics is clearly described by Carlsson et al. (2002) as follows:
‘a snapshot of the system at a particular point in time may differ substantially from
another snapshot of the same system at a different time’.
The main trigger of systems dynamics is structural complexity (Hekkert et al.,
2007). Because of system complexity, the innovation process is ever changing
(Autio, 1998; Nelson and Winter, 1982). The dynamic attributes include multiple
contexts such as technological patterns (Murmann and Frenken, 2006), innovation
environment (Smith, 2000), actors’ capabilities, and system configuration (Carlsson
et al., 2002). The complex and evolutionary innovation process does not allow any
region to maintain its excellence (e.g. regional R&D efficiency and regional
competitiveness) at the same level. On the one hand, with respect to regional R&D
efficiency, however, there have been very few attempts to investigate a time-
dependent change in R&D efficiency (Archibugi et al., 1999). On the other hand,
regional competitiveness should reflect systemic nature (Meyer-Stamer, 2008), and it
is as dynamic as the evolutionary innovation process (Porter, 1992). With respect to
the utility of innovation policy, regional competitiveness is influenced by policies
(Asheim and Coenen, 2005a; 2005b) that have short-term and long-term effects
(OECD, 2009). Further, over time, the policy effects extend across divergent parts of
the system (Jervis, 1997). Therefore, policy effects on regional competitiveness
9should be investigated from a dynamic perspective under the perception of system
complexity and evolution. Although some researchers have conceptually discussed
the dynamic attributes of regional competitiveness (e.g. Boschma, 2004; Budd and
Hirmis, 2004; Kitson et al., 2004; Malecki, 2004; Turok, 2004), empirical
investigations on dynamic effects of policy on regional competitiveness are scarce.
In addition, regional competitiveness is an inclusive concept (Turok, 2004).
However, existing studies have mainly examined partial segments such as
physicality (e.g. human resources) and performance (e.g. patents) (e.g. Ström and
Nelson, 2010) or have focused on the transient effect of policies that are specific to
particular segments in the innovation system, especially financial instruments for
R&D, including R&D expenditure (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie,
2003; Lach, 2002), tax incentives (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie,
2003; Koga, 2003), and foreign direct investment (FDI) (Branstetter, 2006).
To address regional dynamics, this thesis couples both static and dynamic
examination of R&D efficiency in order to provide more rigorous evaluation criteria
to identify the degree of superiority or inferiority of regional innovation systems in
terms of scientific and technological knowledge production. Further, this thesis
considers both longitudinal change and average improvement in regional
competitiveness caused by attainable adjustment of policy interventions. The time-
dependent insight into regional R&D efficiency and policy effects on regional
competitiveness helps to reflect the consistency of regional operation for innovation.
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1.2.4. Research position
Figure 1 illustrates the research position drawn from the above-mentioned
research gaps that this thesis seeks to fill. Earlier research leans toward (1) a top-
down view, (2) a correlation-based view, and (3) a static view in analysing regional
innovation systems. However, these foci are not able to fully account for the
diversity, feedback structure, and dynamic behaviour of regional innovation systems.
In order to reflect these fundamental features, this thesis tries to adopt (1) a bottom-
up view, (2) a causality-based view, and (3) a dynamic view of regional R&D
efficiency, and of regional competitiveness and the policy effects on it.
Figure 1. A research position for analysing regional innovation systems
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1.3. Research questions
To bridge research gaps in extant literature, this thesis sets up specific sub-
questions, which serve as the foundation of research design and are intended to
uncover nuanced information related to the success of regional innovation systems.
These three sub-questions are as follows:
(1) Which regions are competitive in terms of R&D efficiency? – In the
knowledge economy, the most competitive region in R&D efficiency may be
assumed to have a competitive ability to build up a knowledge base that
enables smooth operation of the regional innovation process. Thus, the region
with a sufficiently accumulating knowledge can be a good case example for
observing operational phenomena of regional innovation. The definition of
the most competitive region in R&D efficiency from the static and dynamic
perspectives provides an object of research that is analysed to account for
Research Questions 2 and 3.
(2) How do regional innovation systems operate in the resource–function–
performance structure? – The analysis of the resource–function–
performance structure established by key knowledge producers helps to
capture flows of innovation-related information and materials that fulfil
regional innovation and competitiveness. By addressing this question, this
thesis develops a qualitative model of regional innovation systems that is the
base for answering Research Question 3.
(3) How does regional competitiveness behave over time, and what
policy(ies) can help or hinder regional competitiveness? – The answers to
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these questions are intended to capture the static and dynamic level of
regional competitiveness and the utility of policy interventions. In doing so, a
quantified model is used to carry out policy tests (sensitivity tests) to identify
innovation policies that are expected to be effective for promoting regional
competitiveness.
1.4. The selection of research methodologies
Operational research (sometimes known as operations research) is one of the
advanced scientific analytical tools commonly used in the decision-making process
of profit and non-profit organisations (Agrawal et al., 2010; Dean, 1958). Modelling
and simulations using operational research techniques mimic an actual system,
simplify its key elements, and handle the problems of a large-scale system more
efficiently and effectively (Lee et al., 2008).
As seen in Figure 2, this thesis utilises operational research tools to address
research questions simultaneously and serially under the umbrella term ‘innovation’.
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Figure 2. A multi-methodological framework used in the thesis
1.4.1. Data envelopment analysis and Malmquist productivity index
The data envelopment analysis (Charnes et al., 1994) and the Malmquist
productivity index (Färe et al., 1994) are simultaneously employed to classify
regions in terms of their static and dynamic R&D efficiency for a given time period
(for details, see Chapter 3).
Compared to statistical (e.g. regression model) or other non-parametric (e.g.
stochastic frontier analysis; Aigner et al., 1977) methods, the data envelopment
analysis and the Malmquist productivity index have certain methodological strengths.
First, the methods can handle multiple inputs and outputs having different units of
measurement (Charnes et al., 1994). Generally, in order to evaluate the innovation
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performance of the regions, there are several criteria (i.e. multiple inputs and outputs)
with different units of measurement (e.g. ‘capita’ for R&D human resource, ‘$’ for
R&D expenditure, and ‘count’ for patents). To address this issue, for example,
conventional statistical approaches require considerable time and effort to normalise
or standardise the values of all the relevant factors. Also, the normalisation or
standardisation may necessitate an estimation of the weightages of the factors.
Therefore, multiple variables with different units of measurement are likely to lead
to issues regarding the application of the methodology. Second, the two methods can
be used to evaluate a small sample size having few input and output variables
(Dyson et al., 2001). The analysis of such a small sample size is likely to be
criticised in the context of the statistical significance of the empirical results.
However, the data envelopment analysis and the Malmquist productivity index are
non-parametric techniques that can accommodate a small sample size. Therefore,
they are useful for investigating countries with a small number of regions.
1.4.2. Qualitative systems thinking: Causal loop diagram
After dealing with the efficiency-based regional diversity, this thesis tries to
examine the collective behaviour of the regional actors, and determine how the
innovation process works within a regional territory. To this end, this thesis employs
a causal loop diagram approach (Galanakis, 2006; Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005;
Morecroft, 2007; Sterman, 2000). By means of the method, this thesis illustrates how
the flows of innovation-related information and materials are structured in the
regional innovation process (for details, see Chapter 4).
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While other similar methods, such as model boundary charts and subsystem
diagrams, do not show the relationships between the variables in the model, causal
loop diagrams can cover the boundary, architecture, and relationships of the
components required to define a system in the model (Sterman, 2000). In particular,
this technique clarifies the causality between factors and helps to trace the cause–
effect relationships and thus is useful in determining the reasons for particular
problems in the system. In other words, it helps to avoid confusion between
causation and correlation, which build up relationships among variables. For
decision-making, a causal loop diagram can be an effective communication tool that
provides a graphical representation based on specific modelling guidelines (i.e. the
positive and negative relationships between two variables, reinforcing and balancing
the feedback processes, and time delay; Sterman, 2000). The causal loop diagram is
used to create a system dynamics model for numerical simulations (Fowler, 2003),
which is employed to address Research Question 3.
1.4.3. Quantitative systems thinking: Stock and flow diagram
A system dynamics technique is used for achieving two objectives (for
details, see Chapter 5). First, by means of this method, the primary analysis
quantifies flows, stocks, and feedback loops to examine the dynamics of regional
competitiveness. Based on the analysis results, next, this method is used to
investigate how adjustments of particular controlling factors related to policy
measures change the regional competitiveness over time.
Methodologically, system dynamics allows practitioners to discover the
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endogenous sources of particular behaviours of the system (Richardson, 2011).
Another advantage of using system dynamics is to focus on the dynamic changes in
a system over time based on the decision-making activities, while game theories
handle interactions between decision-makers who seek equilibrium in a particular
situation (Kim and Kim, 1997). Unlike agent-based modelling which is suitable to
observe the behaviour of autonomous entities (Grimm and Railsback, 2005), system
dynamics is an efficient approach to modelling the aggregate behaviours that result
from interactions among multiple components of the system (Sterman, 2000). In
particular, the quantification by system dynamics can cover both problem structuring
and problem solving, while a qualitative systems method is able to only structure
system problems (Forrester, 1994; Jackson, 2003; Mandinach and Cline, 1994;
Richardson, 2011). As a result, the simulations highlight what can be expected in the
future and suggest proactive measures for sustainable and developmental regional
innovation (Sterman, 2000).
1.5. The selection of a case: South Korea
To address each of the three research questions by using the above-
mentioned operational research tools, this thesis utilises the case of South Korea.
According to the OECD review of Korea (OECD, 2009; 2012), the country is a
successful example of exceptional growth in industrialisation and economy over the
past half-century and the country shows one of the highest levels of R&D
expenditure across the world. The OECD Science, Technology and Industry Outlook
(2012) highlights that after France, Korea had the second highest government budget
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appropriations or outlays for R&D as a percentage of GDP in 2011. The STI country
profile of Korea (OECD STI e-Outlook website) concludes that Korea had the
second highest R&D intensity in the OECD after Israel, with business R&D
expenditure as a percentage of GDP in 2010.4 Nowadays, Korea represents a country
which has successfully transformed its economy into a knowledge economy. Also, in
many technology sectors, the country belongs to the technological front runners.
The historical traces of Korea’s regional innovation have been well
documented by Park (2001). As seen in Table 1, the development of Korea’s
regional innovation initiatives is considered in two approaches: industrial policy and
science and technology policy. The industrial policies have been directed by the
national government, which fully supports the chaebol-oriented system and export-
oriented industries. With respect to the industrial policy, Korea has experienced a
shift in policy paradigm from the decentralisation phase between the 1960s and the
mid-1980s to the re-concentration phase until the 1990s. In the decentralisation
period, the national government tried to establish large industrial complexes in non-
capital regions such as Ulsan, Changwon, Pohang, Kumi, Kwangyang, and Ansan.
However, since the conversion of strategic industries to knowledge-intensive sectors
in the 1990s, the re-concentration of firms has taken place in capital regions (e.g.
Seoul and Gyeonggi). With respect to science and technology, the developmental
steps of innovation policies are divided into the government-led phase of the 1960s–
1970s and the private sector-led phase from the 1980s to the present. While the focus
in the government-led phase was to import advanced technologies from developed
4 OECD STI e-Outlook website: http://www.oecd.org/sti/outlook/e-
outlook/sticountryprofiles/korea.htm
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countries and transfer them to industries, the private sector-led phase presented a
remarkable growth in in-house R&D spending of private sectors.
The development of regional innovation systems in Korea is marked by
several characteristics, including top-down government policy (Lee, 2009; Suh,
2009), chaebol-dominant industry (Lee, 2009; Park, 2007; Suh, 2009), industrial
technology development-oriented policy (Park, 2001), financing-driven government
support (Chung, 2002), loosening network (Park, 2007; Suh, 2009), weak industry
strategy in certain regions (Park, 2007), weak research-based science-biased
interregional industrial support (Chung, 2002), and unbalanced territorial distribution
of R&D practitioners (Chung, 2002).
Since the introduction of region-wide frameworks to Korea in the mid-1990s,
Korea has experienced a shift in the policy frameworks for national development
from the national level onto region-wide approaches that emphasise the increasingly
important role of local authorities and local spaces (Park, 2001). The Roh Moo-Hyun
administration (2003–2007) legislated regional innovation initiatives, including ‘The
Special Law on Decentralisation’ and ‘The Special Law on the Construction of New
Administrative Capital’ in 2003 and ‘The Special Law on Balanced National
Development’ in 2004. This regional systems approach was maintained by the
administration of Lee Myung-Bak (2008–2012; Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology [MEST], 2010a), through the enactment of ‘The Third Regional Science
and Technology Promotion Plan’ (2008–2012) and ‘The Five-Year Comprehensive
Regional Science and Technology Promotion Plan’ (2009–2012). Such institutional
efforts continue under the current administration of Park Geun-hye (2013–present)
enacting ‘The Fourth Regional Science and Technology Promotion Plan’ (2013–
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2017).
On the basis of the below table, the current status of Korea’s regional
innovation initiatives can be summarised by the coexistence of national innovation
initiatives and regional innovation initiatives and the coexistence of government-led
and private sector-led R&D. In particular, Korea is characterised by a regionalised
national innovation system (Asheim and Isaksen, 1997), where the national
government controls region-wide institutional frameworks (Bathelt, 2003). Thus,
although each Korean region has its own local government that is in charge of
developing and implementing local-based innovation policies, its autonomy is not
secured in terms of the size of own funds for science and technology innovation.
These characteristics would provide policy implications for less developed countries,
such as China, that are headed towards state-led industrialisation under the stronger
governance of national approaches than regional ones. Further, a study of Korea is
expected to provide the impetus for Korea to undertake future regional innovation
initiatives and achieve regional success in terms of the nature of knowledge-based
innovation.
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Table 1. History of Korea’s regional innovation initiatives
1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s
Terrestrial innovation
initiatives
National initiative phase
Regional initiative phase
Industrial policy Decentralisation phase Re-concentration phase
 First 5-Year
Economic
Development Plan
(1962)
 Labour-intensive light
industries (e.g. textile
and apparel)
 Heavy industries
(e.g.
petrochemicals,
shipbuilding,
automobile, and
electronics)
 High-technology
industries (e.g.
semiconductors)
 Knowledge-intensive
industries (e.g.
information and
communications
technology)
Science and technology
policy
Government-led phase
Private sector-led phase
 Establishment of the
Korea Institute of
Science and
Technology (KIST)
(1966)
 Establishment of the
Daedeok Science Town
for government research
institutes (1973)
 Establishment of the
Korea Advanced
Institute of Science
(KAIS) (1971)
 Chaebol-driven in-house R&D Regional SME clusters in
technology-intensive
industries (e.g. science
parks and techno parks)
Summarised from Park (2001)
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Korea is composed of 17 administrative regions, as seen in Figure 3. Among
them, Sejong (officially named as Sejong Special Autonomous City) opened in July
of 2012 (BBC news, 2 July 2012). As Sejong is a newly born assembly area of a
number of ministries and national agencies under ‘The Special Law on the
Construction of New Administrative Capital’, the city is not characterised by
science- and technology-based regional innovation. Also, Jeju is a tourism-driven
region, and is thus unlikely to be comparable to other regions with respect to an
advanced scientific and technological infrastructure. Therefore, this thesis does not
consider Sejong and Jeju in the analysis.
Figure 3. Administrative regions in Korea
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1.6. Research design and outline
By analysing the case of Korea, this thesis associates the three research
questions with publishable journal papers. Figure 4 illustrates how the three papers
are connected, thereby clarifying the entirety of knowledge that this thesis is meant
to produce.
Figure 4. Research design: Question−method−objective−result 
This thesis in the first step defines the most competitive Korean region from
a long-term R&D efficiency perspective. In the next step, this thesis structures the
knowledge-based innovation process of the most competitive region in R&D
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efficiency. In the third step, this thesis quantifies the regional competitiveness of the
region and policy effects on it by performing simulations in order to offer actionable
policies that are expected to promote regional competitiveness of the region.
This thesis is composed of six chapters, as shown in Figure 5: the
introduction (Chapter 1: this chapter), the literature review (Chapter 2), the three
papers (Chapters 3−5), and the conclusion (Chapter 6). 
Figure 5. Research outline
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After this chapter, which is the introduction, Chapter 2 reviews existing
literature on the nature of regional innovation systems. On the basis of this review,
the chapter specifies novel insights that would prove useful in the recognition,
analysis, and interpretation of regional innovation phenomena, thereby assuring this
thesis’ theoretical and practical contributions to the field.
Chapter 3 is meant to address Research Question 1, ‘Which regions are
competitive in terms of R&D efficiency?’, in order to identify the best region in
Korea with respect to R&D efficiency. This chapter adopts the data envelopment
analysis and the Malmquist productivity index, which shed light on the long-term
status of regional R&D efficiency from a static perspective and its consistency from
a dynamic perspective.
Chapter 4 aims to respond to Research Question 2, ‘How do regional
innovation systems operate in the resource−function−performance structure?’ The
chapter employs a qualitative systems approach, the causal loop diagram method, in
order to describe how core variables of resources, functions, and performances are
connected in Korea’s knowledge-based regional innovation process.
Chapter 5 addresses Research Question 3, ‘How does regional
competitiveness behave over time, and what policy(ies) can help or hinder regional
competitiveness?’ On the basis of the causal loop diagram developed in Chapter 4,
the chapter constructs a simplified system dynamic simulation model with respect to
knowledge-based innovation process of the most competitive Korean region in R&D
efficiency. Using this quantitative model, the chapter analyses the dynamics of
regional competitiveness and discovers potential innovation policies that are
expected to encourage regional competitiveness.
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Finally, Chapter 6 summarises the major findings, and it highlights
contributions of this thesis to the field of regional innovation policy by focusing on
regional diversity, regional structure, and regional behaviour. Further, the chapter
describes the shortcomings of this thesis with respect to methodology, scope, and
framework, and identifies interesting avenues for future research that will redress
these shortcomings.
1.7. Anticipated contributions of the thesis
Through the three papers, this thesis contributes to knowledge advances in
the theory, methodology, and practice of innovation studies as follows.
 Conceptually, this thesis applies a bottom-up view, a causality-based view,
and a dynamic view to the analysis of regional innovation processes. By
doing so, this thesis provides theoretical insight into diversity, structure, and
behaviour in regional innovation.
 In terms of methodology, this thesis presents a novel and
multimethodological use of operational research tools to support the
understanding of innovation phenomena of regional systems.
 For practical contributions, this thesis provides an analytic methodology for
rational decision-making. Also, this thesis may be a precedent that provides
other cases with ‘meta narratives’ related to sustainable regional innovation
systems. The applicable narrative encompasses a robust classification of
regions according to their efficiencies, a better understanding of inclusive
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knowledge-based regional innovation processes, and a quantification of
regional innovation systems.
 In a more practical sense, this thesis provides potential policy
recommendations that facilitate regional innovation. The recommendations
include discussion on how to improve regional R&D efficiency (see Paper 1),
how to sustain the operation of innovation processes under the region-
specific structure (see Paper 2), and how to encourage regional
competitiveness (see Paper 3).
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews existing literature with respect to regional innovation
systems. First, the regional theories are outlined, and the main characteristics of
regional innovation system theory are clarified. Second, this chapter posits that
region-wide initiatives provide motivation and support for the practical study of
regional innovation. Moreover, a review of the definitions of ‘region’, ‘innovation’,
and ‘system’ provide insight into the regional innovation systems that are the objects
of research for this thesis.
2.1. Regional theories
In recent decades, the nature and causes of regional development have
increasingly occupied social science, political, and practitioner research thinking in
addition to the study focus of researchers from the fields of economics and
geography (Dawkins, 2003). Some studies have introduced theories from various
perspectives (e.g. Dawkins, 2003; Moulaert and Sekia, 2003; Shinkin Central Bank
Research Institute [SCBRI], 2005). The SCBRI researchers categorised regional
theories into four types according to two criteria, as illustrated in Figure 6. These
criteria were (1) the subject of analysis and (2) the core concept. The first criterion
categorises a theory according to an ‘entire region’ or ‘specific industrial cluster’,
whereas the second criterion categorises according to the ‘static’ or ‘dynamic’
research perspective.
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Figure 6. Regional theories (translated from SCBRI, 2005)
Although Figure 6 separates the regional theories, there are substantial
similarities in terms of their arguments. Table 2 explains that the economic
geography, flexibility, and new industrial space theories are focused on market
demand for products/services, whereas the industrial cluster theory expands the
market scope to a competition condition. The location and flexibility theories
consider the tangible factors such as labour, finance, materials, and/or
products/services, whereas the new industrial space, regional industrial system,
milieu, and learning region theories consider the intangible (multi-level) social
systems. Piore and Sabel (1984) of Italy provide an example of industrial districts
with flexible specialisation from a Marshallian perspective. Additionally, the (new)
economic geography theory represents a blend of multiple theories drawn from
different theoretical roots including cumulative causation, export base, external scale
economies, and neoclassical trade theories (Dawkins, 2003). Thus, the application of
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only one regional theory to the analysis of territorial innovation is difficult (Dawkins,
2003; Moulaert and Sekia, 2003).
Although commonalities exist among regional theories, the four-quadrant
matrix by SCBRI (see Figure 6) shows that the theory of regional innovation systems
presented in this thesis addresses regional diversity, regional structure, and regional
behaviour (see Sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 in the Introduction). With respect to regional
diversity, the theory of regional innovation systems is based on the concentration of
national innovation initiatives on a sub-national scale (Edquist, 1997). With respect
to regional structure, the theory of regional innovation systems provides a conceptual
foundation for the analysis of the territorial innovation process within the regional
context (Cooke, 1998). The concept of regional behaviour is associated with the core
theoretical roots of regional innovation systems drawn from the evolutionary theory
(Dosi, 1988; Nelson and Winter, 1982) of technological change (Freeman, 1987,
1995). Therefore, the theory of regional innovation systems is suitable for this thesis,
which analyses the dynamic operation of science and technology-based knowledge
innovation systems of an entire region. The operational process is shaped in the
structure of interrelated resources, functions, and performances.
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Table 2. Regional theories, excluding the theory of regional innovation systems
Theory Key argument Reference
Location theory Optimal location of industries on the basis of monetary weights of raw materials
and end-products
Greenhut (1956); Hoover (1937); Isard (1956);
Marshall ([1890] 1961); North, (1955); Weber
(1929)
Economic
geography theory
Emergence of industry clusters because of significant economies of scale, low
transition costs, and labour-intensive manufacturing
Clark et al. (2000); Krugman (1991)
Flexibility theory Flexible specialisation (labour and capital) and localised networks to respond to
dynamic market demand
Piore and Sabel (1984)
New industrial
space theory
Flexible production agglomerations to adapt to dynamic market demand Scott (1988); Storper and Scott (1988, 2003)
Industrial cluster
theory
Territorial concentration to stimulate competition in localised innovation and to
foster the nation’s industrial competitiveness in international markets
Porter (1990, 1996, 1998a)
Regional industrial
system theory
Social networks related to flexible specialisation and entrepreneurship in the
industrial sector
Saxenian (1994)
Milieu theory Cultural, political, psychological, physical, and socioeconomic similarity Aydalot (1986); Camagni (1991), Markusen (1987)
Learning region
theory
Collaboration and coordination between firms and environment for collective
benefits through a strong but flexible network
Asheim (2001); Cooke (1998); Florida (1995);
Morgan and Nauwelaers (1998)
Summarised from Dawkins (2003) and Moulaert and Sekia (2003) on the basis of the classification by SCBRI (2005)
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2.2. The importance of regional initiatives
Regional innovation researchers usually claim that nationwide innovation
programmes have been weakened by the globalising economy, whereas region-wide
initiatives have become the centre of economic activities (Asheim and Gertler, 2005;
Asheim and Isaksen, 1997; Bathelt et al., 2004; Braczyk et al., 1998; Chung, 2002;
Cooke and Memedovic, 2003; Cooke et al., 1997; Cooke, 2001; Doloreux and Parto,
2004; Doloreux, 2003; Iammarino, 2011; Isaksen, 2001; Malecki and Oinas, 1999;
Malmberg and Maskell, 1997; Ohmae, 1995; Park, 2001). Contrastingly, some
researchers emphasise the decreasing significance of a territorial focus as a result of
globalisation (Graham, 1998; Greig, 2002; Ohmae, 1990; O’Brien, 1992). Lundvall
(1992) posits that international innovation interactions occur on a national scale but
not at the regional level and, consequently there has been limited change in the role
of regional units with respect to innovation. This sceptical view is described as ‘the
death of distance’ by Cairncross (1997).
It seems that regional innovation initiatives are not easily construed in the
economic globalisation context. The divergent terminologies — globalisation versus
regionalisation — are introduced by Porter (1998b), who terms them the ‘location
paradox’, describing the increasing competitive advantages of localised industrial
clusters in the globalising business world. Porter (2006) commented:
‘I call it the location paradox. If you think of
globalization, your first reaction is to think that location
doesn’t matter anymore. […] But the paradox is that location
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still matters. The U.S. is still the most important space […]
the more things are mobile, the more decisive location
becomes. […]’ (Q&A with Michael Porter, Bloomberg
Businessweek, 21 August 2006).
The location paradox implies that globalisation and regionalisation are not
separate, but represent intertwined phenomena affecting contemporary businesses.
Regionalisation in conjunction with high competitiveness is central to business
response to an intensified competitive global environment. For example, Guangdong
province in China has been specialising spatially by attracting foreign investment
through ‘relocation, outsourcing, and off-shoring of low value-added industries
principally from Hong Kong, China, and Chinese Taipei’ (OECD, 2010, p. 140)
since the enactment of an open-door initiative. Given the supportive local
environment for innovation, Guangdong has endeavoured to intensify localised
competition to escape the labour and resource-intensive industrial structures. Thus,
although these terminologies — globalisation and regionalisation — appear contrary
to each other, regionalisation is as essential to the business world as globalisation.
Moreover, as a vehicle for regional innovation, science parks have contributed to the
advancement of local economies including job creation, the creation of technology-
based small firms, and revitalisation of the regional economy (Vedovello, 1997)
(although the Science Park paradox is evident in some cases where science parks
have not performed satisfactorily, the development of such parks continues to be a
popular policy approach [van Geenhuizen and Soetanto, 2008]).
According to Porter (2003), the vitality and plurality of innovation in the
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industrial co-location affects the regional economy through factors such as wage
rates, employment, and patent growth. The value of regional units is supported by
the concept of ‘new regionalism’ (Halseth et al., 2010; Morgan 2004; Porter, 1990).
This concept emphasises that regional competitive advantage is obtained from
localised assets, skills, and knowledge. Additionally, national competitive advantage
is nurtured once combined with localised innovation. Territorial concentration
stimulates investment in local infrastructure by government bodies and educational
institutions that are dependent on a local industrial cluster (Porter, 1990). Freeman
(1995) emphasised the significance of national and regional settings despite growth
in globalised innovation activities. With respect to the formulation of an innovation
system, regional innovation contributes to the development of sectoral innovation
systems, which focus on the effective development of local economies within region-
specific industries (Chung, 2002). A regional unit represents an essential base for the
development of innovation policies (Doloreux and Parto, 2004) that contribute to the
achievement of national innovation policy objectives and national economic growth
(OECD, 2008).
Figure 7 summarises that regional initiatives play multiple roles in multi-
level situations. These include local firm response to competition on a global scale;
the achievement of national innovation policy objectives and national
competitiveness at a country level; and the development of region-specific industries,
local economies, and innovation policies at a regional level.
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Figure 7. Advantages of regional innovation initiatives
2.3. The concepts of region, innovation, and system
This section reviews the concepts of region, innovation, and system to clarify
the research scope of regional innovation systems addressed by this thesis.
2.3.1. Region: City- and province-based administrative governance
A regional innovation system is based on ‘locality’, which is exchangeable
with ‘region’ (Lundvall and Johnson, 1994; Malmberg and Maskell, 1997; Storper,
1997). The term region is ambiguous in terms of its definition and derives its
meaning from proximity. The proximity refers to the centre of region-based
innovation systems and varies according to the subjective judgement and purpose of
innovation policymakers (Juniper, 2007). Although a regional innovation system is
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conceptually regarded as smaller in scale than a national system, the term region
encompasses diverse territorial boundaries — for example, nations, provinces, and
industrial districts (Doloreux and Parto, 2004). Cooke (2001) posited that the
perception of a regional system can vary according to its description, such as
territorial, administrative, geo-regional, or cultural boundary-based system.
Moreover, the regional boundary is determined by the research targets, for example,
the province (Gertler and Wolfe, 1998), Quebec (Latouche, 1998), the city (Simmie,
2001), the industrial district (Asheim and Isaksen, 1997), and the NUTS II region
(Evangelista et al., 2002) (adopted from Doloreux and Parto [2004]).5 The ambiguity
associated with the definition of region may be attributed to the lack of specific
criteria or a consensus on size, homogeneity, governing bodies, and internal cohesion
(Cooke and Schienstock, 2000).
The definition of region is necessary to analyse factors such as local
competitiveness (Doloreux and Parto, 2004). For example, according to the
evolutionary stage of regions, the unit of analysis can be determined as ‘capital-city
regions’, ‘high-tech regions’, ‘services regions’, ‘high-performance engineering
regions’, ‘reconversion regions’, and ‘rural, agricultural, or peripheral regions’
(Cooke et al., 1997). These categories represent the fundamental purpose and nature
of individual regions, and the identification of which requires specific insights, and
corresponding analytical approaches.
The majority of analytical practices have concentrated on defining (regional)
innovation systems as institutional settings that are focused on economic policies
5 NUTS II is the nomenclature of territorial units coined by Eurostat.
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(Doloreux and Parto, 2004). The expressions used in the literature to define an
innovation system from an institutional perspective include ‘institutional dimension’
(Andersen and Lundvall, 1988), ‘network of institutions’ (Freeman, 1987, 1995),
‘organisations and institutions’ (Lundvall, 1992), ‘all institutions and economic
structures’ (Edquist and Lundvall, 1993), ‘particular institutional infrastructure’
(Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1995), ‘set of distinct institutions’ (Metcalfe, 1995),
‘policy’ (Cooke et al., 2000), and ‘set of institutions and regulations’ (Archibugi and
Lundvall, 2001).
With respect to innovation systems, institutions have traditionally been
defined as follows:
‘Sets of common habits, routines, established practices, rules,
or laws that regulate the relations and interactions between
individuals, groups and organisations’ (Edquist and Johnson,
1997, p. 46).
‘Sets of routines, rules, norms and laws, which by reducing
the amount of information necessary for individual and
collective action make society, and reproduction of society,
possible’ (Johnson, 1988, p. 280).
‘Routines, guiding everyday actions in production,
distribution and consumption, but they may also be guide-
posts for change. In this context, we may regard
technological trajectories and paradigms, which focus the
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innovative activities of scientists, engineers and technicians,
as one special kind of institution’ (Lundvall, 1992, p. 10).
‘Cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative elements that,
together with associated activities and resources, provide
stability and meaning to social life’ (Scott, 1995, p. 33).
Based on the above definitions, it is assumed that institutions specify the
routines of the overall system by regulating the activities of individual actors.
Additionally, institutions may be established in a region as long as the history
and institutional influences have been conducive to the development of such
institutions. An innovation system is dependent on the history of each different
system (Edquist, 1994). History is understood in terms of regional uniqueness, such
as system strengths or weaknesses that affect the evolution of interdisciplinary
dimensions such as knowledge, innovation, organisation, and institution. Finally,
history often determines the perceived success and failure of territorial innovation
(Edquist, 1997). That is, history-dependent regional institutions are interpreted as
‘context specificity’ as emphasised by Doloreux and Parto (2004).
On the basis of the above argument, this thesis uses the definition of a
regional boundary as one that is drawn from a combination of the institutionally
localised economy and context specificity, that is, administrative cities and provinces.
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2.3.2. Innovation: Schumpeterian innovation
Innovation is at the heart of not only long-run performance of firms (Iona et
al., 2008) but also national development (Sarkar, 2007). The concept of innovation,
in a narrow view, traditionally refers to science and technology advancements. An
emphasis on technology-based innovation was encouraged by Solow (1957), who
introduced the aggregate production function. Solow’s work underscored the effect
of technological advancement on national economic growth. According to Solow
(1957), technology-based innovation is a greater factor than labour and capital with
respect to the state of a national economy.
Contrastingly, the Schumpeterian innovation — the broadest concept of
innovation —maintains that excellence in research findings alone is not evidence of
successful innovation; rather, market success after successful R&D has been
conducted is required (Betz, 1993; Cooke and Memedovic, 2003; Edquist, 2001a,
2001b; Nelson and Rosenberg, 1993; Porter, 2006; Schumpeter, 1934, 1975; Smits
and Kuhlmann, 2004; Stoneman, 1983).
Central to the Schumpeterian theory of innovation is the dynamics of an
economy (Schumpeter, 1934, 1975). The dynamics result from the continuous stock
and flow changes of innovation-related knowledge (Autio, 1998). These flows
formulate multi-directional relationships and feedback rules among innovation-
related activities in the evolution of innovation processes. From the Schumpeterian
perspective, technological advances represent an endogenous catalyst to economic
development. This notion is consistent with the endogenous growth theory (also
known as neo-Schumpeterian theory) (Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1986). With respect to
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the endogenous process of regional innovation, knowledge disembogues through an
innovation process that is composed of several knowledge domains such as
knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, and knowledge deployment (Cooke
et al., 1997; Lundvall, 1992). Knowledge development is interchangeable with R&D
(basic research, applied research, and experimental development) that generates a
knowledge base for ideas (OECD, 1993). Knowledge diffusion is the movement of
technical expertise, knowledge, or technology from one organisational setting to
another (Roessner, 2000). Knowledge deployment refers to the application of
knowledge for business.
Therefore, the Schumpeterian innovation, in a knowledge economy, is
satisfied when knowledge smoothly flows throughout an interlinked series of
knowledge domains (development, diffusion, and deployment) endogenously
ranging from the R&D stage to the commercialisation stage thereby stimulating
knowledge spill-over in a given locality. This thesis focuses on the phenomenon of
knowledge-based innovation, and investigates a regional innovation process that
links the knowledge domains in a circular and endogenous operation, as displayed in
Figure 8— the so-called knowledge-based Schumpeterian innovation.
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Figure 8. An endogenous circulation of knowledge development, knowledge
diffusion, and knowledge deployment
2.3.3. System: Organised structure of
resource−function−performance 
From an operational perspective, an (regional) innovation process represents
the feedback phenomenon (Berkhout et al., 2006; van der Duin et al., 2007) in which
resources, functions, and performances are sequentially interconnected.
2.3.3.1. Resources
An innovation system requires various actors that represent the tangible
hardware of the system (Andersson and Karlsson, 2004; Braczyk et al., 1998; Buesa
et al., 2006; Chung, 2002; Wiig, 1995). The actors establish inter-organisational
relations to overcome resource constraints (Trappey and Chiang, 2008). The
presence of actors implies organisational physicality defining regional strengths in
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terms of knowledge production (Chung, 2002). Resources represent the fundamental
base that enables actors to carry out innovation-related tasks. That is, without
resources, actors alone cannot lead to the operation of regional innovation systems.
With respect to science and technology, R&D funds and researchers are integral to
resources. R&D expenditures are essential to promote the development of science
and technology (Hashimoto and Haneda, 2008; Wang and Huang, 2007).
Researchers, who contain tacit knowledge that is difficult to replicate (Lissoni, 2001),
are direct contributors to the R&D processes that transform financial inputs into
scientific and technological knowledge. The extent to which a regional innovation
system has financial and human resources available for R&D activities reflects the
system’s ability to initiate the operation of innovation processes.
2.3.3.2. Functions
A system contains diverse functions executed by actors that employ resources
to attain system performances (Bergek et al., 2008; Edquist, 2001a, 2001b; Hekkert
et al., 2007; Johnson, 1998). In a triple helix framework (Etzkowitz, 2008; Etzkowitz
and Leydesdorff, 2000), universities, industries, and government research institutes
perform their own traditional functions, such as education in universities, business in
industries, and R&D in government research institutes. Thus, universities develop
human resources and send R&D professionals to the three spheres, industries launch
products to the marketplace for profit, while government research institutes pursue
R&D and transfers to industries. In university-industry collaboration, client
companies exploit R&D outsourcing purchased services from the university lab; in
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turn, the university transfers research findings to the sponsor. Consequently, it is
assumed that the individual functions are interrelated and shape the flow of
innovation-related information including knowledge and materials. Japan’s success,
despite an inferior technology level (Freeman, 1987, 1995), occurred because each of
the innovation-related actors (e.g. universities, industries, and government bodies)
performed a role and established inter-organisational relations (e.g. collaboration,
competition, and coordination). The country has, therefore, fully incorporated
individual and/or collective functions into national development. This history
implies that abundant resources do not guarantee an intended level of system
performance (e.g. European countries and the USA in Freeman’s research). Rather,
the functional perspective is required to analyse the operation of an innovation
system. Such a perspective enables the consideration of systemic structures of
territorial (e.g. nation and region) or non-territorial (e.g. industry sector) innovation
settings.
2.3.3.3. Performances
The resources and functions represent the foundation for achieving the
innovation system goals. Both the practice and theory of regional innovation systems
have encompassed multidisciplinary performances that include science and
technology, business, and societal factors (Edquist, 1997; Freeman, 1987, 1995;
Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1992, 1993). Adopting the Schumpeterian perspective (see
Section 2.3.2.), the performances of regional innovation systems can be broadly
decomposed into two types: (1) scientific and technological knowledge and (2) the
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economic benefits of innovation. Scientific and technological knowledge is typically
measured by the quantity of academic publications (Brown and Svenson, 1998;
Cherchye and Abeele, 2005; Furman et al., 2002; Jiménez-Sáez et al., 2011) and/or
patents (Popp, 2005; Fritsch, 2002) within the boundary of knowledge development.
The economic benefits of innovation are measured by sales and/or profits (Foster et
al., 2008; Yam et al., 2011) within the boundary of knowledge commercialisation
attached to the industrial sector. Specifically, sales refer to the expandability of
markets and industries with respect to products and/or services, whereas profits refer
to the supply of sufficient funds for R&D (re)investment. Thus, the two indicators
are essential considerations in building capacity of financial and human resources for
sequential R&D in the regional innovation process.
This thesis assumes that the serially interrelated available resources,
actionable functions, and attainable performances comprise a systematic structure
that is essential to the sustainable operation of a regional innovation process, as
illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. A resource−function−performance structure in the knowledge-based 
innovation process
2.3.4. Summary of the thesis scopes
Figure 10 summarises three key insights into a regional innovation system
noted by this thesis: (1) the context-specific routines established in cities or
provinces, (2) the Schumpeterian view of innovation in the knowledge-based process,
and (3) an organised structure of resource−function−performance.  
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Figure 10. The research scope of regional innovation systems
This thesis assumes that the configuration of regional innovation systems
must adopt a ‘puzzle solving’ view to be competitive. All pieces of a jigsaw puzzle
are necessary to complete the picture. Similarly, each research scope ([1] the city-
and province-based administrative governance, [2] the Schumpeterian innovation,
and [3] the organised structure of resources, functions, and performances) is a
prerequisite for the complete operation of regional innovation systems. Table 3
shows that the three pieces are linked with the three Research Questions addressed
by this thesis.
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Table 3. Research Questions and thesis scope of regional innovation systems
Scope 1:
Administrative governance
Scope 2:
Schumpeterian innovation
Scope 3:
Organised structure
Research question 1:
Which regions are competitive in terms of
R&D efficiency?
City- or province-based
boundary
Knowledge development only Linear structure of resources and
performance
Research question 2:
How do regional innovation systems operate
in the resource−function−performance 
structure?
City- or province-based
boundary
Feedback process of knowledge
development, knowledge diffusion,
and knowledge deployment
Feedback structure of resources,
functions, and performances
Research question 3:
How does regional competitiveness behave
over time, and what policy(ies) can help or
hinder regional competitiveness?
City- or province-based
boundary
Feedback process of knowledge
development, knowledge diffusion,
and knowledge deployment
Feedback structure of resources
(capacity), functions
(capability), and performances
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Research Question 1: Which regions are competitive in terms of R&D
efficiency? The evaluation of regional R&D efficiency is considered within region-
wide units that are set by the city- and province-based administrative governance
(see Scope 1). However, with respect to the Schumpeterian innovation, the empirical
study does not encompass all knowledge domains, but pays attention only to
knowledge development (see Scope 2). This limited focus is intended to reflect the
dominant and straightforward perception of the central role of scientific and
technological advancement in promoting regional growth. For the efficiency analysis,
the description of a region-wide structure is confined within a linear process of
resource−performance as a black box (see Scope 3). 
Research Question 2: How do regional innovation systems operate in the
resource−function−performance structure? A qualitative systems approach to the
knowledge-based innovation process is based upon the city- and province-based
administrative governance (see Scope 1), the Schumpeterian innovation (see Scope
2), and the organised structure of resource−function−performance (see Scope 3). The 
context-specific routines are expanded from a view limited within knowledge
development only to an inclusive feedback view of knowledge domains including
knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, and knowledge deployment
(implementation and commercialisation) (see Scope 2). With respect to these
sequential knowledge domains, a typical regional innovation process of cities and
provinces (see Scope 1) represents a complex, organised structure of resources,
functions, and performances (see Scope 3). Specifically, the notion of
resource─function─performance is employed to develop a triple helix model of 
knowledge-based innovation systems of Korea (see Paper 2).
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Research Question 3: How does regional competitiveness behave over time,
and what policy(ies) can help or hinder regional competitiveness? A quantitative
systems approach analyses the innovation systems of city- or province-based
regional boundaries (see Scope 1). In contrast to Research Question 2, which uses a
qualitative systems thinking to construct a causal loop diagram, Research Question 3
investigates the stock and flow structure that is composed of a series of resources,
functions, and performances (see Scope 3). Particularly, to adopt an inclusive angle
of regional competitiveness, this thesis applies Scope 3 to the analysis of resources
(capacity), functions (capability), and performances from a systems perspective (see
Paper 3). The structure is established in the region-wide, knowledge-based
innovation process ranging from knowledge development to knowledge deployment
(implementation and commercialisation) (see Scope 2).
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CHAPTER 3. PAPER 1 ─ REGIONAL R&D 
EFFICIENCY IN KOREA FROM STATIC AND
DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVES
3.1. Abstract
R&D efficiency has gained great attention in regional innovation research.
This study examines the R&D efficiency patterns of 15 Korean regions for 2005–
2009. This study employs Data Envelopment Analysis to identify the regions’ R&D
performances relative to the best practices from the static perspective, and the
Malmquist Productivity Index to evaluate their changes in performance within a
given timeframe, providing a dynamic perspective. The results classify the Korean
regions into deteriorating, lagging, and improving groups and indicate that most
regions suffer from declining R&D productivity over time because of an inability of
catching up with the best practices.
Keywords: regional R&D efficiency, Korea, Data Envelopment Analysis, Malmquist
Productivity Index
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3.2. Introduction
Regional innovation aims to bridge the innovation-based economic gap
between heterogeneous regions and strengthen their innovation competitiveness on a
national scale (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development;
OECD, 2008). The European Union (EU, 2006) highlights the role of research and
development (R&D) in regional innovation. Some studies have attempted to evaluate
regional innovation performance to determine the evidence-based policy
implications of regional initiatives (e.g. Autio, 1998; Diez, 2001; Evangelista et al.,
2001). However, it is difficult to compare interregional innovation performance, as
R&D is not conducted under identical conditions owing to an imbalanced
distribution of R&D capabilities across different regions (Feldman, 1994). Thus, the
approach to simply analyse an absolute performance aspect, such as the number of
R&D outputs, is inappropriate, because it does not consider the maximum attainable
performance level for each region (Bosco and Brugnoli, 2010). The study of R&D
efficiency has gained substantial attention in recent years as researchers need to also
consider resource availability in the assessment of heterogeneous regional R&D
processes. Over the past 20 years, the keywords ‘R&D efficiency’, ‘research and
development efficiency’, and ‘research efficiency’ appeared in a number of
academic journal papers.6 Despite the abundance of literature on regional R&D
efficiency evaluation (e.g. Bai, 2013; Chen and Guan, 2012; Fritsch and Slavtchev,
2011; Guan and Chen, 2010; Zabala-Iturriagagoitia et al., 2007), very few studies
6 According to the results of an on-line search (http://www.sciencedirect.com), 889 journal papers
were published with these keywords between 1993 and 2012.
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examine this issue from a dynamic perspective (Archibugi et al., 1999). Moreover,
because a region’s R&D efficiency can change over time, the longitudinal
investigation of R&D efficiency can help assess the extent to which a region
demonstrates consistency in productivity.
Despite rapid economic growth, Korea’s nation-wide approach to innovation
resulted in economic disparities between the capital metropolitan areas (Seoul,
Gyeonggi, and Incheon) and other areas (Duke et al., 2006). Consequently, Korea
began to adopt regional innovation frameworks in the mid-1990s to reduce
interregional economic imbalances and reinforce competitiveness (Chung, 2002).
The Roh Moo-hyun administration (2003–2008) was the first regime to aggressively
pursue regional policy by enacting the ‘Special Law on Decentralisation’ and
‘Special Law on the Construction of a New Administrative Capital’ in 2003 and the
‘Special Law on Balanced National Development’ in 2004 to promote innovation.
This administrative ethos has been going on ever to intensify regional science and
technology competitiveness through R&D. (The Ministry of Education, and Science
and Technology; MEST, 2010a).
A study of Korean regions can provide valuable insights for policy-making
related to regional R&D systems. Multiple regional innovation systems comprise a
national innovation system (Chung, 2002), and they are essential to achieve the
objectives of national innovation policies (OECD, 2008). Primarily, Korea is
characterised by dirigiste initiatives (Braczyk et al., 1998), which are congruous with
regionalised national approaches (Asheim and Isaksen, 1997) in a top-down manner
(Howell, 1999). Consequently, from a national perspective (i.e. central government),
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an intra-country comparison of regional R&D efficiencies is worthwhile to identify
the state of regional R&D systems.
This study aims to contribute to the literature on regional innovation by
quantifying the respective R&D efficiencies of Korean regions from static and
dynamic perspectives. Although regional innovation initiatives were introduced in
Korea in the 1990s, the Korean government began to provide region-wide R&D data
only recently. Thus, this study employs data only for the period from 2005 to 2009.
Section 3.3. provides a brief explanation of the regional knowledge
production process. Section 3.4. introduces the Data Envelopment Analysis and the
Malmquist productivity index approaches for the evaluation of regional R&D
efficiency. Section 3.5. describes the data used in this study. Section 3.6. presents the
empirical findings, followed by a discussion of the results in Section 3.7. Section 3.8.
concludes the paper with a summary of the main results, the limitations of the study,
and directions for future research.
3.3. Regional knowledge production process
An innovation system is an aggregate of the knowledge production processes
in an innovation environment (Asheim and Isaksen, 1997). A linear knowledge
production function is based on the premise that the innovation process entails a
linear relationship between inputs and outputs (Acs et al., 2002; Godin and Gingras,
2000; Griliches, 1990; Hessels and van Lente, 2008; Tsao et al., 2008; Zabala-
Iturriagagoitia et al., 2007). Universities, industries, and Government Research
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Institutes (GRIs) are the key R&D actors in the process of any knowledge economy
(Etzkowitz, 2008). A regional knowledge production function includes universities,
industries, and GRIs that consume R&D inputs (e.g. people, money, knowledge) to
produce new regional scientific and technological knowledge (e.g. patents, papers)
(OECD, 1996; Zabala-Iturriagagoitia et al., 2007; see Figure 11).
Figure 11. A linear illustration of a regional knowledge production function
Figure 11 demonstrates that a simple regional knowledge production function
can be seen as a result of R&D inputs, process, and outputs. Primary R&D inputs are
obtained from either internal or external sources of the respective R&D performing
units. Thus, regardless of the sources (in-house sources, government, etc.) or R&D
actors (universities, industries, or GRIs), a linear approach for evaluating the
regional knowledge production process accounts for the total volume of regional
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R&D inputs consumed in the process to produce the total volume of regional R&D
outputs. In other words, a region’s total R&D input level is the sum of resources
invested by the universities, industries, and GRIs within the region, which is
subsequently transformed into outputs.
The degree to which these regions’ knowledge production processes are
efficient can be evaluated from either static or dynamic perspectives. Static
efficiency reflects the relative positions of regions using the best practices as defined
by efficient regions (Charnes et al., 1994). Dynamic efficiency accounts for time-
dependent changes in regional positions relative to those best practices, that is
productivity increase or decrease (Färe et al., 1994). The regions’ relative positions
can be determined by an interregional comparison in terms of static and dynamic
R&D efficiency, both of which consider the respective efficiencies of each region
relative to other comparative regions (i.e. best practices). For example, an inefficient
region can improve its relative (static) position if it exhibits increasing productivity,
until it (possibly) becomes efficient. In contrast, if a currently static efficient region
shows decreasing productivity, then the region would fall behind other comparative
regions over time. Considering the patterns of both static and dynamic efficiencies,
regions can be allocated in the matrix displayed in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Regional R&D efficiency patterns
The leading group (top-right quadrant) represents an ideal situation in which
the regions are both R&D efficient and register an increasing R&D productivity. If
these leading regions can maintain their R&D productivity increase, then they would
likely face a future characterised as consistently efficient, in both a static and
dynamic sense. The deteriorating group (top-left quadrant) is (still) efficient, but
suffers from a decreasing productivity over time. Although deteriorating regions are
efficient at present, they are likely to lose this position over time due to their
decreasing R&D productivity. The lagging group (bottom-left quadrant) is not only
inefficient, but also has decreasing productivity. Therefore, the lagging group faces
the greatest problems in terms of efficiency patterns; lagging regions are expected to
continue their downward trend towards further inefficiency. The improving group
(bottom-right quadrant) contains regions that though currently inefficient, but have
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increasing productivity. These regions can possibly become leading regions if they
are able to maintain this productivity increase over time.
Based on the notions outlined above, this study analyses Korean regions’
relative positions defined by R&D efficiency patterns. The following section
explains the methodology this study employed to analyse these efficiency patterns.
3.4. Methodology
This study employs Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and the Malmquist
Productivity Index (MPI) to determine R&D efficiency patterns of Korean regions.
Because MPI (Färe et al., 1994) is a DEA-based technique, these two methods share
common strengths in terms of R&D efficiency evaluation. Commonly used ratio
analysis cannot accommodate multiple inputs and outputs (Sherman, 1985).
However, both the DEA and MPI can handle multiple input- and output variables
with different units of measurement (Charnes et al., 1994). Moreover, unlike
statistical methods such as a regression model, non-parametric approaches do not
require a specified production function to link inputs with outputs (Berger and
Humphrey, 1997). This is relevant in the evaluation of a complex issue such as R&D
efficiency, particularly in terms of studying the conversion of R&D inputs into
outputs, where true production function is unknown and assumptions related to the
nature or shape of the relationship between inputs and outputs cannot be easily
justified. DEA allows the observed data to speak for itself by letting a convex
envelopment of observations provide a conservative estimate of the frontier of the
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production possibility set, based on very few assumptions. This is also an advantage
relative to other methods, like Stochastic Frontier Analysis (see e.g. Aigner et al.,
1977), which requires assumptions not only on the functional form of production
function (although some variations are quite flexible), but also the shape of the
inefficiency distribution. However, the advantage of needing only few assumptions
in DEA comes at the price of statistical properties. DEA efficiency analysis can be
criticised for its bias from a statistical perspective, as it uses small samples (Simar
and Wilson, 2000). Nevertheless, the use of few input and output variables can
overcome issues related to sample size (Dyson et al., 2001).
3.4.1. Data envelopment analysis
DEA is a linear programming-based technique that evaluates the performance
of decision-making units (DMUs) relative to an efficiency frontier set on the basis of
efficient DMUs (Charnes et al., 1994; Cooper et al., 2007). Methodologically, DEA
can be utilised in either a constant returns-to-scale model (the Charnes, Cooper,
Rhodes [CCR] model) (Charnes et al., 1978) or a variable returns-to-scale model (the
Banker, Charnes, Cooper [BCC] model) (Banker et al., 1984). Compared to a BCC
model, a CCR model provides better discrimination among DMUs (Podinovski and
Thanassoulis, 2007). Moreover, the BCC model is not well suited for measuring the
change in total factor productivity (Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell, 1995), so this study here
uses the CCR model.
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The regional R&D efficiencies can be improved by either increasing outputs
for a constant level of inputs, or reducing inputs for a given level of outputs.
However, in practice, it is not easy for R&D policies to achieve intended output
levels at a macro context. A regional R&D system is the aggregate of diverse micro-
level R&D processes, each utilising inputs to produce new knowledge in different,
and complex ways. From a micro-level perspective, managing the level of inputs for
a given level of outputs is arguably a more practical way of reaching the efficiency
frontier, rather than managing the level of outputs. Therefore, this study in the
following analyses adopts an input-oriented approach.
This study uses two methods to calculate DEA scores: the super-efficiency
DEA scores for a static regional R&D efficiency assessment, and the standard DEA
scores for use in the subsequent MPI score calculation. Many researchers have
assumed that an R&D input-output transformation process involves a time delay.
The average length of the delay varies according to industry (Goto and Suzuki, 1989)
and R&D actors (Adams and Griliches, 2000; Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la
Potterie, 2004). However, the empirical influence of time delay on efficiency is not
substantial (Griliches 1990; Hollanders and Celikel-Esser, 2007) and its length is not
definite (Wang and Huang, 2007). Therefore, this study simply defines an input-
output time delay as one year (i.e. inputs from 2005 and outputs from 2006, etc.).
To assess the static regional R&D efficiency for the period from 2005–2009,
this study considers super-efficiency DEA scores, developed by Andersen and
Petersen (1993). These are calculated by excluding each efficient region from the
reference group in the model that is used to evaluate its efficiency. Super-efficiency
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scores can be used to rank regions (Zhu, 2009) as they facilitate a discrimination of
the efficient DMUs, all of which get an efficiency score of 1 in the standard DEA.
The super-efficiency scores for efficient DMUs are equal to or higher than 1; their
values represent the degree to which the DMUs can increase their inputs and still
remain efficient. For the static super-efficiency DEA model, the variable values for a
region are aggregated across the five years under analysis. Thus, to account for the
time delay outlined above, the input for a region is the sum of input values from
2005 to 2009 and the output is the sum of values from 2006 to 2010. ݔ௜௝ is the
aggregated level of input ݅used by region ݆from 2005 to 2009, where ݅= 1,…, ݉ is
the number of inputs and ݆= 1,…, ݊ is the number of regions. Similarly, ݕ௥௝ is the
aggregated level of output ݎproduced by region ݆from 2006 to 2010, where ݎ=1,…, and ݏis the number of output factors. An observation in this analysis is given
by the vector of (݉ ) inputs and vector of (s) outputs, (X,Y) ∈ ܴ௠ ା௦, where the input
and output values are aggregated over the years 2005–2009 and 2006–2010,
respectively.
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The static input-oriented super-efficiency CCR-DEA score for DMU ′݆
( ௝ܺᇱ , ௝ܻᇱ ) is defined as follows:
ߠ௝ᇱ
௦௨௣௘௥ = minߠ
ݏݑܾ݆ ݁ܿ ݐݐ݋෍ ߣ௝ݔ௜௝ ≤
௡
௝ୀଵ
௝ஷ௝ᇱ
ߠ ݔ௜௝ᇱ ݅= 1,2, … ,݉ ;
෍ ߣ௝ݕ௥௝≥
௡
௝ୀଵ
௝ஷ௝ᇱ
ݕ௥௝ᇱ
௧ ݎ= 1,2, … ,ݏ
ߣ௝≥ 0, (1)
where ߣ௝ is the weight of observation (region) ݆in the benchmark for
observation ′݆, and ߠ௝ᇱ
௦௨௣௘௥is greater than 1 if region ′݆ is efficient and smaller than 1
if the region is inefficient.
Standard DEA scores are used to estimate MPI scores (Färe et al., 1994). For
the MPI, this study considers changes in R&D productivity of each Korean region
between the two extreme years (i.e. between 2005–2006 and 2009–2010). Changes
in productivity signified by the MPI scores can be decomposed into a shift in the
efficient frontier between 2005 (outputs from 2006) and 2009 (outputs from 2010)
and the changes in the regions’ efficiencies relative to the frontiers in the two years.
Let x୧୨୲ denote the level of input i used by region j in the year t, with t =2005, 2009
and let y୰୨୲ାଵ be the level of output r produced by region j in year t + 1. An
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observation is now given by the vector of (m) inputs in the year t and the vector of (s)
outputs in year t + 1, (X୲ , Y୲ାଵ) ∈ R୫ ାୱ.
The input-oriented CCR-DEA score for DMU j′ (X୨ᇱ୲, Y୨ᇱ୲ାଵ) relative to the
frontier for time period t∗ (inputs from t∗ , outputs from t∗ାଵ) is defined as follows:
ߠ௧∗൫ݔ௝ᇱ
௧,ݕ௝ᇱ௧ାଵ൯= minߠ
ݏݑܾ݆ ݁ܿ ݐݐ݋෍ ߣ௝ݔ௜௝
௧∗
௡
௝ୀଵ
≤ ߠݔ௜௝ᇱ
௧ ݅= 1,2, … ,݉
෍ ߣ௝ݕ௥௝
௧∗ାଵ ≥
௡
௝ୀଵ
ݕ௥௝ᇱ
௧ାଵݎ= 1,2, … ,ݏ
ߣ௝≥ 0݆= 1,2, … ,݊(2)
3.4.2. Malmquist productivity index
The MPI (Caves et al., 1982; Malmquist, 1953) is used to measure changes in
regional R&D productivity over time (Cooper et al., 2007). Methodologically, it is
calculated from the standard DEA scores defined in (2) above. The MPI model
employed in this study is as follows:
ܯܲܫ൫ݔ௝ᇱ
଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺,ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯
= ߠ଴ଽ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯
ߠ଴ହ൫ݔ௝ᇱ
଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺൯× ቈ(ߠ଴ହ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯ߠ଴ଽ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯)(ߠ଴ହ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺൯ߠ଴ଽ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺൯)቉ଵ/ଶ (3)
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where MPI൫x୨ᇱ଴ହ, y୨ᇱ଴଺, x୨ᇱ଴ଽ, y୨ᇱଵ଴൯represents the change in R&D productivity
between 2005(06) and 2009(10) for region j′. MPI൫x୨ᇱ଴ହ, y୨ᇱ଴଺, x୨ᇱ଴ଽ, y୨ᇱଵ଴൯> 1 indicates
an increase in productivity between 2005(06) and 2009(10); conversely, a value
lower than one implies a decrease in productivity during this period. A value of one
indicates no change in productivity. Furthermore, model (3) can be decomposed into
a technical efficiency change index (TECI) and a technical change index (TCI).
ܶܧܥܫ൫ݔ௝ᇱ
଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺,ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯= ߠ଴ଽ൫ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯
ߠ଴ହ൫ݔ௝ᇱ
଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺൯ (4)
ܶܥܫ൫ݔ௝ᇱ
଴ହ,ݕ௝ᇱ଴଺,ݔ௝ᇱ଴ଽ,ݕ௝ᇱଵ଴൯= ቈఏబఱቀ௫ೕᇲబవ,௬ೕᇲభబቁ
ఏబవቀ௫ೕᇲ
బవ,௬ೕᇲభబቁఏబఱቀ௫ೕᇲబఱ,௬ೕᇲబలቁఏబవቀ௫ೕᇲబఱ,௬ೕᇲబలቁ቉
ଵ/ଶ (5)
The TECI model (4) indicates whether a region moved closer to or further
away from the efficient frontier between 2005(06) and 2009(10) (Cooper et al.,
2007). TECI scores reflect the catch-up effect of each region, defined by the ratio of
the distances to the efficiency frontier in the two time periods. If one inefficient
region is more capable of utilising knowledge production technologies than others,
its R&D productivity would improve faster than that of other regions. Consequently,
the region’s distance from the frontier would decrease over time. The TCI model (5)
denotes the change in the best practice (technology) between 2005(06) and 2009(10)
(Cooper et al., 2007). TCI scores reflect the frontier-shift effect that is determined by
efficient regions. Technological advancements due to innovation extend the frontier
level, which implies an improvement in the best practices in terms of regional R&D
production. Thus, with respect to R&D, a frontier shift reflects the change in a
region’s potential for producing knowledge at that specific time. For this study, these
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two components provide further information on the sources of change in regional
R&D efficiency.
3.5. Data
3.5.1. Sample of observations
The analyses employ Korea’s regional knowledge production data. Of the
sixteen administrative regions, Jeju was excluded, as it is largely a tourism-driven
region, and therefore unlikely to be comparable to other territories with an advanced
scientific and technological infrastructure. Among the remaining fifteen regions
considered in this study, one region is a special city, six are metropolitan cities, and
eight are provinces (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Key statistics of Korean regions
No. Region Type Area
in 2010 (km2)
GRDP in 2010c
(billion KRWd)
R&D relative to
GRDP in 2010 (%)
Economically active
Population in 2010 (000)
R&D organisation
in 2010
Map
1 Seoul City 605 289,719 2.85 5,180 4,504
2 Busan City 766 63,737 1.32 1,633 764
3 Daegu City 884 38,580 1.53 1,218 716
4 Incheon City 1,027 60,708 2.74 1,390 981
5 Gwangju City 501 26,401 1.97 688 394
6 Daejeon City 540 27,632 18.14 728 758
7 Ulsan City 1,058 62,852 0.72 553 242
8 Gyeonggi Province 10,136 266,562 6.87 5,913 5,486
9 Gangwon Province 16,613 30,628 0.93 685 253
10 Chungcheongbuk Province 7,433 39,470 1.98 753 619
11 Chungcheongnama Province 8,629 83,167 3.23 1,003 777
12 Jeollabuk Province 8,061 36,632 1.45 835 362
13 Jeollanam Province 12,233 59,901 0.81 904 291
14 Gyeongsangbukb Province 19,029 80,839 2.26 1,400 652
15 Gyeongsangnam Province 10,532 87,419 1.73 1,576 975
16 Jeju Province 1,849 10,899 1.03 289 89
Compiled from Statistics Korea (http://www.kostat.go.kr/eng/), last accessed on 23 rd October, 2014; a Daejeon excluded; b Daegu excluded; c
Gross Regional Domestic Product, deficient price basis; d Korean currency unit: won
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3.5.2. Variables and data sources
In DEA and MPI assessments, the total number of observations should
ideally be at least thrice that of the total number of variables (Banker et al., 1989) or
twice that of the product of the number of inputs and outputs (Dyson et al., 2001).
However, it is preferable to include fewer variables for a better discrimination
among DMUs (Dyson et al., 2001). Therefore, it is necessary to determine a small
number of indicators that can represent the regional knowledge production process
of the fifteen Korean regions.
R&D expenditure, R&D staff, and accumulated knowledge are typical inputs
that are directly consumed in the R&D process (Guan and Chen, 2010). While
financial resources are crucial for stimulating progress in science and technology
(Hashimoto and Haneda, 2008; Wang and Huang, 2007), R&D expenditure also
generally includes R&D labour costs, which are already considered (Wang and
Huang, 2007) as an important input factor. Moreover, R&D expenditure may also
include explicit knowledge, as R&D funding covers intellectual property rights,
which enable an organisation to acquire existing codified knowledge necessary for
R&D. Therefore, this study does not consider R&D staff and accumulated
knowledge to be distinct inputs. The study transforms all these different inputs to the
R&D process into monetary values and aggregates them into total R&D expenditures.
To quantify R&D investment, this study incorporates data from the MEST Survey of
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Research and Development in Korea for the period of 2005–2009.7 Further, in order
to mitigate the impact of inflation on R&D expenditures, this study converts the
annual R&D expenditures into year 2010 KRWs (i.e. using the fixed base method).
As the knowledge production function relates R&D inputs to outputs that
reflect scientific and technological knowledge drawn from an R&D process, it is
necessary to define knowledge as the output. Knowledge can be broadly divided into
two types: tacit and codified (Audretsch, 1998; Lissoni, 2001). R&D staff inputs
tacit knowledge and translates it into codified knowledge. It is ultimately manifested
and embedded in the form of technologies, products, and/or services through
knowledge externalisation (Nonaka et al., 2000). Therefore, codified knowledge is
considered as an output of the R&D process. Additionally, it is easier to quantify
codified knowledge, which makes it more suitable for use in quantitative methods. In
terms of science and technology, this knowledge codification may be revealed
through patents and academic publications.
Patents are a crucial indicator of R&D output (Popp, 2005; Wang and Huang,
2007). Patent quantity is a proxy for the achievements embedded in an R&D process
(Griliches, 1990), which has led to its consideration as an output variable. However,
unlike some previous studies that counted the number of patents granted by domestic
or international property offices (Fritsch and Slavtchev, 2011), this study counts the
7 Since 1963, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST) and the Korea Institute of
Science & Technology Evaluation and Planning (KISTEP) have carried out this annual survey to
collect information for national science and technology policy making and R&D planning. Inspired by
the OECD Frascati Manual (1993), it covers multifaceted aspects such as R&D expenditure, R&D
workers, and other factors with respect to universities, industries, and GRIs.
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quantity of patent applications, because it is impossible to estimate the lead time
between the initial application and granting of patents as required for patent
examinations (Thursby and Kemp, 2002). Also, patent registrations are the result of
examining scientific and technological specifications described in patent applications.
In terms of sampling, this indicates that the registered number of patents is already
included in number of applications for patents. Thus, a simultaneous consideration of
both applications and registrations may result in the double counting of patents. In
order to avoid redundancy in quantifying patents, this study only considers the patent
applications.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) uses
a fractional count method to provide statistics on Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
applications. This study collected region-wide information on patent applications by
searching for applicants’ addresses on the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) website.8
Academic publications account for a large proportion of the scientific and
technological output of R&D (Cherchye and Abeele, 2005; Furman et al., 2002;
Jiménez-Sáez et al., 2011; Wang and Huang, 2007). This study utilises the Science
Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and the annual SCI Database Analysis published by
MEST, based on the Web of Science®, Thomson Reuters, to assess the quantity of
papers published annually. Thomson Reuters provides access to the world’s leading
8 Some patent applicants do not follow the Romanisation system proclaimed in 2000, so the names of
Korean regions are seen to be spelled differently in different applications. For example, names,
‘Gwangju’, ‘Kwangju’, ‘Gwangjoo’, and ‘Kwangjoo’ have been used for Gwangju.
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citation databases, including the SCIE, the Social Sciences Citation Index Expanded,
the Arts and Humanities Citation Index, and the Conference Proceedings Citation
Index (the Science edition as well as the Social Science and Humanities edition). The
MEST SCI Database Analysis deals solely with SCIE data. In terms of journal
categories, SCIE journals contain SCI journals and the two categories are the world’s
leading academic journals of science and technology.
To assess R&D outputs, this study considers international statistics on PCT
applications and on publications in SCIE journals rather than domestic data, because
international patents and publications are considered superior to their domestic
counterparts. For example, in contrast to international offices, the Korea Intellectual
Property Office (KIPO) does not require patent applicants to include a rigid patent
reference list. Therefore, domestic patented knowledge may not be of approved
quality. Similarly, scientific and technological articles published in international
journals may be considered of higher quality than those published in domestic
journals, as they undergo a more systematic and critical review process.
The quality of these primary R&D outputs is strongly attached to the
adoption by others such as patents by industrial firms, products/services by end-users
in the marketplace, and publications by scholars. As the focus of this paper is on the
knowledge production process that produces primary knowledge base, the final
quality values of patents and publications are not considered in the efficiency
analysis. Rather, the analysis quantifies the number of primary R&D outputs.
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Table 5 provides data on R&D expenditure adjusted for inflation as the input,
and data on PCT applications and SCIE publications as outputs, considering the time
delay of one year.
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Table 5. Inputs and outputs in evaluating regional R&D efficiency in Korea
Indicator Data source Region Year
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Input Amount of
R&D
expenditure
(after inflation
adjustment,
billion KRW)
Survey of
Research and
Development in
Korea, MEST
Seoul 1654.59 2272.83 2473.51 1526.53 2608.66 -
Busan 125.88 268.77 348.10 157.94 289.67 -
Daegu 134.11 141.84 165.25 108.08 189.58 -
Incheon 421.51 496.88 670.56 250.57 514.55 -
Gwangju 123.40 173.46 200.91 106.46 188.18 -
Daejeon 1042.91 1391.83 1343.94 839.92 1555.95 -
Ulsan 132.89 245.08 141.40 87.52 140.91 -
Gyeonggi 3433.59 5112.24 4905.86 2883.08 5558.30 -
Gangwon 55.82 82.69 81.73 54.80 99.00 -
Chungcheongbuk 142.84 210.54 239.37 136.90 223.42 -
Chungcheongnam 389.20 529.68 601.88 367.13 759.33 -
Jeollabuk 92.95 121.64 153.15 130.94 176.22 -
Jeollanam 61.59 104.73 94.40 69.94 139.22 -
Gyeongsangbuk 460.05 706.23 555.88 300.12 562.42 -
Gyeongsangnam 343.83 548.84 514.53 302.99 501.41 -
Output Number of PCT
applications
(count)
WIPO website
(http://www.wipo.
int)
Seoul - 2,960.00 3,432.00 4,151.00 4,189.00 4,742.00
Busan - 256.00 340.00 362.00 289.00 389.00
Daegu - 179.00 185.00 275.00 264.00 321.00
Incheon - 299.00 347.00 465.00 491.00 557.00
Gwangju - 162.00 162.00 210.00 274.00 262.00
Daejeon - 770.00 992.00 1,330.00 1,370.00 1,140.00
Ulsan - 40.00 58.00 85.00 101.00 125.00
Gyeonggi - 2,352.00 2,971.00 3,421.00 3,491.00 4,201.00
Gangwon - 60.00 74.00 108.00 106.00 106.00
Chungcheongbuk - 109.00 152.00 232.00 203.00 225.00
Chungcheongnam - 164.00 197.00 256.00 270.00 327.00
Jeollabuk - 79.00 76.00 94.00 97.00 158.00
Jeollanam - 67.00 70.00 92.00 98.00 82.00
Gyeongsangbuk - 220.00 297.00 482.00 509.00 411.00
Gyeongsangnam - 337.00 325.00 483.00 388.00 449.00
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Table 5. Inputs and outputs in evaluating regional R&D efficiency in Korea (continued)
Indicator Data source Region Year
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Output Number of
SCIE
publications
(count)
SCI Database
Analysis, MEST
Seoul - 17,986.00 19,227.00 19,421.00 23,661.00 27,009.00
Busan - 2,530.00 2,661.00 2,843.00 3,553.00 3,791.00
Daegu - 1,731.00 1,829.00 1,956.00 2,470.00 2,865.00
Incheon - 1,664.00 1,793.00 1,955.00 2,218.00 2,528.00
Gwangju - 2,225.00 2,103.00 2,300.00 2,863.00 3,077.00
Daejeon - 7,817.00 7,389.00 7,640.00 8,819.00 10,202.00
Ulsan - 305.00 358.00 407.00 598.00 844.00
Gyeonggi - 7,448.00 7,818.00 8,478.00 10,465.00 12,150.00
Gangwon - 1,195.00 1,367.00 1,459.00 1,665.00 2,186.00
Chungcheongbuk - 1,061.00 1,192.00 1,291.00 1,479.00 1,802.00
Chungcheongnam - 1,297.00 1,370.00 1,440.00 1,952.00 2,338.00
Jeollabuk - 1,545.00 1,560.00 1,826.00 2,177.00 2,522.00
Jeollanam - 543.00 510.00 546.00 735.00 837.00
Gyeongsangbuk - 2,476.00 2,700.00 2,776.00 3,389.00 3,645.00
Gyeongsangnam - 1,663.00 1,944.00 1,977.00 2,645.00 2,968.00
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3.6. Empirical results9
3.6.1. R&D efficiency and its change
Table 6 presents the R&D super-efficiencies and productivity changes of the
fifteen Korean regions from 2005(06) to 2009(10). In the super-efficiency model, a
score greater than 1 indicates that a region is (super)efficient, while a score below 1
indicates it is inefficient. For the MPI, a score exceeding 1 indicates an increase in a
region’s R&D productivity between 2005(06) and 2009(10); a score of 1 suggests no
change in a region’s productivity; and a score less than 1 indicates a decrease in the
region’s productivity.
9 For details of calculations, see Appendix A.
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Table 6. Static R&D super-efficiency and R&D productivity change by region in
Korea
Region Static R&D efficiency
(DEA super-efficiency)
R&D productivity change
(MPI)
Score Ranking Score Ranking
Seoul 1.116 2 0.988 8
Busan 0.849 5 1.355 2
Daegu 1.029 3 0.803 11
Incheon 0.496 10 0.655 14
Gwangju 0.916 4 1.055 5
Daejeon 0.524 8 1.050 6
Ulsan 0.302 14 0.343 15
Gyeonggi 0.406 13 0.906 10
Gangwon 1.327 1 0.991 7
Chungcheongbuk 0.557 7 0.780 12
Chungcheongnam 0.260 15 0.987 9
Jeollabuk 0.678 6 1.108 3
Jeollanam 0.507 9 1.750 1
Gyeongsangbuk 0.434 12 0.733 13
Gyeongsangnam 0.487 11 1.083 4
As is evident from Table 6 (second column), three regions were found to be
efficient in the static model (DEA super-efficiency ≥ 1), while the remaining twelve 
were inefficient. Seoul demonstrated the second highest efficiency (1.116) despite
being the largest producer of PCT applications and SCIE publications between 2006
and 2010 (see Table 5). Despite the strong government-driven industrial relocation
policies (Duke et al., 2006), Incheon (0.496) and Gyeonggi (0.406) were found to be
very inefficient in their R&D production. The last column in Table 6 demonstrates
that six regions improved their R&D productivity between 2005 and 2009 (MPI > 1),
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and the other nine regions declined in this regard. Although Ulsan has been one of
the largest industrial districts in Korea based on its chaebol-driven automobile,
shipbuilding, and petrochemical industries since the 1970s (Oh, 1996), the city
experienced the most severe decrease in its R&D productivity (0.343).
3.6.2. Technical efficiency change and technical change
The MPI score can be decomposed into TECI and TCI (see models (3), (4),
and (5)). While TECI reflects the extent to which a region catches up with the
frontier set by efficient regions, TCI illustrates how the technological frontier is
improving from the perspective of region in questions.
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Table 7. Technical efficiency change and technical change by region in Korea
Region R&D productivity
change (MPI)
Catch-up effect
(TECI)
Frontier-shift effect
(TCI)
Score Ranking Score Ranking Score Ranking
Seoula 0.988 8 0.880 7 1.124 10
Busan 1.354 2 1.211 2 1.118 13
Daegua 0.803 11 0.656 11 1.223 2
Incheon 0.655 14 0.586 14 1.119 11
Gwangju 1.055 5 0.924 6 1.141 8
Daejeon 1.050 6 0.858 8 1.223 1
Ulsan 0.343 15 0.296 15 1.157 7
Gyeonggi 0.906 10 0.810 10 1.119 12
Gangwona 0.991 7 1.000 4 0.991 15
Chungcheongbuk 0.780 12 0.643 12 1.213 3
Chungcheongnam 0.987 9 0.847 9 1.165 6
Jeollabuk 1.108 3 1.088 3 1.019 14
Jeollanam 1.750 1 1.446 1 1.211 4
Gyeongsangbuk 0.733 13 0.612 13 1.197 5
Gyeongsangnam 1.083 4 0.958 5 1.130 9
Geometric means
across regions
0.920 0.806 1.141
a Static efficient region
Table 7 demonstrates that while countrywide the frontier for R&D production
improved, many regions declined in terms of R&D productivity mainly because of
decreases in technical efficiency, specifically Seoul, Daegu, Incheon, Ulsan,
Gyeonggi, Chungcheongbuk, Chungcheongnam, and Gyeongsangbuk. As seen in the
last row in Table 7, although in general the frontier-shift effect showed a positive
contribution to R&D productivity change (1.141), the catch-up effect (0.806) was the
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major factor of the general decrease in R&D productivity change (0.920). This
interpretation is confirmed by Kendall’s coefficient of concordance test (Conover,
1980), a non-parametric technique to test correlations among more than two
variables based on the ranking of a small sample. Table 8 illustrates that R&D
productivity change strongly correlates with the catch-up effect at the 0.01 level in
terms of ranking (.924***), but not with total TCI change.10
Table 8. Results of Kendall’s coefficient of concordance test
R&D productivity
change (MPI)
Catch-up effect
(TECI)
Frontier-shift effect
(TCI)
R&D productivity
change (MPI)
.924*** -.143
Catch-up effect
(TECI)
.924*** -.219
Frontier-shift effect
(TCI)
-.143 -.219
To identify factors correlated with on the catch-up effect, Kendall’s
coefficient of concordance test is employed. As early mentioned, an innovation
system is a set of knowledge production processes operated in R&D organisations
including university labs, industrial firms, and GRIs. Thus, organisation-specific
features of the three types of knowledge producers are assumed to be important
10 Hereafter, the sample comprise fifteen regions; *** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-
tailed); ** Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); and * Correlation is significant at the
0.1 level (2-tailed).
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determinants of the regional catch-up effect. Funds, human resources, and
infrastructural settings are the basic foundations for the R&D processes. Moreover,
since TECI refers to changes over time, the following second-stage analysis
considers changes in a number of organisation-specific factors for the knowledge
producers: changes in the amount of R&D expenditures, number of researchers,
number of R&D organisations, and other related composite factors (e.g. the amount
of R&D expenditures per researcher, etc.). From Table 9, it is concluded that
changes in industrial resource capacity (expenditures [.638***] and researchers
[.390**]) and in the amount of industrial R&D expenditures per industrial R&D
organisation (.448**) correlate positively with TECI. In contrast, change in the
number of researchers per R&D organisation in the government sector (-.448**) has
the largest negative correlation with TECI, followed by changes in the number of
researchers per R&D organisation in the university sector (-.352*) and the number of
researchers in the university sector (-.333*).
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Table 9. Correlation of organisation-specific factors with the catch-up effect
Variable Knowledge producer Correlation with catch-up effect
(TECI)
Change in the amount of R&D
expenditures
University .162
Industry .638***
GRI .257
Change in the number of
researchers
University -.333*
Industry .390**
GRI -.276
Change in the number of R&D
organisations
University .124
Industry .067
GRI -.048
Change in the amount of R&D
expenditures per researcher
University .276
Industry .257
GRI .219
Change in the amount of R&D
expenditures per R&D organisation
University .010
Industry .448**
GRI .048
Change in the number of
researchers per R&D organisation
University -.352*
Industry .295
GRI -.448**
3.7. Discussion: Regional positions and implications
Based on the results summarised in Table 3, the Korean regions are classified
into three groups: deteriorating, lagging, and improving (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Positions of Korean regions. Dotted lines parallel to the x-axis and y-axis
indicate the threshold value that distinguishes efficient regions from inefficient ones
(based on an input-oriented super-efficiency CCR-DEA model) and efficiency-
increasing regions from efficiency-decreasing ones (based on an input-oriented
CCR-MPI model), respectively.
This classification scheme also contains the leading group (top-right
quadrant), but no region was categorised there. Interestingly, these results indicate
that even Seoul does not belong to the leading group, but is instead categorised as a
deteriorating region characterised as efficient but with decreasing productivity
Although Seoul has historically enjoyed strong support from the government and has
a rich resource-laden infrastructure (Duke et al., 2006), it seems that Seoul does not
effectively leverage its advantages as a capital city to increase its R&D productivity,
though it is located near the borderline between the leading and deteriorating groups.
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As early mentioned, this paper does not account for the quality of R&D outputs, but
for the quantity of them in the analysis. Thus, the absence of leading regions does
not imply that no Korean regions exhibit R&D excellence. If regions are not located
in the upper right quadrant of the matrix, it will mean that they are not both statically
and dynamically efficient, that is, being both efficient at present but also showing
productivity growth. In the lagging group, Gyeonggi is one of the beneficiaries of
government-driven industry development (Duke et al., 2006) and was the largest
R&D investor and the second largest producer of PCT applications and SCIE
publications for the period from 2005 to 2009. While Gyeonggi has experienced a
rapid growth in its industrial and research districts in areas adjacent to Seoul, the
massive investment has led to neither static nor dynamic efficiency. Within the
improving group, Daejeon presents an interesting case. Daejeon has the largest GRI-
research complex in Korea, which was responsible for approximately 56.6% of its
total R&D expenditures for the period from 2005 to 2009 (MEST, 2010b). During
this time period, Daejeon had the third highest R&D expenditures among the regions,
spending around 58.6% of the expenditures of Seoul but it was inefficient since the
city produced merely around 28.8% of the PCT applications of Seoul. The above
cases of Seoul, Gyeonggi, and Daejoen suggest that abundant researchers, finance,
and government support do not necessarily imply high static or dynamic R&D
efficiency.
While TECI reflects the catch-up effect that accounts for the contribution of
change in technical efficiency toward the change in productivity, TCI is the frontier-
shift effect of how technical change contributes to changes in productivity (Cooper et
al., 2007). Therefore, TECI reflects a region’s efficiency in utilising existing
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scientific and technological knowledge in their knowledge production process,
whereas TCI is the extent to which regions improve through technological
innovation. In comparing the practical implications of TECI and TCI, it is evident
that the catch-up effect can be improved by exploitative efforts aimed at ‘refinement,
choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation and execution’ to search
for new applications of existing scientific and technological knowledge (March,
1991, p. 71). In contrast, the frontier-shift effect can be achieved through exploration
efforts focused on ‘search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility,
discovery, innovation’ to seek new possibilities of innovation through intensive
challenges (March, 1991, p. 71). Therefore, if a region has moved away from best
practices over time, it is necessary to improve its TECI score using exploitative
approaches. As March (1991) indicates, the exploitative R&D refers to the use of
incumbent advanced technologies to produce more knowledge in the long-term.
Conversely, if a region suffers from a decline in R&D productivity resulting from a
slowdown in technical change over time, its TCI score can be improved through
more aggressive R&D investment in technological advancement through innovation.
As shown in Tables 7 and 8, the catch-up effect (TECI) is largely decisive for
R&D productivity change (MPI) in Korean regions (with the exception of Gangwon).
Therefore, to improve their respective productivities, TECI-declining regions should
focus on knowledge spillovers that facilitate the transfer of best practice technologies
and apply them to potential production techniques. These regions should also
improve their absorptive capacities through secondary R&D that allows for the
capture of other organisations’ new techniques or technologies (Cohen and Levinthal,
1989). This would accelerate technical imports and may enhance the catch-up ability
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of struggling regions. That is, these typically underprivileged regions should
preferably adopt less challenging strategies for incremental innovation that is
coherent with absorptive capacity corresponding to the regions’ traditional scientific
and technological competitiveness.
Table 9 indicates that the local industry sector is positively correlated with
the regional ability of catching up with efficient regions. Specifically, changes in (a)
the number of industrial researchers, (b) the amount of industrial R&D expenditures,
and (c) the amount of industrial R&D expenditures per industrial R&D organisation
are positively correlated with the regional catch-up effect. The two latter factors (b
and c) provide implications for the industry-based regional R&D processes. As
indicated, increasing solely industrial R&D organisations does not significantly
correlate with the catch-up effect, but its combination with increasing industrial
R&D expenditures does. Longitudinally, the increase rate of industrial R&D
organisations across regions was 18.71% annually during 2005-2009, while the
increase rate of industrial R&D expenditures was 11.67% (KOSIS statistics).
Together with a suggestion of increasing industrial researchers, regarding factors (a)
and (b), it is estimated that the catch-up effect can be improved only if industrial
R&D expenditures increase more than the number of industrial R&D organisations
over time.
Conversely, as shown in Table 9, the negative correlation of a change in the
organisational density of human resources (i.e. ratio of the number of researchers to
the number of R&D organisations) with catch-up effect is commonly found in both
university and government sectors. Meanwhile, changing only the number of R&D
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organisations in the university and government sectors does not significantly
correlate with the regional catch-up effect. These results are related to the optimal
number of university and government research organisations relative to the number
of researchers. According to the KOSIS statistics, the speed of annual growth in the
number of R&D organisations (university: 1.39%, GRI: 12.79%) is slower than the
number of researchers (university: 8.33%, GRI: 17.45%) for 2005−2009 in both 
sectors. In practice, researchers are inevitable contributors to knowledge production.
Thus, an adjustment of the number of university- and GRI-researchers is not a
recommendable policy focus; rather, a more rapid growth in the number of R&D
organisations than researchers in the university and government sectors may be a
more realistic policy consideration related to the regional catch-up effect.
3.8. Conclusion
This study used non-parametric techniques to measure the R&D efficiency of
fifteen Korean regions for 20052009 from static and dynamic perspectives. It
analysed the status of Korean regions in terms of efficiency, region classification,
and strategic directions for improvement in R&D efficiency. Major findings are as
follows.
 The appearance of three efficient regions and twelve inefficient regions
clearly indicates an interregional disparity in terms of static R&D
efficiency.
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 Because six regions are increasing in productivity and nine regions are
decreasing in productivity, it seems that there is an imbalance in scientific
and technological advancement across the regions from a dynamic R&D
efficiency perspective.
 The absence of leading regions is potentially worrying, since it is such
regions, which are efficient in both a static and a dynamic sense, that
could drive the overall development of the country as well as serve as
benchmarks for other regions.
 While technological capacity improved on the national scale, the majority
of Korean regions suffered from a decrease in R&D productivity over
time that was largely attributable to a decrease in the catch-up effect.
Through exploitative strategies, Korean regions can enhance the catching-up
to best practice in order to reach the efficiency frontier. (1) Technical imports and
complementary R&D to intensify absorptive capacity would be helpful in bridging
the interregional gap in R&D efficiency and strengthen the entire country’s scientific
and technological competitiveness. For the regional catch-up effect, the R&D policy
focus should be on the adjustment of (2) the number of industrial researchers on a
regional scale, (3) the amount of R&D expenditures relative to the number of R&D
organisations in the industry sector, and (4) the number of researchers relative to the
number of R&D organisations in the university and government sectors.
Despite these important findings, this study has some limitations, which
suggest new avenues for future studies. First, because of the lack of access to long-
term historical data, this study investigated the regional R&D patterns for only five
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years. Longer time series data may provide more comprehensive guidance for mid-
and long-term regional R&D policy planning. More to this, it is intuitively expected
that the R&D productivity change stagnates, as regional innovation systems become
mature over time. It would be interesting to analyse stagnation phenomena in R&D
efficiency and its change between adjacent years within a longer-term timeframe.
Second, other intermediate variables should be considered within the regional
knowledge production environments. Such factors (e.g. types of R&D performers,
regional strategic industries, R&D stages, and quality of outputs) can provide
multifaceted insights into regional R&D phenomena. Third, the scope of this study
was restricted to Korea. A cross-country analysis using OECD members may aid in
capturing the position of Korean regions on the supranational scale. Lastly, more
specific investigations of the effect of other factors (e.g. partner accessibility,
demographic changes, and industrial shifts) on static and dynamic R&D efficiency
could help clarify particular causes and specify policy implications. Despite these
limitations, this study highlights one of key issues regarding balanced regional
development of Korea by specifically evaluating the differences in the regional R&D
efficiencies. Methodologically, the non-parametric quantitative methods used in this
study illustrate a possible approach for comparing interregional innovation
performance on a national scale for countries with a small number of regions.
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CHAPTER 4. PAPER 2 ─ UNDERSTANDING 
THE TRIPLE HELIX MECHANISM FROM A
SYSTEMS THINKING PERSPECTIVE: THE
CASE OF SOUTH KOREA
4.1. Abstract
Recently, a triple helix framework of university−industry−government 
research institute (GRI) has been proposed to analyse knowledge-based innovation
systems. In this paper, we analyse the effects of system failures and policy
recommendations experienced by knowledge-producing triple helix actors in Korea
using a system-based approach. Our analysis provides evidence that system failures
influence all intra- and inter-sphere knowledge-based processes related to
development, diffusion, and deployment. The analysis shows that Korea’s triple
helix suffers from failures in capability, infrastructure, institution, network, and
transition. To redress these imperfections, some policy recommendations are Relay-
R&D, Ping-Pong-R&D, joint technology holding companies, and higher job
satisfaction. The suggested recommendations seem intuitively effective to all
knowledge-based processes; however, from a systems perspective, the
recommendations appear to generate adverse effects on knowledge development in
the industry and GRI spheres, knowledge diffusion in the university sphere, and
knowledge deployment in the university and GRI spheres.
Keywords: Triple helix, innovation system, systems thinking, causal loop, South
Korea
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4.2. Introduction
Contributions of the education and government sectors to innovation have led
to an increased emphasis on the triple helix spiral between university, industry, and
government (Etzkowitz, 2008). A typical illustration of the triple helix is the
relationship between innovation activities in universities and industries and decision
making in government bodies, such as the Ministry of Science and Technology. In
the analysis of knowledge-based phenomena, however, numerous studies have
addressed conceptual and empirical interactions between R&D-based innovation
stakeholders in charge of knowledge generation, including university labs, industrial
firms, and public research institutes (Cooke, 2001; Eom and Lee, 2010; Etzkowitz
and Leydesdorff, 2000; Kwon et al., 2012; Leydesdorff and Fritsch, 2006;
Leydesdorff and Meyer, 2006; Leydesdorff et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2003; Park and
Leydesdorff, 2010; Park et al., 2005; Ranga and Etzkowitz, 2013; Shapiro, 2007).
This paper adopts the knowledge-based perspective of the innovation systems, where
the focus is on the stakeholders.
In theory, the triple helix incorporates the three spheres’ missions and hybrid
organisations’ roles in the intra-sphere context that promote inter-sphere relations
(Etzkowitz, 2008). However, the dominant explanations provided by extant literature
have been limited to inter-sphere relations only (e.g. Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff,
2000; Leydesdorff and Fritsch, 2006; Leydesdorff and Meyer, 2006; Leydesdorff et
al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2003). This extensive emphasis on inter-sphere dynamics has
limited our comprehensive understanding of the triple helix.
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Meanwhile, all components of a system are related (Sterman, 2000). This
complexity causes operational failures in large-scale systems (Hommen and Edquist,
2008). These system failures can take away capabilities and opportunities for
innovation and destroy conditions which underlie the self-operating innovation
mechanisms (Metcalfe, 2005). Some studies have adopted the triple helix to analyse
the failures of innovation systems (e.g. Intarakumnerd and Chaoroenporn, 2013;
OECD, 2011). Yet, there remains a paucity of research that comprehensively
analyses the complexity-based system failures in both the intra- and inter-sphere
contexts of the triple helix.
To redress these shortcomings of the literature, our primary objective is to
identify the intra-sphere mechanisms and incorporate them into inter-sphere linkages
among the knowledge-producing spheres. This will allow for a better understanding
of how the university, industry, and government research institute (GRI) spheres
generate trilateral relations between one another. Another objective of this paper is to
investigate the emergence and effects of system failures and the manner in which
potential recommendations may correct these failures in the triple helix. In pursuing
these research foci, we expect to provide a greater degree of transparency into the
nature of the triple helix, thus allowing multiple types of stakeholders to share
systemic insight into it.
To illustrate our analysis, we evaluate South Korea’s (hereafter Korea) triple
helix system. The use of the triple helix as a means to promote innovation has
steadily increased in Korea (Shapiro, 2007). Recent studies on the country have
primarily focused on trilateral collaborations based on co-authorship of academic
publications or co-ownership of technical patents (e.g. Kwon et al., 2012; Park and
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Leydesdorff, 2010; Park et al., 2005; Shapiro, 2007). Others have used the Korea
Innovation Survey data to differentially address issues related to collaboration (e.g.
Eom and Lee, 2010). Despite their utility, these studies have offered only partial
explanations of Korea’s triple helix from a systems perspective. Korean innovation
initiatives are controlled by the central government at both the regional and national
levels (Braczyk et al., 1998). Given these conditions, the Korean case can give
practical lessons to other countries in which the central government drives triple-
helix-supported innovation initiatives.
To fulfil the research gaps outlined above, we employ a systems thinking
approach (causal loop diagrams [CLDs; Sterman, 2000]). As a basis for the
construction of the CLDs, we conduct interviews with 33 experts engaged in various
activities within the university, industry, and GRI spheres.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 4.3. provides a
framework for analysing the Korean case. Section 4.4. introduces the systems
thinking approach to develop CLDs and the interviewing method to collect salient
data. Section 4.5. provides a visualisation of Korea’s triple helix (complete with
intrinsic system failures). Section 4.6. discusses policy implications based on our
observations of the effects of designated system failures and suggested policy
recommendations on Korea’s triple helix. Section 4.7. summarises our main findings
and offers avenues for future research.
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4.3. An analysis framework of the triple helix
As already noted, the triple helix model encompasses the primary missions of
three spheres (universities, industrial firms, and GRIs) and the secondary roles of
hybrid organisations. Although the university, industry, and GRI spheres maintain
their respective traditional missions (e.g. education in universities, business in
industries, and R&D in GRIs), they also perform some duties that are traditionally
performed by other spheres (Etzkowitz, 2008; Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000).
Each sphere aims to achieve simultaneous objectives that are traditionally associated
with distinct domains (see rectangular boxes in Figure 14 that cover the R&D and
business domains at the same time) by formulating several types of hybrid
organisations such as incubators, spin-off firms, technology transfer offices (TTO),
and venture capitalists.
Figure 14 conceptualises a typical structure of the triple helix. This structure
may provide a basis for illustrating information flow in both the intra- and inter-
sphere contexts. For example, within the university sphere, human resources flow
from the education domain to the R&D domain for projects and to the business
domain during spinning-off events from universities. Moreover, the university R&D
domain transfers research findings to the R&D domain in industries. With respect to
hybrid organisations, university spin-offs facilitate the flow of research findings
between R&D and business. Incubators also link science and business by providing
infrastructure that facilitates the establishment of university spin-offs. TTOs promote
the flow of research findings to university spin-offs in the business domain and to
industries’ R&D domain. The emergence of information flows derived from
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industries and GRIs are equal in complexity with information flows derived from
universities in the intra- and inter-sphere contexts, illustrating the complexity of a
typical triple helix structure.
Figure 14. A conceptual triple helix structure: Missions and hybrid organisations
From the perspective of a knowledge economy, the triple helix for innovation
can be described as amounting to composite feedback loops that relate knowledge
development, diffusion, and deployment (Carlsson et al., 2002; Cooke et al., 1997;
Lundvall, 1992; Rickne, 2001). Knowledge development refers to R&D that
generates scientific and technological knowledge (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development [OECD], 1993). It can be promoted by in-house and/or
contracted R&D (Beneito, 2006). Knowledge diffusion relates to the flow of know-
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how, technical knowledge, or technology from one organisational setting to another
(Roessner, 2000). Knowledge deployment refers to the transformation of (codified)
knowledge into tangible value (Dvir and Pasher, 2004) through spin-off formation
within the spheres (Müller, 2010; van Geenhuizen and Soetanto, 2009) and industrial
product and/or process innovations (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978).
The innovation system perspective conceptualises innovation as a complex
evolutionary process in which diverse actors behave and interact under market and
non-market forces (Bleda and del Río, 2013). Its complexity is the result of ‘highly
interrelated connectivity, nonlinear and dynamic functionality, and a large number of
elements’ (Milling, 2002). The system’s failures are based on the limited cognitive
abilities possessed by the system’s inhabitants relative to the complexity of the
system as a whole (Forrester, 1961). Complexity affects all innovation-related
processes and therefore requires a holistic management approach (Fonseca, 2002).
Systems complexity incites several system failures which can hamper innovation.
Woolthuis et al. (2005) reviewed eight types of system failures defined by Carlsson
and Jacobsson (1997), Edquist et al. (1998), Johnson and Gregersen (1995), Malerba
(1997), and Smith (2000). These failures are summarised in Table 10.
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Table 10. Definition of system failures
Type Definition
Infrastructural failure Lack of physical settings to support innovation
Transition failure Inability to adapt to new technological developments
Lock-in/path dependency failure Inability to adapt to new technological paradigms
Hard institutional failure Lack of formal regulations and legal systems
Soft institutional failure Lack of informal institutions such as political culture and
social values
Strong network failure Inability to capture new developments from the outside
because of adherence to existing partners
Weak network failure Inability to establish complementary relationships with
others
Capabilities’ failure Inability to develop new technologies
Adapted from Woolthuis et al. (2005)
These potential system failures in innovation systems may be interpreted as
structural inabilities that negatively influence interlocked knowledge-based
processes in a systemic way. To remedy the above imperfections, it is necessary to
correct change(s) in the structural pattern(s) of the system in which innovation
emerges (Andersson, 1998). However, it is difficult to identify and implement
effective solutions, as an effective solution in one context may be ineffective in
another (Forrester, 1971; Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005). Moreover, the effects of
external shocks permeate multiple areas over time (Jervis, 1997). Therefore, policy
interventions designed to circumvent or remedy system failures must be considered
in multiple contexts. Many of these issues are illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. An analysis framework of the triple helix. Whereas spin-offs are
formulated by intra-sphere transfer of codified and tacit knowledge, product and
process innovations use codified knowledge produced in the industry sphere in the
intra-sphere context and codified knowledge transferred from the university and GRI
spheres in the inter-sphere context.
In the innovation policy field, systems thinking has been a widely adopted
approach to evaluating innovation systems (Dodgson et al., 2011). Systems thinking
is based on the premise that a full understanding of a problem’s emergence hinges on
the association of the system’s parts to its whole in a holistic manner (Capra, 1996;
Jackson, 2003; Lars, 2006). Therefore, we use systems thinking to explore the effects
of system failures and the corresponding policy recommendations on Korea’s triple
helix with respect to the intra- and inter-sphere knowledge-based processes. In the
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following section, we explain the systems thinking approach and interviewing
method we employed to address these issues.
4.4. Methodology
Past researchers have largely sought to categorise or introduce types of
failures (e.g. Weber and Rohracher, 2012; Woolthuis et al., 2005). A relatively novel
approach to this issue is to quantitatively evaluate system failures (e.g. Chaminade et
al., 2012). However, there have been few empirical attempts to holistically explore
the effects of system failures on the entire system. As such, systems thinking can
provide an additional perspective for interpreting system failures. Therefore, in this
paper, we employ systems thinking to provide a perspective characterised by non-
linearity and feedback loops to complement extant literature in this domain.
4.4.1. Analysis technique: Systems thinking
We employ causal loop diagrams (CLDs) to provide a holistic perspective of
systemic structures within Korea’s triple helix. The use of CLDs allows for the
assignment of a model’s boundaries and an understanding of causal structures that
dominate the system’s behaviours. As such, this method identifies cause−effect 
relationships among variables within a specified system boundary (Sterman, 2000).
Moreover, CLDs are effective means of sharing feedback dynamics with system
stakeholders. Several studies have analysed innovation systems using this approach
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(e.g. Ford and Sterman, 1998; Galanakis, 2006; Kunc, 2010; Lee and von
Tunzelmann, 2005; Milling, 2002).
The principles for modelling a CLD are as follows. If an increase (or
decrease) in the value of component X causes an increase (or decrease) in the value
of component Y, then the sign of the arrow connecting the two variables is ‘+’. If a
change in variable X drives a change in variable Y in the opposite direction, the sign
of the arrow that connects the variables is ‘−’. The combination of multiple links 
between variables collectively develops a reinforcing (R) or balancing (B) feedback
process (see Figure 16). A reinforcing process causes the system to grow
exponentially; a balancing process drives the system toward equilibrium. Because
dynamic processes between two variables may not be immediate, feedback loops can
be subjected to time delays (represented as ‘||’ in the middle of the arrow between
variables).
Figure 16. A reinforcing and balancing feedback process
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4.4.2. Data collection technique: Expert interview
Interviewing is an effective method for gaining insight into a given research
area by drawing from the experiences of others (Seidman, 1998). To analyse Korea’s
triple helix, we conducted interviews with experts from the Korean university,
industry, and GRI spheres between January and March of 2013. We selected 33
respondents based on their respective positions, work experiences, and specialities
within Korea’s triple helix.
To avoid influencing participants’ responses, we did not provide any
information related to the ideal structure of a normative triple helix. Instead, we
posed open-ended questions, like ‘What factors are essential for GRI R&D?’11
Additionally, we promoted an expanded discussion with respondents, on the parts of
the structure of a normative triple helix, using ‘what if’ questions. For example, we
asked, ‘If R&D investment increases, which variable(s) is/are directly affected, and
how?’ The use of ‘what if’ questions allowed for the confirmation of positive (+),
negative (−), or non-significant associations between variables. Additionally, several 
questions with the same focus were posed in different ways, and we conducted
multiple interviews with different experts in the same domain. Through this multi-
round interview process, we filtered invalid data to capture the realities of the
Korean triple helix.
Along with multi-round interviews, we adopted an investigator triangulation
approach (Denzin, 2006). Questions were asked to multiple, neighbouring
respondents. For example, R&D researchers (i.e. knowledge producer), technology
11 For details, see Appendix B.
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transfer staff (i.e. knowledge distributor), and industrial firms’ technology transfer
related administrators (i.e. knowledge receivers) all received similar questions
regarding the ownership of intellectual property to identify similarities and
differences in perspectives. Multiple angles reduced bias and improved the
credibility of qualitative data, since it combines multiple perceptions originating
from diverse stakeholders (Lietz et al., 2006).
Following primary interviews, we engaged in additional interviews with
researchers and public servants who are involved with the innovation policy field.
This final round of interviews helped confirm the validity of the triple helix variables
and relationships among them.
Because many respondents were opposed to having their voices recorded, all
interviews were documented in notes taken by the interviewer. Table 11 provides
basic data on each of the participants. To maintain their anonymity, we codified
respondents’ names and simplified their affiliations.
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Table 11. Interview participants in Korea
Code Affiliation Position Dialogue content Code Affiliation Position Dialogue content
R01P National commission Deputy director Innovation system R18G Techno park Manager Technology transfer and
incubator
R02K Ministry Deputy director Innovation system R19L University Professor University
R03L Ministry Senior deputy director Innovation system R20H Industry-university
collaboration centre
Vice president R&D, incubator, spin-off,
technology transfer, and THC
R04B Ministry Director Innovation system R21N Industry-university
collaboration centre
Senior researcher R&D, incubator, spin-off,
technology transfer, and THC
R05L Policy institute Senior researcher Innovation system R22P Techno park General manager Technology transfer, and
incubator
R06L GRI a Principal researcher GRI R23R Techno park Team manager Technology transfer, and
incubator
R07P GRI Principal researcher GRI R24K Development institute Director R&D
R08J GRI Technical editor GRI R25L Policy institute Research fellow Technology transfer
R09J Development institute Senior research fellow R&D R26L Industry-university
collaboration centre
Analyst Technology transfer
R10P University Associate professor R&D R27H Large company Section chief R&D
R11K Business association;
SME b
Chairman Incubator, spin-off, SME, and
R&D
R28C Industry-university
collaboration centre
Head University
R12K Business association Secretary Incubator, spin-off, SME, and
R&D
R29J Research council Manager GRI
R13P Business association Deputy general
manager
Incubator, spin-off, SME, and
R&D
R30Y Government research
institute
Team leader GRI
R14K Business administration Action officer Incubator, spin-off, and venture R31K Government research
institute
Senior researcher GRI
R15H Business administration Action officer Incubator, spin-off, and venture R32Y Business administration Deputy director SME, venture capital, venture
firm, incubator, spin-off, and
R&D
R16K Industry-university
collaboration centre
Team leader R&D, incubator, spin-off,
technology transfer, and THC c
R33J Technology transfer
consulting company
Team leader Technology transfer and
technology commercialisation
R17S Techno park Deputy general
manager
Technology transfer and
incubator
a government research institute; b small and medium enterprise; c technology holding company (known as venture capitalist)
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4.5. The analysis results of Korea’s triple helix
In this section, we illustrate Korea’s triple helix by applying CLD modelling
principles on the interview data we collected. First, we demonstrate partial
knowledge-based processes (Sections 4.5.1.−4.5.3.). Following the descriptive 
analyses, we depict the respective system structures of the university, industry, and
GRI spheres (Section 4.5.4.). In addition to expert interviews, we seek to leverage
extant innovation theories that illustrate commonplace structures related to
innovation to construct knowledge-based processes in the following figures.
4.5.1. Knowledge development
Knowledge development aims to produce scientific and technological
findings through in-house and contracted R&D. The process is depicted in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Knowledge development. Numbers in brackets illustrate parts of the
figure that correspond to descriptions in the text below.
Financial, human, and knowledge resources are essential factors involved in
and stimulating R&D (Guan and Chen, 2010) [1] and [2] which, in turn, yields an
accumulation of knowledge resources (OECD, 2002) [3]. This process illustrates the
cyclical relationship between accessibility to knowledge resources and R&D in any
of the individual spheres (R: Knowledge Reuse).
In terms of R&D capability, ‘although all three spheres draw financial
resources from external funding sources in the public and private sectors, industries
and GRIs utilise internal sources of funding’ (R28C, R29J, R30Y, R31K). With
respect to the knowledge production cycle, ‘industries engage in a profit-based
circle that links economic achievements with R&D efforts’ and ‘GRIs use financial
reserves accumulated from the collection of technology transfer fees and R&D
overhead’ (R29J, R30Y, R31K). However, universities do not demonstrate a
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virtuous circle with regard to their financial resources related to knowledge
production. ‘Once a project is completed, the relationship between the university and
the client is not required to continue. Instead, university faculty proceed to apply for
external funds for subsequent projects.’ (R28C). Based on this statement, it seems as
though associations between project funders and performers of R&D consist of a
series of distinct linear relationships.
In the process of knowledge production, it is necessary to consider industry-
specific (Goto and Suzuki, 1989) and institution-specific (Adams and Griliches,
2000) time delays associated with the transformation of input into output [4].
Additionally, R&D efficiency, which refers to the ability to perform this input-to-
output transformation with a limited use of resources (Suchman, 1967), influences
the degree to which new knowledge is used to increase knowledge stock [5]. ‘R&D
failure rates in Korea are very low. The public and private sectors largely attempt to
avoid risks for R&D failures. Therefore, arguments related to R&D failures are
inconsequential. Instead, efficiency is a more realistic issue to address’ (R06L,
R07P, R08J).
Because R&D expenditures typically include researchers’ salaries, the
acquisition of R&D human resources increases expenditures in that domain [6].
Consequently, there exists an inverse relationship between R&D expenditures and
R&D efficiency [7].
Additionally, the gradual obsolescence of knowledge reduces the speed with
which knowledge can be accumulated (Griliches, 1990) [8]. The three spheres
demonstrate distinct phenomena in relation to the obsolescence of knowledge. ‘On
the one hand, industries’ R&D knowledge decreases in value in parallel with
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decreases in demand for particular technologies. On the other hand, universities and
GRIs suffer from knowledge obsolescence through intra- and inter-sphere
technology transfer’ (R06L, R07P, R24K, R33J).
With respect to knowledge accumulation, ‘TTOs in universities and GRIs
clearly contribute to knowledge accumulation through their patent applications and
registrations’ (R06L, R07P, R08J, R16K, R19L, R20H, R21N, R26L, R28C, R33J)
[9]. However, office participation does not seem to affect the degree to which
industries can accumulate knowledge because ‘Korea’s chaebols-oriented structure
makes it possible to invest enormous funds for producing new knowledge. Thus, the
influence of TTOs on officialising industry R&D findings is insubstantial’ (R01P,
R09J, R11K, R12K, R13P, R24K, R27H, R32Y, R33J).
4.5.2. Knowledge diffusion
Knowledge diffusion refers to inter-organisational flows of codified
knowledge embedded in technologies and tacit knowledge embedded in researchers
(Audretsch, 1998; Lissoni, 2001). In this section, we describe two mechanisms of
knowledge diffusion: codified knowledge diffusion (Section 4.5.2.1.) and tacit
knowledge diffusion (Section 4.5.2.2).
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4.5.2.1. Codified knowledge diffusion
Figure 18 illustrates flows of codified knowledge from one organisation to
another.
Figure 18. Codified knowledge diffusion. Variables in brackets exist in neighbouring
spheres.
The generation of new knowledge yields a greater amount of knowledge
resources available for use, thus increasing the amount of technologies transferred
[1]. Within spheres, spin-offs receive knowledge as a result of the diffusion process.
In the spinning-off process, ‘technology ownership is transferred to spin-off firms’
(R10P, R16K, R19L, R21N, R24K, R25L, R28C, R30Y, R31K, R33J).
Consequently, there exists a balancing loop between technology transfers and the
parent organisation’s knowledge resources (B: Technology Transfer) [2]. When a
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spin-off is formed, intra-sphere knowledge diffusion requires a significant amount of
time to occur (Müller, 2010) [3]. Conversely, codified knowledge diffusion between
spheres depletes technology providers’ knowledge resources and increases other
spheres’ R&D knowledge (B: Technology transfer) [4], [5].12 In the inter-sphere
context, ‘technology transfer occurs from universities and GRIs to industries’ (R25L,
R33J). Consequently, the respective codified knowledge levels of universities and
GRIs tend to decrease through intra- and inter-sphere technology transfers.
TTOs are in charge of patent applications and registrations that ensure the
ownership of relevant technologies [6]. With these patents, agencies promote
relationships between industrial and scientific entities (Debackere and Veugelers,
2005) to encourage knowledge capitalisation (Etzkowitz, 2008) [7]. The increased
efficiency with which TTOs facilitate information flow is likely to reduce the
respective codified knowledge levels of universities and GRIs. ‘Some universities
employ patent lawyers, indicating that the universities’ TTOs consult on issues
related to patent generation, sales, and licensing and play an active role in
transferring technologies to industries’ (R20H, R26L, R28C, R33J). Similarly,
‘following the existence of GRI TTOs, the frequency and value of technology
transfers have steadily increased from GRIs to industries’ (R30Y, R33J). In contrast
to universities and GRIs, ‘knowledge transfer within industries is not stimulated by
12 Codified knowledge transfer occurs by selling or licensing patents or making royalty agreements
(Feldman et al., 2002). Among the diverse transfer activities, the acquisition and loss of patent
ownership can vary according to whether the licensing agreement is inclusive or exclusive. Whereas
the former gives both the provider and the receiver the right to utilise the knowledge, the latter
represents the complete transfer of ownership of the knowledge from the provider to the receiver. As
such, the provider cannot use the transferred knowledge. In an extreme case, if there is only inclusive
licensing, then there is no loss of the ownership to the provider.
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the agencies, but instead by incurring significant operational costs of chaebol-
oriented industrial structures’ (R01P, R09J, R11K, R12K, R13P, R24K, R27H,
R32Y, R33J). Additionally, as noted above, technologies are transferred from
universities and GRIs to industries for knowledge commercialisation. Thus,
industries’ codified knowledge is not made obsolete by intra- or inter-sphere
technology transfer.
Industry R&D findings are most closely related to market demand; university
R&D findings are most distant. Findings produced by GRIs are at ‘an arm’s length’
to market demand. As stated by some respondents, ‘because GRI-based R&D is
designed to promote nationwide industrial development, GRIs are more
knowledgeable about commercialising their technologies in the market relative to
universities’ (R06L, R07P, R08J, R30Y, R31K).
4.5.2.2. Tacit knowledge diffusion
Relative to codified knowledge, it is more difficult to copy tacit knowledge,
as it is inherent to human resources. Figure 19 illustrates the flow of tacit knowledge.
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Figure 19. Tacit knowledge diffusion
As mentioned above, the development of a spin-off requires extant human
resources at the intra-sphere boundary (Etzkowitz, 2008) [1]. In this respect,
universities ‘allow faculty to retain their academic positions while engaging in
business-related activities’ (R28C). Similarly, the government guarantees that ‘GRI
researchers that fail to effectively manage a spin-off can return to their research
positions without any disadvantage’ (R06L, R30Y, R31K).
Meanwhile, ‘because researchers associated with spin-offs primarily belong
to the industry sector, industry spin-offs have nothing to do with changes in the
availability of R&D human resources in the industry sphere’ (R09J). Instead,
changes in the availability of human resources are largely contingent on inter-sphere
flow [2]. The process of tacit knowledge diffusion within the university sector is
different from the diffusion process within industries and GRIs [3]. Specifically,
‘whereas the provision of professional (but insufficiently experienced) researchers
(i.e. graduates) from universities to other spheres takes years (to complete their
educations), industries and GRIs are characterised by the fact that their human
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resources transfer to other spheres once they accumulate sufficient experience’
(R02K, R06L, R07P, R09J, R20H, R28C, R30Y).
In Korea, universities are generally regarded as the primary receiver of
experienced researchers from industries and GRIs. Industries receive less
experienced researchers from universities. GRIs receive a combination of less
experienced researchers from universities and experienced researchers from the
industry sphere. Generally, highly educated researchers gravitate toward academic
positions in the university sphere, treating employment with a GRI as an alternative
career path. With respect to this alternative career path, many interviewees claimed
that ‘because of the respect bestowed upon professors in Korea, moving from the
university sphere to the industry or GRI spheres is rare. In contrast, it is common for
researchers to transfer from the industry or GRI spheres to the university sphere’
(R02K, R06L, R07P, R09J, R20H, R28C, R30Y, R31K).
4.5.3. Knowledge deployment
To commercialise knowledge, industries take advantage of product and/or
process innovations and launch new products and/or services in the marketplace to
capitalise on advances in science and technology (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978).
These mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Product and process innovations
Product innovation is geared towards introducing new products or improving
existing products. Typically, these innovations are derived from alternative
perspectives related to the product’s technical characteristics (R: Product Innovation)
[1]. Comparatively, process innovation refers to the introduction of new or improved
production methods that are designed to produce goods more efficiently (R: Process
Innovation) [2].
Industries can increase sales through product and process innovations [3],
which subsequently generate increases in R&D reinvestment [4]. In turn, increases
in R&D investment can promote the production and accumulation of knowledge [5].
According to the Abernathy-Utterback model (1978), product innovation precedes
process innovation. However, ‘the contemporary innovation cycle is sufficiently
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short that product and process innovations are similar in terms of the length of time
they require. In particular, at the meso- or macro-level, the plural composition of
different industry fields has blurred time-related distinctions with regard to the two
innovation processes’ (R09J, R24K). Therefore, it is not necessary to consider the
time delay between product and process innovation.
While product and process innovations are industry-specific, spin-offs can be
formulated in any sphere. Figure 21 illustrates the development of a spin-off within a
particular sphere.
Figure 21. Spin-off formation
This process requires the involvement of former or current members of the
parent organisation who have a strong desire to apply research findings to
entrepreneurial activities (Etzkowitz, 2008; Shane, 2004). Thus, a greater degree of
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intra-sphere technology or human resource transfer facilitates the formation of a
spin-off [1].
Similarly, physical spaces and business services provided by incubators can
promote a firm’s spinning out (Etzkowitz, 2008) [2]. Despite the utility of incubators,
there exists a perception that they ‘do not incubate tenant firms, but instead focus on
rental business operators’ (R09J, R17S, R18G, R22P, R23R, R28C, R32Y).
Nevertheless, ‘the size of the facilities increase the number of spin-offs, since
incubators’ low taxes and rental fees can attract new businesses’ (R09J, R28C).
However, the size of incubators and the number of spin-offs they generate do not
necessarily generate a virtuous circle. This is largely because ‘the government has
focused on the facilities’ hardware (e.g. the number of incubators) rather than the
self-operating system’ (R09J, R17S, R18G, R22P, R23R, R28C).
A venture capitalist (also known as a technology holding company; THC)
provides financial aid to promote the formation of spin-off organisations (Etzkowitz,
2008). Venture capitalists seek to improve returns on their investments through a
strict search and selection process. If selected spin-offs turn a profit, it is likely to
attract more funding from other venture capitalists (R: Spin-off Formation) [3].
Whereas spin-offs born from universities and GRIs ultimately end up in the
industry sphere, ‘industries’ newly emerging businesses are mainly formed as
venture firms created by individuals’ (R09J, R14K, R15H, R20H, R26L, R28C).
One interviewee noted that ‘after an average of 4.4 years, newly-emerging
businesses are listed on the KOSDAQ (Korean Securities Dealers Automated
Quotations)’ (R09J). This suggests that spin-offs and venture firms require time to
transform into official technology-based SMEs [4].
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Table 12 summarises the attributes associated with the respective spheres in
Korea’s triple helix. These distinct attributes characterise the different processes
related to knowledge. These processes are explored in the following section.
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Table 12. Summary of distinct attributes across universities, industries, and GRIs in Korea
Domain Comparative aspect Sphere
University Industry Government research institute (GRI)
Knowledge
development
Source of R&D capability  External funds from the public and the
private sectors
 External funds from the public and the private
sectors, and internal funds
 External funds from the public and the private
sectors, and internal funds
 Researchers in science and engineering
school
 Researchers in R&D department  Researchers in R&D department
 Codified knowledge  Codified knowledge  Codified knowledge
Formation of R&D cycle  Knowledge-based virtuous circle  Knowledge- and profit-based virtuous circle  Knowledge- and reserves-based virtuous circle
Obsolescence of R&D
Knowledge
 Made obsolete by intra- and inter-sphere
technology transfer
 Made obsolete by declining market demand  Made obsolete by intra- and inter-sphere
technology transfer
Knowledge
diffusion
Direction of codified
knowledge transfer
 Intra-sphere provider for university spin-offs  Inter-sphere receiver from university and GRI  Intra-sphere provider for GRI spin-offs
 Ineffective Inter-sphere provider for industry  Ineffective intra-sphere provider for industry
spin-offs
 Relative to university, effective Inter-sphere
provider for industry
Change in codified
knowledge stock
 Decreased by intra- and inter-sphere
technology transfer
 Unchanged by intra- and inter-sphere technology
transfer
 Decreased by intra- and inter-sphere
technology transfer
Direction of tacit knowledge
transfer
 Intra-sphere provider for university spin-offs  Intra-sphere provider and receiver for industry
venture firms
 Ineffective intra-sphere provider for GRI spin-
offs
 Inter-sphere provider of less experienced
researchers for industry and GRI
 Inter-sphere provider of experienced researchers
for university and GRI
 Inter-sphere provider of experienced
researchers for university
 Inter-sphere receiver of experienced
researchers from industry and GRI
 Inter-sphere receiver of less experienced
researchers
 Inter-sphere receiver of less experienced
researchers from university, and experienced
researchers from industry
Direction and frequency of
tacit knowledge transfer
 Scarce move-out of experienced researchers
to industry and GRI
 Frequent move-out of experienced researchers to
university and GRI
 Frequent move-out of experienced researchers
to university
 Frequent move-in of experienced researchers
from industry and GRI
 Scare move-in of experienced researchers from
university and GRI
 Frequent move-in of experienced researchers
from industry
Knowledge
deployment
Market-friendliness of
research findings
 Distant to market demand  Attached in market demand  Arm’s length to market demand
Inter-sphere activity for
knowledge commercialisation
 Codified knowledge transfer to industry  Product and/or process innovations in industry  Codified knowledge transfer to industry
Intra-sphere activity for
knowledge commercialisation
 Provider of codified and tacit knowledge for
university spin-offs
 Ineffective provider of codified and tacit
knowledge for industry spin-offs
 Ineffective provider of codified and tacit
knowledge for GRI spin-offs
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4.5.4. The system structures for university, industry, and GRI
spheres
Based on our descriptions of knowledge development, diffusion, and
deployment, Figures 22−24 respectively show the intra-sphere mechanisms for
universities, industries, and GRIs. The figures also illustrate system limitations
associated with crucial linkages in terms of the intra- and inter-sphere knowledge
processes.
Figure 22. A system structure for the university sphere in Korea
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As seen in Figure 22, if new faculty or postgraduate students enter the
university sphere, the stock of R&D human resources increases, thus intensifying
R&D capability. This increase in R&D capability allows for an increase in the
number of R&D projects in which a university can engage. Greater numbers of
human resources result in the flow of graduates from universities to industries and
GRIs, thus decreasing the abundance of university R&D human resources (B:
Researcher Flow). A greater number of human resources require greater R&D
expenditures. This increase in R&D expenditures reduces R&D efficiency, thus
delaying R&D knowledge accumulation. A greater number of R&D projects
generate more R&D knowledge, leading to higher R&D capability (R: Knowledge
Reuse). Moreover, greater knowledge yields increased technology transfer to
industries. When this occurs, loss of patent ownership reduces the amount of R&D
inherent to universities (B: Technology Transfer). Within the university sphere,
increased technology transfer stimulates spin-off formation which, in turn, generates
profits for spin-offs. This increased profit leads to more investment in the spin-offs
by THCs (R: Spin-off Formation). In the inter-sphere context, there exists a positive
relationship between the number of spin-offs that are generated and the technology-
based SMEs in the industry sphere.
System Failure. University R&D findings are often difficult to transform
into successful marketing campaigns for new products and/or services within the
industry sphere. Interviewees noted that university-based research is often ‘too basic
to be commercialised in the short term because technologies developed in
laboratories are unlikely to be pragmatically applicable. As a result, industrial firms
tend to be reluctant to buy or rent technologies developed by universities’ (R20H,
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R25L, R28C, R30Y). Moreover, ‘faculty members generally lack business-oriented
mind-sets. As such, university-based research findings that are industry-focused are
rare’ (R26L, R28C, R20H). Within the university sphere, researchers’ lack of
business-oriented mind-sets can negatively affect university spin-off formation.
These conditions together illustrate the lack of a link between science and business
inside and outside university settings (see Box ‘a’ displayed in Figure 22).
Figure 23. A system structure for the industry sphere in Korea
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Figure 23 illustrates that within the industry sphere, a higher degree of
private venture creation sponsored by THCs induces greater investment among
THCs (R: Venture Creation). Greater contributions of university spin-offs to
technology-based SMEs that increase the availability of human resources dedicated
to R&D incite the eventual transfer of those human resources to universities and
GRIs (B: Researcher Flow). The increased prevalence of human resources helps to
improve R&D capability. This improved R&D capability stimulates the development
of more R&D projects which, in turn, results in the accumulation of R&D
knowledge. This serves as the basis for the R&D capabilities needed for subsequent
projects (R: Knowledge Reuse). However, a greater number of human resources
require an increase in R&D expenditures. This reduces R&D efficiency, slowing the
process by which R&D knowledge is accumulated. High levels of R&D-related
knowledge are associated with more product and process innovations. These
innovations increase sales, requiring higher levels of R&D expenditure (R: Product
Innovation & R&D Reinvestment) (R: Process Innovation & R&D Reinvestment). In
conjunction with knowledge and human resources, R&D expenditures promote
R&D-related capabilities that contribute to the further development of R&D projects.
However, higher R&D expenditures are likely to hamper R&D efficiency to some
degree (B: Efficiency Decline).
System Failure. While both the industry and GRI spheres suffer from
leakages of experienced researchers to universities (see Box ‘b’ in Figure 23),
industries may be at greater risk for these leakages. Traditionally, the Korean
education system is characterised by ‘prestige bestowed upon university-based
research positions and job security associated with professorship (with GRI
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positions serving as backups)’ (see Box ‘a’ in Figure 23) (R06L, R07P, R09J, R02K,
R30Y, R31K, R28C, R20H). Although industries and GRIs continuously strive to
replace lost R&D human resources by hiring university graduates, these relatively
inexperienced newcomers may not be sufficiently trained when they begin their
employment.
Figure 24. A system structure for the GRI sphere in Korea. The dotted arrows
generally do not exist in the Korean case. However, to promote a better
understanding of system failures of the GRI sphere, we included the dotted arrows
and the reinforcing loops of spin-off formation in this figure.
According to Figure 24, new researchers in the GRI sphere increase the
number of R&D human resources in that sphere, thus improving R&D capabilities
and increasing the number of R&D projects. In the same fashion as universities and
industries, when a greater number of R&D human resources transfer to other spheres,
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there is a general decrease in the number of GRI R&D human resources available (B:
Researcher Flow). Similarly, a greater number of R&D projects generate more R&D
knowledge, leading to higher R&D capability (R: Knowledge Reuse). However, the
generation of more R&D knowledge also incites a greater degree to which
technology is transferred to industries. This leads to a reduction in R&D knowledge
in the GRI sphere due to the loss of patent ownership (B: Technology Transfer).
Increases in technology transfers to industries require technology transfer fees that
facilitate the accumulation of R&D reserves, which are also collected from R&D
overheads as part of R&D expenditures (R: R&D Reserves Accumulation). By
generating more reserves, GRIs can relieve some of the pressure caused by R&D
expenditures, thus improving GRIs’ capabilities to engage in more R&D projects.
These projects serve as sources of technology transfer fees, thus completing the
cycle (R: Technology Transfer Fees Accumulation). However, large numbers of
R&D human resources increase R&D expenditures. This increase in expenditures
reduces R&D efficiency and delays R&D knowledge accumulation which, in turn,
reduces the extent to which technology can be transferred. As a result of this
decrease in technology transfers, technology transfer fees decrease, resulting in
reductions of R&D reserves. From this, R&D expenditures decrease, thus increasing
R&D efficiency over time (B: Efficiency Decline).
System Failure. Similar to the industry sphere, the primary system failure
within the GRI sphere is associated with the loss of experienced researchers to
universities (see Box ‘b’ in Figure 24). As noted by interviewees, ‘highly educated
researchers prefer to have academic positions in universities because of the social
value of professorship in Korea (see Box ‘a’ in Figure 24), and the 5-year longer
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age-limit of retirement relative to GRIs under the current law (see Box ‘a’ in Figure
24)’ (R06L, R07P, R09J, R02K, R30Y, R31K, R28C, R20H). Another problem
faced by GRIs is the lack of regulations and THCs required to effectively produce
spin-off firms (see Box ‘c’ in Figure 24). Some respondents noted, ‘Korea’s central
government treats the number of GRI spin-offs as a performance indicator for
national R&D programmes’ (R03L, R04B, R05L). However, in terms of
institutional and infrastructural perspectives, the ‘Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) is the only organisation that
possesses a THC that assists in the formation of spin-offs in the public sector’ within
Korea (R29J). Therefore, it is impossible to claim that Korea’s GRIs specialise in
entrepreneurial activities or that GRIs formulate a virtuous circle for spin-offs in
their sphere (see dotted arrows composing ‘R: Spin-off Formation’ displayed in
Figure 24).
Table 13 summarises system failures that were identified in interviews. The
list demonstrates that Korea’s triple helix mechanism faces difficulties in
infrastructure, transition, institution, network, and capability in particular knowledge
domains.
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Table 13. System failures in Korea’s triple helix
Failure type System failure Knowledge
domain
Infrastructural failure Non-existence of technology holding companies in
GRIs (except for ETRI) a
Knowledge
deployment
Transition failure Inactive technology transfer from universities to
industries
Knowledge
diffusion
Hard institutional failure Professorship-friendly retirement scheme, job
security, work environment, compensation,
incentives
Non-existence of regulations for the formation of
spin-offs in GRIs (except for ETRI)
Knowledge
development
Knowledge
deployment
Soft institutional failure Respect bestowed upon professors Knowledge
development
Weak network failure Loss of relationships between universities and
industries in terms of technology transfer
Knowledge
diffusion
Capabilities’ failure Frequent exodus of experienced researchers from
industries and GRIs to universities
Knowledge
development
a Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
4.6. Discussion
Innovation systems represent complex contexts in which multiple types of
actors interact. Thus, it is necessary to explore the effects of system failures and
policy recommendations from a holistic and systemic perspective. In this section, we
discuss the effects of system failures and offer policy recommendations to address
them. Following the primary discussion, we provide policy implications for the triple
helix.
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4.6.1. System failure effects
From a systems perspective, the effects of system failures are not confined to
a specific knowledge domain, but influence a series of multiple knowledge-based
processes within and across spheres. The inadequacy of experienced researchers in
the industry and GRI spheres is likely to hamper the development and accumulation
of pertinent knowledge. Therefore, the slowdown in knowledge stock discourages
technology transfer from GRIs to industries. In the industry sphere, firms tend to
have insufficient knowledge resources for product and process innovations. As a
result, unsuccessful commercialisation in the market reduces R&D reinvestment in
the industry sphere. In conjunction with a weak link between science and business in
the GRI sphere, this inadequacy can impede technology transfer to spin-offs in the
public sector.
Within the university sphere, the lack of technology transfer to industries
may further weaken knowledge commercialisation in the industry sphere. As a result
of research findings generated by universities that are not industry-friendly,
industries may be discouraged to serve as financial sources for university R&D. As a
result, this reduces knowledge stock in universities that can be used for the
formulation of university spin-offs.
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4.6.2. Policy recommendations suggested by interviewees and the
effects
According to the system failures we have identified, we offer several policy
recommendations suggested by interviewees. Although our suggestions are not the
only measures to remedy the designated failures, these make sense in the way that
the respective system failures require specific corresponding initiatives to solve them.
4.6.2.1. Conducting Relay-R&D and Ping-Pong-R&D between universities,
industries, and GRIs
These suggestions are related to weak network failure and transition failure
between universities and industries indicated in Figure 22. Relay-R&D aims to
facilitate the production of industry-friendly R&D outcomes to remedy the weak
network and transition failures between the university and industry spheres.
Therefore, this initiative primarily seeks to render R&D findings applicable to the
general marketplace and to improve inter-sphere technology transfer to industries.
Universities produce basic research findings that are transferred to GRIs ‘which are
more capable of applying those findings in the marketplace’ (R30Y). The GRIs then
perform further R&D activities to facilitate the application of the universities’
findings in industrial settings. Ultimately, industries receive the GRI R&D findings
and conduct developmental research geared towards inciting demand within the
market. Ping-Pong-R&D is expected to establish mutual flows of knowledge
between universities and industries for the sake of relieving weak network failure
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and transition failure between universities and industries. Because industries tend not
to acquire technologies from universities because of the limited degree to which they
can be commercialised, industries first transfer existing knowledge that they wish to
commercialise to universities. Once universities recognise the specific needs of
industries, they are likely to address the scientific and technological requirements of
those industries. These initiatives increase technology transfer to industries and
increase knowledge stock in the industry sphere, thus promoting product and process
innovations. Given the increased profits gained in the market, the industry may
intensify R&D collaborations with, or outsourcing to, universities and GRIs. This is
likely to increase the budgets for the university and GRI R&D, giving universities
and GRIs more opportunities to engage in R&D activities.
However, these alternatives do not guarantee the simultaneous utilisation of
knowledge in the intra- and inter-sphere contexts. For example, if universities
engage in excessive inter-sphere technology transfer, then the sphere will afford
fewer opportunities to transfer knowledge to form spin-offs. To redress this issue,
universities must increase investment in R&D to produce sufficient knowledge to
allow the university sphere to be entrepreneurial. This recommendation would only
work under the assumption that the R&D actor has an industry-like, self-operating
virtuous circle relating economic achievements and R&D reinvestment. However,
universities are institutionalised non-profit organisations that do not have internal
funding sources to directly invest in R&D.
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4.6.2.2. Promoting job satisfaction in industries and GRIs
This is suggested to aim to relive hard/soft institutional failure and
capabilities’ failure faced in industries and GRIs, as described in Figures 23 and 24.
The improvement of job satisfaction is expected to mitigate the effects of hard/soft
institutional failure on R&D-related activities in the industry and GRI spheres and
improve R&D capabilities. This initiative includes several components, including a
retirement scheme, job security, positive work environment, compensation, and other
incentives for acquiring and retaining experienced researchers. By doing this,
industries and GRIs can increase the stock of R&D human resources available within
those spheres that are more capable of producing and accumulating knowledge. The
increased knowledge stock provides more opportunities to transfer GRI-based
knowledge to the industry sphere, and positively affects knowledge stock for product
and process innovations in the industry sphere. Increased technology transfer to
GRIs also leads to an increase in technology transfer fees that are accumulated as
R&D reserves for subsequent GRI research. Given this, GRIs are likely to increase
R&D reinvestment.
However, this suggestion can deplete financial resources for R&D. In
particular, GRI R&D is funded not only by external funds from the public and
private sectors, but also by limited internal funds like accumulated R&D reserves. In
this case, increases in salaries paid to experienced researchers increases total R&D
costs. This reduces the inflow of R&D reserves available for in-house R&D in the
long-term. Therefore, GRIs face significant financial constraints which offset the
positive effects of experienced researchers on the efficiency of R&D projects.
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Specifically, because industries are comprised of profit-making organisations,
financial stressors negatively impact R&D reinvestment in that domain.
4.6.2.3. Establishing university-GRI joint THCs
We suggest that GRIs promote joint THCs with universities to redress hard
institutional and infrastructural failures that preclude spin-off formation in the public
sector, as shown in Figure 24. Whereas GRIs lack formal regulations and physical
settings that facilitate intra-sphere knowledge deployment for commercialising
research findings, ‘every Korean university has THCs’ (R28C, R20H), and thus
‘universities have more experience in spinning out than GRIs’ (R06L, R30Y).
Intuitively, this collaborative effort reinforces GRIs’ capacities to create a self-
operating mechanism for spinning out in the public sector. Moreover, it may help
embed knowledge related to research-based business in GRIs, allowing industry-
friendly R&D to promote inter-sphere technology transfer to industries in the long
run. Inter-sphere technology transfer increases internal funds that have been
accumulated on the basis of technology transfer fees. In addition, industry-friendly
research findings may encourage industries to engage in concerted R&D efforts with
GRIs, thus increasing R&D reserves in the GRI sphere.
However, GRIs’ excessive reliance on university THCs can restrict their
spin-off efforts to university settings. Therefore, joint THCs would likely weaken
GRIs’ capacities to create a self-operating mechanism for spin-offs in the public
sector in the long run. Alternatively, it may be useful to establish GRI THCs
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separately from universities. However, this would not be effective in the short term,
given the lack of experience in forming spin-offs and limited government support.
Table 14 summarises the intuitive and counter-intuitive effects of policy
recommendations considered above.
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Table 14. Summary of effects of policy recommendations
System failure Recommendation Expected effect Non-desired effect
Knowledge
development
Knowledge
diffusion
Knowledge
deployment
Knowledge
development
Knowledge
diffusion
Knowledge
deployment
Weak network failure
and transition failure
between university and
industry
Relay- and Ping-
Pong-R&D
Higher knowledge
stock in industry
 Increase in budget for
university and GRI
R&D
More inter-sphere
technology
transfer from
university to
industry
More product and
process innovations
in industry
Fewer intra-
sphere technology
transfer for spin-
off formation in
university
Fewer spin-off
formation in
university
Capabilities’ failure and
hard/soft institutional
failure in industry and
GRI
Higher job
satisfaction
Higher stock of R&D
human resources in
industry and GRI
Higher knowledge
stock in industry and
GRI
Higher stock of
technology transfer
fees in GRI
Higher stock of R&D
reserves in GRI
More inter-sphere
technology
transfer from GRI
to industry
More product and
process innovations
in industry
Higher total R&D
costs in industry and
GRI
Reduced inflow of
R&D reserves
available for in-house
R&D in GRI
Lower efficiency of
R&D projects in
industry and GRI
Reduced R&D
reinvestment in
industry
Hard institutional failure
and infrastructural failure
in GRI
University-GRI
joint THC
More industry-friendly
R&D findings in GRI
Higher stock of
technology transfer
fees in GRI
More contracted R&D
efforts between
industry and GRI
Higher stock of R&D
reserves in GRI
More know-how
of spin-off
formation in GRI
More inter-sphere
technology
transfer from GRI
to industry
More spin-off
formation in GRI
GRIs’ excessive
reliance on
university THCs
Reduced GRI
capacity for spin-off
formation
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4.6.3. Policy implications
Given the policy recommendations outlined above, it seems that universities,
industries, and GRIs leverage their competencies to effectively operate the
knowledge-based triple helix. Counter-intuitively, however, a solution to one system
failure can generate a system failure in other domains or only serve as a limited
resolution to the problem which it is intended to fix. Therefore, it seems impossible
to promote innovation in the triple helix by correcting its inherent system failures.
Therefore, if the policy recommendations are expected to have immediate positive
effects, are the recommendations valid or unnecessary?
To answer these questions, it is necessary to recognise that it is not realistic
to find any solutions that will simultaneously address all system failures. Instead, it
is more useful for policymakers to understand the contradictory relationships
between intuitive and counter-intuitive solution effects from a systems perspective.
Practically, they should understand that no single policy can deliver positive
effects across an entire system. Instead, as argued by Lee and von Tunzelmann
(2005), multiple policies are required to solve the multitude of problems that pervade
complex systems. As such, recommendations that address various system failures
should incorporate a simultaneous consideration of the intuitive and counter-intuitive
effects that the recommendations generate. In sum, policymakers must identify the
unexpected effects of their intended policies by adopting a systems perspective that
considers the interrelated effects of system failures and policy recommendations. In
doing so, they would be able to develop more realistic triple helix innovation
policies, which help lower risk and realise the system’s optimum potential.
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4.6.4. The limitations of this study
We used multiple high-level models to analyse causal influences of system
failures and policy recommendations on the Korean triple helix. Despite this study’s
utility, it suffers some limitations. In this paper, we developed a triple helix for only
Korea. Our reference models have limited applicability to more unique examples
where the triple helix system has yet to be realised (e.g. African countries).
Additionally, we used qualitative data gleaned from interviews for our analyses. This
qualitative analysis cannot completely avoid subjective interpretations of what
interviewees deliver, and thus it requires more scientific analysis to provide
quantitative validation for decision-makers.
4.7. Conclusion
In this paper, we provided novel insight that expands our understanding of
the Korean triple helix by incorporating intra-sphere dynamics among triple helix
actors. Moreover, we introduced a methodological approach that illustrates the
causal linkages within and between spheres. We revealed several potential system
failures and policy recommendations to address them:
 The performance of Relay-R&D and Ping-Pong-R&D between
universities, industries, and GRIs was suggested to solve failures of
weak networks and transitions between universities and industries.
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 The promotion of job satisfaction among workers in industries and
GRIs was suggested to solve failures of capability and hard/soft
institution in industries and GRIs.
 The establishment of university-GRI joint THCs was suggested to
solve failures of hard institution and infrastructure in GRIs.
Ultimately, the adoption of a system-based perspective allowed us to draw
the following conclusions:
 System failures and their associated recommendations affect the triple
helix’s collective knowledge development, diffusion, and deployment
processes in both the intra- and inter-sphere contexts.
 Intuitively, some policy recommendations may successfully solve
recognised system failures.
 Counter-intuitively, however, there is a limit on the degree to which
any one policy recommendation can mitigate the effects of system
failures; a recommendation to resolve a particular failure can lead to
another failure in the other domains.
Finally, this study offers promising avenues for future research. It would be
interesting to categorise multi-type frameworks geared towards more flexible
applications to specific innovation systems. Such research would provide insight into
how certain system failures emerge in specific contexts. Additionally, it would be
useful to leverage quantitative panel data to accommodate the dynamic nature of the
triple helix to provide policymakers with more reliable evidence. Further,
quantitative data would allow for the use of algorithmic simulations to analyse triple
helix dynamics, as argued by Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff (2000).
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CHAPTER 5. PAPER 3 ─ A DYNAMIC 
ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL
COMPETITIVENESS IN INNOVATION
PROCESSES: THE CASE OF BUSAN, SOUTH
KOREA
5.1. Abstract
In recent decades, regional units have been emphasised to design innovation
policies. However, the effect of such policies on regional competitiveness is an on-
going concern. This study incorporates a knowledge-based innovation process into
the regional competitiveness mode of capacity−capability−performance. Based on 
this framework, a system dynamics model is employed to identify policy
interventions that positively affect the sustainable development of regional
competitiveness in Busan, a region in South Korea. The analysis results indicate the
importance of human resources rather than R&D expenditure. Further, shortening the
lead time for knowledge commercialisation is more effective than for knowledge
development, whereas a success rate adjustment is more effective when it is applied
to knowledge development rather than knowledge commercialisation. These
interventions strengthen the governance of reinforcing feedback loops throughout the
regional innovation process of Busan and, as a result, promote the sustainable
development of the city’s operational competitiveness.
Keywords: knowledge-based innovation system, regional competitiveness,
innovation policy, system dynamics, Korea
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5.2. Introduction
Regional innovation has become increasingly important in recent decades
(Doloreux and Parto, 2005). To improve regional competitiveness, efforts have been
made to develop and implement regional innovation policies (Asheim and Coenen,
2005a, 2006b). Policymakers strive to bring about technical changes and innovation
that can improve the operation of innovation systems (Edquist, 2001a, 2001b;
Edquist and Hommen, 1999; European Commission [EC], 2013; Lundvall and
Borrás, 2005). However, the efficacy of innovation policy implementation is an on-
going concern. Policy decisions generate uncertainty and, sometimes,
counterintuitive effects (Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005; Marcus, 1981; Sterman,
2000) that spread across multiple parts of a system over time (Jervis, 1997). Because
of these uncertainties, ‘there is good reason to think that policy can make a very big
difference to regional development and yet at the same time it is very hard to know
exactly what the right policy is’ (Krugman, 2003, p. 43).
The scepticism concerning the relationship between policy implementation
and regional competitiveness is attributable to the lack of understanding of the policy
effect mechanism. This incognisance occurs because of difficulties associated with
mapping complex innovation processes (Castellacci and Natera, 2013; Hekkert et al.,
2007). The main policy evaluation themes in the literature include monetary
instruments such as direct and indirect R&D funding (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe
de la Potterie, 2003; Lach, 2002), tax incentives (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe de la
Potterie, 2003; Koga, 2003) and foreign direct investment (Branstetter, 2006).
Although some research notes the need to observe systemic multi-stage innovation
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from R&D to commercialisation, existing studies are inadequate in providing policy
evaluation activities with a systems perspective of cause–effect relationships within
regional innovation processes (OECD, 2000; Polt and Rojo, 2002).
This study analyses policy effects on regional competitiveness from a system
dynamics perspective (Sterman, 2000) and uses Busan, a Korean region, as an
example. Although Busan is designated as a leading Korean city in terms of its
economy along with Seoul, a peer review report for Busan (Duke et al., 2006) notes
that Busan suffers from ‘rust-belt’ decline and, thus, has declared a new slogan,
‘Dynamic Busan’, to remedy the image of a decaying local economy and to motivate
Korea’s decentralisation and rebalancing policies. The report made a diagnosis that
Busan has not clearly defined what the city needs or how goals will be achieved.
From a policy perspective, by identifying effective policy interventions, this study
aims to specify what Busan should adjust to achieve the goal of robust development
of regional competitiveness in the context of a knowledge-based innovation. As a
result, this study is expected to provide policy implications for the sustainable
growth of Korean regions.
To address this aim, this study has two specific objectives. The first is to
synthesise the core structures that determine the operation of Busan’s knowledge-
based innovation and to apply these to a regional competitiveness perspective. The
model can then be used to identify structural sources that influence systemic
governance over regional competitiveness. The second objective is to conduct
simulations that evaluate corresponding regional policy effects on regional
competitiveness. For policymakers, this simulation-based methodology encompasses
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multiple stages of the innovation process, and the analysis provides empirical
evidence for facilitating rational policymaking.
Section 5.3. of this study reviews existing literature to define a conceptual
framework for the regional innovation process. Section 5.4. introduces system
dynamics to analyse the regional innovation process of Busan. Section 5.5. discusses
the implementation of system dynamics analyses: problem articulation, model
formulation, testing and policy formulation and evaluation. Section 5.6. discusses
policy implications for the sustainable operation of a regional innovation system.
Section 5.7. concludes the paper with major contributions and directions for future
research based on the limitations of this study.
5.3. Regional competitiveness in an evolutionary
knowledge-based innovation process
Knowledge and innovation are inextricably bound (e.g. Asheim and Coenen,
2005a, 2005b; Binz et al., 2014; Frenz and Ietto-Gillies, 2009; Muller and Zenker,
2001). In a knowledge economy model, organisational interactions form feedback
loops to aid the flows of innovation-related information and materials among the
development, diffusion and deployment of knowledge (Carlsson et al., 2002; Rickne,
2001). In particular, knowledge deployment is specified as (a) knowledge
implementation for innovation activities and (b) knowledge commercialisation for
transforming products or services into market value (Dvir and Pasher, 2004; Maier,
1998; Smith and Barﬁeld, 1996). Thus, through a specific lens, the knowledge-based 
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innovation process can be conceptualised within four boundaries: (1) knowledge
development, (2) knowledge diffusion, (3) knowledge implementation and (4)
knowledge commercialisation.
Regional competitiveness is decomposed into capacities, capabilities and
performances that are embedded in the knowledge-based innovation process.
Capacities reflect available system proprietary resources to determine initial ability
for innovation. R&D expenditure and R&D personnel are essential physical
resources that trigger the operation of knowledge-based innovation processes (Wang
and Huang, 2007). Capabilities are a system’s ability to expedite resource utilisation
for performance generation (Almond and Powell, 1967; Amit and Schoemaker, 1993;
Bergek et al., 2008; Hekkert et al., 2007, 2011; Johnson, 1998). On the one hand,
because an innovation system represents aggregate knowledge production processes
(Asheim and Isaksen, 1997), R&D activities represent the system’s ability to build a
knowledge base. On the other hand, product and process innovations are
prerequisites for the commercialisation of knowledge (Adner and Levinthal, 2001;
Chen and Guan, 2012; Porter, 1980; Smolny, 1998; Zhang and Li, 2010).
Performances are considered within the context of knowledge development and
commercialisation. Patents are widely used proxies that account for technological
knowledge produced through R&D in knowledge development (Acs et al., 2002;
Chen and Guan, 2012; Fritsch, 2002; Griliches, 1990; Henderson and Cockburn,
1996; Nelson, 2009; Rosell and Agrawal, 2009; Weck and Blomqvist, 2008).
Consistent with Schumpeter’s (1934) ‘Economic Development’, the market value of
new or improved products and/or services is a significant indicator. Sales and profits
represent the financial performance of industry’s technological innovations (Foster et
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al., 2008; Yam et al., 2011). Sales reflect the market expandability of products and
services, whereas profits reflect the residual funds available for R&D investment and
business stability.
Competitive capacities, capabilities and performances may enable high
fluidity of knowledge flows that contribute to smooth operations of the knowledge-
based innovation system (OECD, 1997). Figure 25 illustrates the following
knowledge-based innovation process: (a) financial and human resources enable (b)
R&D activities to create (c) new knowledge in university labs, industrial firms and
public research institutes (Cruz-Cázares et al., 2013). This knowledge is transferred
to the industry sector (Caldera and Debande, 2010). In addition to the knowledge
produced by industrial R&D, the transferred knowledge is used to conduct (b’)
product and process innovations in the industry sector (Abernathy and Utterback,
1978). The industrial innovations launch new or improved products/services leading
to (c’) financial benefit (e.g. sales and profits) in the marketplace. The earnings build
(a) financial capacity, which then enables R&D organisations to employ (a)
researchers to implement (b) additional R&D projects.
Figure 25. A knowledge-based innovation process
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The feedback structures and changes in the flows of knowledge stocks form
time-based innovation mechanisms, which stimulate the dynamics of the innovation
system (Autio, 1998; Diez, 2001; Nelson and Winter, 1982). Regional
competitiveness reflects the systemic nature of the evolutionary innovation process
(Meyer-Stamer, 2008). As a result, the dynamics of knowledge flows embedded in
the feedback structures create dynamic regional competitiveness over time, as
illustrated in Figure 26.
Figure 26. Dynamics of regional competitiveness in the knowledge-based innovation
process
Meanwhile, policy influences regional competitiveness (Asheim and Coenen,
2005a, 2005b) and creates dynamic ─ short-term, long-term, or both ─ effects 
(OECD, 2009) that spread across multiple parts of the system over time (Jervis,
1997). Compared with no intervention, the dynamic feature of policy effects allows
the consideration of four evolutionary directions of regional competitiveness (see
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Figure 27). Policy A (top-right quadrant) improves regional competitiveness in both
the short and long term. Policy B (top-left quadrant) is not ideal from a long-term
perspective; however, it can be defined as appropriate within the given timeframe
from t to t’ because it promotes improvement despite a slow development phase.
Policies C and D are seen as ineffective interventions. On the one hand, policy C
(bottom-right quadrant) is not appropriate within the timeframe because it results in
decreased improvement although it has long-term potential beyond the timeframe,
which is attributed to an increase in time-based growth. On the other hand, policy D
(bottom-left quadrant) is the least appropriate intervention because it leads to a
decrease in both average change and time-based growth.13
13 In this study, average change is estimated by calculating the average differences between
incremental simulation results (e.g. between 1% adjustment and 2% adjustment, between 2%
adjustment and 3% adjustment, etc.) in terms of regional competitiveness indices across years (i.e.
from 2003 to 2011 in this study). In addition, time-based growth is estimated by calculating the
change of differences between polar years (i.e. between 2003 and 2011 in this study) in incremental
simulation results in terms of regional competitiveness indices.
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Figure 27. Types of policies
Considering the effect of the described policy interventions, this study
provides explanations for the way in which innovation policy determines the
dynamics of Busan’s regional competitiveness using a system dynamics method.
5.4. Modelling and analysis methodology: System dynamics
The policy evaluation approaches employed in the literature are limited and
mainly adopt descriptive statistics using Likert-scaled surveys and/or subjective
opinions from interviews or expert review (OECD, 2006), regression modelling
(Moser, 2005) or economic modelling (Branstetter, 2006). Simple statistical data and
subjective descriptions respond to individual perceptions (or wishes for the future) of
policy benefits at a particular point in time. The precision and interpretation of
analysis results vary depending on sampling error (Särndal et al., 1992) and the
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characteristics of focus group interviewees (Weiss, 1994). A regression analysis
requires a theoretical relationship between independent variables and dependent
variables (Hair et al., 2010). Therefore, the analysis results depend on the
conceptualised relationship between policies and effects. Additionally, the regression
model requires a substantial sample size to produce statistically reliable results.
Consistent with regression analysis, economic modelling also assumes a fixed
relationship between inputs and outputs (c.f. Branstetter, 2006). The economic model
for complex system structures includes risk for biased interpretations with respect to
input–output correlations, rather than a cause–effect relationship between system
components.
In contrast, system dynamics is a scientific approach that provides objective
data for evidence-based policymaking (Sterman, 2000). The purpose of using system
dynamics is to explain time-based behaviours of variables that constitute an entire
system (Meadows, 1980). System dynamics modelling may or may not require
theoretical connections between independent and dependent variables. In some
circumstances, theory informs the rich set of cause−effect structures, or feedback 
processes, previously identified by scholars (Sastry, 1997). In other circumstances,
policymakers inform the perceived cause−effect structures, mental models, 
determining the behaviour of regional innovation systems (Sterman, 2000).
Therefore, system dynamics modelling can test existing theories over time or
evaluate policymakers’ intuition.
Compared with a qualitative systems approach (Galanakis, 2006),
quantification by system dynamics is useful for identifying the quantitative impact of
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solutions by observing particular system behaviours (Forrester, 1994; Jackson, 2003;
Mandinach and Cline, 1994; Richardson, 2011). While agent-based modelling
observes the emergent dynamic behaviours of autonomous individual entities within
the system (Grimm and Railsback, 2005; Lopolito et al., 2013), system dynamics
models represent the aggregate behaviours that result from interactions among the
multiple innovation system components (Sterman, 2000) providing a clear audit trail
of the impact of policies.
By identifying the endogenous cause−effect structures that constitute Busan’s 
knowledge-based innovation process, this study employs system dynamics to
evaluate the aggregate behaviours of regional competitiveness and policy effects
within a defined timeframe. The modelling process consists of five steps (Sterman,
2000): problem articulation (Section 5.5.1.), model formulation (Section 5.5.2),
testing (Section 5.5.3) and policy formulation and evaluation (Section 5.5.4).
5.5. Modelling the knowledge-based innovation system of
Busan
Busan has 10 strategic industries: port logistics; mechanical parts and
materials; tourism and conventions; film and information technology; finance and
futures; bio-marine; silver mining; footwear manufacturing; processed marine
products; and textiles and fashion (Duke et al., 2006). According to Statistics Korea,
Busan’s Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) was 63,737 billion Korean Won
(KRW) in 2010, which is just below the average GRDP (79,072 billion KRW) across
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Korean regions. Busan’s R&D expenditure relative to GRDP (1.32%) in 2010 was
recorded as the 10th among 16 regions. The number of economically active people in
Busan was 1,633,000 in 2010—after Gyeonggi (5,913,000) and Seoul (5,180,000).
In terms of the number of R&D performing units, Busan was ranked 6th, after
Gyeonggi (5,486); Seoul (4,504); Incheon (981); Gyeongsangnam (975); and
Chungcheongnam (777). Along with Gyeongsangnam and Ulsan, Busan
encompasses Korea’s southeast economic zone. Busan is the second largest city in
Korea, after Seoul. It is also the largest international port city in Northeast Asia and
the fifth largest in the world (Duke et al., 2006). As one of the leading locations in
Korea’s southeast economic zone and in the country, Busan can provide important
insight into the sustainability of territorial innovation on both a regional and national
scale.
5.5.1. Problem articulation
In the system dynamics analysis, system problems are identified by observing
reference modes within a time horizon. To this end, 33 in-depth, multi-round
interviews were conducted between January and March of 2013.14 The participant
responses explained the structure of Busan’s knowledge innovation process and
confirmed the regional competitiveness indices that are displayed in Figure 28.
14 The interviewees were involved in regional innovation system initiatives and included science and
technology planning office managers and R&D project leaders/managers in the government sector,
heads and managers of technology transfer centres, researchers and central and local government
officials in science and technology policy, chief executive officers and R&D project leaders/managers
of industrial firms.
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R&D expenditure was just over 300 billion Won in 2003. Busan increased
this by an average of 15.97% per year and, in 2011, this expenditure had increased
by 2.73 times that of 2003. The number of researchers steadily increased at an annual
growth rate of 6.88%, and the number in 2011 was reported to be 1.63 times that of
2003. The frequency of new R&D projects increased at a rate of 15.97% annually,
increasing the amount of new knowledge in 2011 to 2.03 times that of 2003, with an
annual growth rate of 9.49%. The frequency of new product and process innovations
improved at an annual growth rate of 15.64% and 15.66%, respectively. Busan
exhibited steady growth in sales between 2006 and 2011 at a rate of 9.86%. Profits
showed a decline between 2009 and 2010, but general growth was at an average rate
of 12.19% per year.
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Figure 28. Reference data, 2003–201115
15 The term ‘hmw’ is short for hundred million Won; Won is the Korean currency unit; and data on
sales and profits were available only for the years between 2006 and 2011.
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Busan appears to enjoy regional development, according to the overall
uptrends found in partial competitiveness indices. In the 1980s, Busan’s economy
peaked on the strength of its manufacturing industry. Since the fiscal crisis of 1997,
however, Busan has lost key industries, including footwear manufacturing (Lim,
2000). As a result, the city has been suffering from a decaying regional economy.
According to Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS) statistics, while
Busan’s R&D expenditure increased from 1.73% to 1.82% (relative to nation-wide
R&D expenditure for the period 2000−2011), the number of researchers decreased 
from 4.66% to 4.16%. Additionally, the number of R&D organisations dropped from
4.32% in 2000 to 4.18% in 2011. Busan’s GRDP also dropped from 5.65% to 5.01%
during the same period. In order for this post-industrial city to achieve long-term
growth despite this decline, it will have to shift to innovation-based development
(Duke et al., 2006). To overcome economic recession and promote decentralisation
and rebalancing policies, this study attempts to define what policies Busan should
implement to achieve robust development of regional competitiveness.
5.5.2. Model formulation
This study develops a simulation model that contains the above eight partial
competitiveness factors and core variables regarding potential policy interventions,
as illustrated in Figure 29.16
16 For equations in the model, see Appendix C.
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Figure 29. A system dynamics model of the knowledge-based innovation process17
17 For the definitions of variables, see Appendix C.
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The system dynamics model, summarised in Table 15, entails four core
feedbacks (R1, R2, B6 and B7) that represent the main structures determining the
dynamics of regional competitiveness.
Table 15. Key feedback structures of the model
Loop Explanation
(R1)
Product
innovation-
centred loop
R&D expenditure (RDE) enables researchers (CR and R) to conduct R&D
(NRD, RDProject, and CRD) that produces knowledge (NK and KNOW).
Industrial knowledge (IK) stimulates product innovations (NPDI and PDI).
Successful product innovations (CPDI) generate sales (SCPDI and TS) and
profits (TP) that boost R&D expenditure (RDE) for sequential R&D still
more. Through this process, an innovation process shapes self-reinforcing
behaviour over time.
(R2)
Process
innovation-
centred loop
This loop counters two balancing loops (B6 and B7) in the knowledge-based
innovation process. Industrial knowledge (IK), attained via R&D (NRD,
RDProject, and CRD), is applied to process innovation projects (NPCI, PCI,
and CPCI) that reduce manufacturing costs (RMC and AMC) and lower total
costs (TC). In turn, it increases profits (TP) that boost R&D expenditure
(RDE) still more.
(B6)
Manufacturing
costs-centred
loop
Product innovations (NPDI, PDI, and CPDI) cause manufacturing costs
(OMC) and other costs (OC) that raise total costs (TC), lessening profits
(TP). In turn, the reduced R&D expenditure (RDE) declines researchers (CR
and R) allocated to R&D (NRD, RDProject, and CRD). The inactive R&D
reduces knowledge (NK, KNOW, and IK) and thus leads to less effort in
product and process innovations (NPDI [NPCI], PDI [PCI], and CPDI
[CPCI]). As a result, these two loops erode self-reinforcing phenomena
formed by Loop R1.
(B7)
Other costs-
centred loop
The competitiveness modes of capacity−capability−performance and other 
determinant variables are interrelated across the knowledge boundaries.
(1) Knowledge development. R&D expenditure (RDE) is derived from
knowledge commercialisation (Barry, 2005; Katz, 2006; Scherer, 2001). Financial
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capacity is used to employ researchers (RDERC, CR and R) who are allocated to
new R&D projects (RDDR and NRD) to produce new knowledge (NK). R&D
productivity (RDPD) is an essential consideration in the estimation of the amount of
new knowledge in the knowledge production process (Chen and Guan, 2012; Wang
and Huang, 2007). Success rate (RDSR) and time period (RDP) determine the
beginning and the completion of R&D processes (CRD) (Lopolito et al., 2013; Maier,
1998). Because of the dynamic changes of new and completed R&D projects, the
stock of R&D projects (RDProject) is also dynamic over time. Accumulated
knowledge (KNOW) stimulates inter-organisational technology transfers (IntraRTT
and InterRTT) in knowledge diffusion and new product/process innovations (NPDI
and NPCI) for industrial firms in knowledge implementation. Knowledge lifespan
(KL) is a consideration in knowledge accumulation, because the value of innovation-
related knowledge depreciates over time (DK) (Park et al., 2006).
(2) Knowledge diffusion. Knowledge diffusion is an ancillary channel that
provides new public and university knowledge for innovation practices in knowledge
implementation. This boundary concerns technology transfer from the university and
government sectors to industry (Caldera and Debande, 2010) in two contexts: intra-
regional (IntraRTT) and inter-regional (InterRTT) (Simmie, 2003).18 The extent of
the potential regional knowledge recipient pool (KRP) is represented by the density
18 In this study, the system dynamics model does not include other regions in the endogenous
feedback structure because the focus of the analysis is confined to Busan. Further, this study does not
consider technology transfers between industrial firms, because Busan’s industry is mainly occupied
by small- and medium-sized firms with medium-level technologies that usually do not require
scientific and technological knowledge generated from other regions (interviews with industrial firms
and the Small and Medium Business Administration [SMBA]).
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of innovating firms localised within a region. The success rate of technology transfer
(TTR) is critical to knowledge diffusion (Owen-Smith and Powell, 2001). These
segments determine the frequency of technology transfer.
(3) Knowledge implementation. Using industrial knowledge (IK) generated
from knowledge development and knowledge diffusion, this boundary relates
product innovations (NPDI) and process innovations (NPCI) to economic earnings in
knowledge commercialisation. Successful innovation (CPDI and CPCI) includes
sequential activities such as production, marketing and other commercialising
projects that create economic value in the marketplace (Dvir and Pasher, 2004;
Maier, 1998; Smith and Barﬁeld, 1996). Both the product innovation rate (PDIR) 
and process innovation rate (PCIR) change over time (Abernathy and Utterback,
1978). The ratio of new product (and process) innovation to industrial knowledge
(IKNPDI and IKNPCI) determines the usability of industrial knowledge in multiple
projects for product (and process) innovations. Additionally, the extent of success
(ISR) and the innovation period (IP) is a determining factor with respect to the
adoption of innovations in the marketplace (Kessler and Chakrabarti, 1996).
(4) Knowledge commercialisation. This boundary represents the economic
effects of product and process innovations completed (CPDI and CPCI) in
knowledge implementation. Activities following successful product innovations
create costs (OC and OMC) that increase financial burdens. In contrast, the sales of
(new) products/services (SCPDI) represent the direct benefit of product innovations
(Chen and Guan, 2012; Smolny, 1998; Zhang and Li, 2010). Existing
products/services, which are not new or improved, are also an important source of
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sales (SEP). Process innovations are linked to product innovations (Adner and
Levinthal, 2001) that achieve cost-efficient manufacturing processes (AMC) (Porter,
1980). Process innovations rely on the success and failure of product innovations and,
thus, the success rate (ISR) is associated with both product innovations and process
innovations (interviews with MoST).19 In addition, the period of process innovation
(IP) appears to be identical to the period of product innovation in the regional
context (interviews with industrial firms and SMBA).20 Profits (TP) are the
difference between sales (TS) and costs (TC) (i.e. profits = sales − costs). This 
relationship estimates the economic effects of innovations (e.g. Galanakis, 2006; Lee
and von Tunzelmann, 2005). Profits are a significant consideration in maintaining
financial capacity that facilitates R&D in knowledge development (PRDE) (Scherer,
2001).
To quantify the model, this study collected data from on-line and off-line
reports released by the Korean government and research institutes. Region-wide
yearly data for some variables were limited. To overcome this limitation, this study
adopted proxy measures (e.g. technology transfer rate, TTR) by estimating mean
values drawn from regional or national survey results produced by the government
and research institutes. Additionally, interviews provided quantifiable data (e.g.
19 MoST is the acronym for the Ministry of Science and Technology. It is also known as the Ministry
of Education, and Science and Technology (2008–2012), and the Ministry of Science, ICT, and
Future Planning (2013–present). Theoretically, the implementation of process innovations requires a
certain time lag after product innovations (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978). However, the mixture of
multiple industries located in a macro-level territory (e.g. a region) reduces the time lag between
product innovation and process innovation.
20 Product innovation and process innovation occur simultaneously in the concept of concurrent
engineering in a meso-level territory.
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R&D period, RDP) that are not reported in the formal documents. Following data
collection, the key variables, equations, parameters and initial conditions of the
simulation model are defined. In the analysis, time units are yearly and the time span
for the analysis is from 2003 to 2011. The quantified model is simulated to
determine the policy effect on the endogenous properties and Busan’s regional
competitiveness in terms of knowledge boundaries and competitiveness modes.
5.5.3. Testing
To verify model reproducibility that refers to the degree of regenerating the
same or similar behaviours in the innovation process, simulated data are compared
with reference data for the period 2003 to 2011.
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Figure 30. A simulation–reference comparison, 2003–2011
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Figure 30 shows that the simulated data demonstrated trends similar to the
reference data, despite there being no identical point-by-point data. A behaviour
reproduction test measuring the coefficient of determination (R2) and Theil’s
Inequality Statistics were used to confirm the robustness of the model. R2 measures
the covariance between two time series (Sterman, 2000). R2 is close to 1 when the
model outputs fit the actual series on a 1−0 scale. Theil’s Inequality Statistics (Theil, 
1966) consider the unequal mean (Um), unequal variation (Us) and unequal
covariation (Uc). The same mean between the simulated and the actual series results
in Um of 0, the same trend between the two series results in Us of 0 and the same
values point-by-point result in Uc of 0.
Table 16. Results of a model fit test and a comparison in normalised competitiveness
indices
Competitiveness variable R2 Theil’s Inequality Normalised competitiveness
Um Us Uc Reference data Simulated data
R&D expenditure 0.300 0.294 0.019 0.687 0.358 0.362
Researcher 0.790*** 0.424 0.099 0.477 0.383 0.392
New R&D project 0.890*** 0.407 0.076 0.517 0.351 0.351
New knowledge 0.945*** 0.447 0.397 0.156 0.349 0.348
New product innovation 0.990*** 0.363 0.458 0.179 0.345 0.343
New process innovation 0.990*** 0.368 0.456 0.176 0.341 0.339
Total sales 0.720** 0.121 0.442 0.437 0.993 0.993
Total profits 0.869*** 0.003 0.700 0.298 0.409 0.402
**significant at the 0.05 level; ***significant at the 0.01 level
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Some competitiveness indices present simulation−reference dissimilarity in 
mean value (e.g. Um is 0.447 for new knowledge), trend (e.g. Us is 0.458 for new
product innovation) and time lag (e.g. Uc is 0.687 for R&D expenditure). However,
Table 16 shows that all but R&D expenditure are highly significant with respect to
R2. In addition, normalised competitiveness indices between the reference data and
simulated data are similar. This similarity is confirmed by Kendall’s coefficient of
concordance test (Conover, 1980), which finds a 100% correlation between the
reference data and the simulation data.21 Consequently, the model has acceptable
reproducibility to articulate partial indices of regional competitiveness for the period
2003 to 2011.
In a structural test, the core feedback structures of the model described in
Table 15 are commonly found in the literature concerning innovation processes (e.g.
Galanakis, 2006; Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005), and they have been validated by
the 33 interviewees, who had access to the model. Thus, it is concluded that the
structure reflects knowledge-based innovation processes observed in general settings.
Further, the model operates properly under extreme conditions. For example, the
profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE) when the value of zero drops the change
in the number of researchers (CR) to zero, and other competitiveness indices showed
the same results as the original simulation. It can be concluded that the system
dynamics model, based on these multiple tests, is sufficiently accurate to reflect a
knowledge-based regional innovation process and, therefore, the policy tests can be
conducted using this reliable simulation model.
21 A non-parametric method to examine correlations among multiple variables based on a small
sample’s ranking.
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5.5.4. Policy formulation and evaluation
The sensitivity test (Tank-Nielsen, 1980) is used to evaluate potential policy
effects on the regional competitiveness of Busan’s knowledge-based innovation
process.
5.5.4.1. Test assumptions
The sensitivity test in this study includes two considerations. First, the test
excludes particular controlling factors that are impractical to adjust. R&D
productivity (RDPD) is associated with quality of R&D personnel that is difficult to
improve in practice; thus, the sensitivity test does not consider this issue. Further,
ratio of public and university knowledge to total knowledge (PKtoTK), ratio of
industrial knowledge to total knowledge (IKtoTK), and technology transfer rate
(TTR) tend to depend on infrastructural sufficiency. Infrastructural establishment
and/or expansion usually accompany political resistance between government and
local interest groups. Therefore, adjusting these parameters is unlikely to be practical.
Further, knowledge lifespan in other regions (KLinOR) was not a concern in the
sensitivity test because this parameter is external to Busan, which is the focus of this
study. In addition to knowledge lifespan (KL), the system dynamics model did not
detail a mechanism of market responses to (new) products/services.22 Thus, the
sensitivity test did not consider the adjustments of all variables related to knowledge
22 In general, governments tend to allow companies and customers to make their transaction decisons
in the marketplace at their own pace (Battisti, 2008).
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commercialisation. Table 17 suggests 11 controlling factors used for the policy test.
The second consideration is related to the maximum parameter change of
policy interventions (see the fifth column in Table 17). For example, it is not realistic
to permanently alter profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE) (e.g. a 100% rise
every year). The adoption of the maximum change is based on the assumption that
the system can re-implement the maximised level of routines conducted in the past.
To set the maximum parameter change, historical data were used. Longitudinally, the
maximum change in PRDE was approximately 20% between 2010 and 2011 during
the period from 2003 to 2011. By calculating the mean value of regional
competitiveness improved by an incremental 1% increase in PRDE up to 20%, the
effect of the PRDE adjustment was evaluated. This logic was similarly applied
toinvestment effect on researcher change (RDERC), R&D density per researcher
(RDDR), usability of industrial knowledge for product innovation (IKNPDI), and
usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI). With respect to
R&D period (RDP), product innovation rate (PDIR), process innovation rate (PCIR),
and innovation period (IP), the maximum changes were estimated until singular
interventions resulted in one or more negative competitiveness index. This
assumption is based on the intuitive purpose of policy instruments, which is to
positively influence regional competitiveness. If the intensity of a particular policy
leads to the presence of negative numbers in any competitiveness index (e.g. when
R&D period [RDP] is reduced by 17 months, the value for new knowledge is −2,729 
for 2004), then the utility of the sole policy is in effect before its negative effect (e.g.
until RDP is reduced by 16 months). For the R&D success rate (RDSR) and
innovation success rate (ISR) adjustments, the maximum changes were defined by
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the distance to 100%. For example, RDSR is approximately 74% in the simulation
model, and the attainable maximum change is 26%.
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Table 17. Controlling factors for the sensitivity test
Knowledge
boundary
Controlling factor Inclusion Reason for exclusion Maximum
change
Reference for defining
the maximum change
Knowledge
development
profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE) Yes ─ +20% Largest change in historical data 
investment effect on researcher change (RDERC) Yes ─ +119% Largest change in historical data
R&D density per researcher (RDDR) Yes ─ +59% Largest change in historical data
R&D period (RDP) Yes ─ −16 months Until a negative value is evident
R&D success rate (RDSR) Yes ─ +26% Difference to 100%
R&D productivity (RDPD) No Quality-dependent ─ ─
knowledge lifespan (KL) No Market-dependent ─ ─
Knowledge
diffusion
ratio of public and university knowledge to total knowledge (PKtoTK) No Infrastructure-dependent ─ ─ 
technology transfer rate (TTR) No Infrastructure-dependent ─ ─
knowledge lifespan in other regions (KLinOR) No Out of Busan ─ ─
Knowledge
implementation
ratio of industrial knowledge to total knowledge (IKtoTK) No Infrastructure-dependent ─ ─ 
usability of industrial knowledge for product innovation (IKNPDI) Yes ─ +73% Largest change in historical data
usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI) Yes ─ +73% Largest change in historical data
product innovation rate (PDIR) Yes ─ +6% Until a negative value is evident
process innovation rate (PCIR) Yes ─ +54% Until a negative value is evident
innovation period (IP) Yes ─ −4 months Until a negative value is evident
innovation success rate (ISR) Yes ─ +64% Difference to 100%
Knowledge
commercialisation
sales per completed product innovation (SperCPDI) No Market-dependent ─ ─ 
relative contribution of existing products to sales (RCEPS) No Market-dependent ─ ─
original manufacturing costs per completed product innovation (OMCperCPDI) No Market-dependent ─ ─
reduced manufacturing costs per completed process innovation (RMCperCPCI) No Market-dependent ─ ─
 other costs per completed product innovation (OCperCPDI) No Market-dependent ─ ─ 
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5.5.4.2. Test results
Table 18 presents the improved amount and time-based growth of the core
competitiveness indices. The profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE), investment
effect on researcher change (RDERC), and R&D density per researcher (RDDR)
adjustments influence all competitiveness indices, whereas the R&D period (RDP),
R&D success rate (RDSR), innovation period (IP), and innovation success rate (ISR)
adjustments generate improvement in all indices, but are accasionally negative for
time-based growth in R&D expenditure, new knowledge, total sales, and/or total
profits. The usability of industrial knowledge for product innovation (IKNPDI),
usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI), product
innovation rate (PDIR), and process innovation rate (PCIR) adjustments occasionally
deteriorate average change or time-based growth, or both.
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Table 18. Policy effects: Average change and time-based growth for 2003−2011 
Controlling
factor
R&D expenditure (hmw) Researcher (head) New R&D (project) New knowledge (patent)
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE) +215.37 +112.88 +122.29 +345.02 +30.36 +84.19 +12.53 +50.00
investment effect on researcher change (RDERC) +61.17 +24.97 +1,190.77 +190.41 +299.14 +46.46 +156.28 +32.07
R&D density per researcher (RDDR) +25.77 +72.13 +13.52 +38.26 +48.18 +50.80 +32.12 +56.12
R&D period (RDP) +220.52 +343.97 +146.21 +411.45 +36.91 +100.39 +119.44 −1,040.71
R&D success rate (RDSR) +29.09 +44.27 +19.71 +54.74 +4.95 +13.36 +18.44 −6.10
usability of industrial knowledge for product innovation (IKNPDI) −21.89 −81.18 +2.55 −8.69 +0.63 −2.12 +0.62 +1.16
usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI) +89.18 +170.21 +24.34 +109.73 +6.10 +26.78 +1.12 +13.31
product innovation rate (PDIR) −619.83 −1,302.84 −157.88 −681.12 −39.55 −166.19 −6.65 −75.57
process innovation rate (PCIR) +564.45 +1,070.27 +146.11 +621.02 +36.63 +151.53 +5.99 +72.06
innovation period (IP) +9,983.69 −1,115.86 +22,173.73 +1,814.54 +5,341.10 +442.75 +4,119.72 +341.25
innovation success rate (ISR) +44.52 −126.66 +125.04 +191.95 +31.21 +46.84 +20.49 +38.49
Controlling
factor
New product innovation
(project)
New process innovation
(project)
Total sales (hmw) Total profits (hmw)
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
Average
change
Time-based
growth
profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE) +1.60 +6.50 +0.29 +1.18 +173.78 +456.77 +9.76 +20.45
investment effect on researcher change (RDERC) +29.13 +8.19 +5.30 +1.49 +3,418.02 +1,156.42 +173.33 +51.91
R&D density per researcher (RDDR) +8.94 +20.07 +1.63 +3.65 +1,356.63 +3,340.81 +74.74 +149.97
R&D period (RDP) +53.42 +105.86 +9.72 +19.27 +10,012.19 +15,931.53 +588.04 +715.11
R&D success rate (RDSR) +7.39 +9.98 +1.35 +1.82 +1,378.02 +2,051.58 +80.70 +92.05
usability of industrial knowledge for product innovation (IKNPDI) +17.55 +19.71 +0.03 +0.05 +3,282.74 +4,541.45 −55.25 −168.77
usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI) −0.34 +0.72 +3.04 +3.69 −72.66 −144.61 +236.48 +353.86
product innovation rate (PDIR) +23.03 +13.55 −20.18 −15.36 +4,373.22 +6,993.55 −1,644.13 −2,708.61
process innovation rate (PCIR) −21.33 −14.66 +18.44 +16.12 −4,021.21 −6,014.08 +1,482.91 +2,225.10
innovation period (IP) +1,890.35 +103.40 +344.11 +18.82 +441,217.62 −31,772.38 +25,928.43 −2,391.80
innovation success rate (ISR) +4.97 +13.49 +0.90 +2.46 +1,891.84 −4,064.24 +108.82 −270.41
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5.6. Discussion: Policy implications
Based on the results, Figure 31 discriminates policies into three groups: (1)
highly effective interventions are marked by positive effects on both improvement
and time-based growth, (2) moderately effective interventions increase the
improvement of partial competitiveness indices but lead to downtrends in time-based
growth for certain indices and (3) ineffective interventions reduce improvement and
time-based growth in multiple competitiveness indices.
Figure 31. A classification of policies in the knowledge-based innovation process23
23 For graphical details, see Appendix D.
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With respect to system dynamics model structures (see Figure 29) based on a
conceptual framework (see Figure 25) for knowledge development, profit effect on
R&D expenditure (PRDE) and investment effect on researcher change (RDERC) are
determinants of capacity that is related to financial and human resources, investment
effect on researcher change (RDERC) and R&D density per researcher (RDDR)
determine R&D capability, and R&D period (RDP) and R&D success rate (RDSR)
address R&D performance. In knowledge commercialisation, innovation period (IP)
and innovation success rate (ISR) are related to the financial performance of
innovations. Based on the direct linkages, specific adjustments are incorporated into
policy implications for the sustainable development of regional competitiveness.
5.6.1. Policy implications from capacity adjustment
Figure 32 compares the adjustments of profit effect on R&D expenditure
(PRDE) and investment effect on researcher change (RDERC) in terms of the effect
on competitiveness indices from static and dynamic perspectives.24 The positive
effect of these two adjustments implies that the capacity of financial and human
resources for R&D is essential to regional competitiveness. This interpretation is
consistent with the general perception that technological development is important to
regional growth (Braczyk et al., 1998; Buesa et al., 2010; Cooke and Memedovic,
2003).
24 Because indices have different units of measurement, the analysis results shown in Table 18 are
normalised to compare policy effects in terms of the average change and time-based growth of
regional competitiveness. Hereafter, Figures 32–35 display normalised values.
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Figure 32. Results of capacity adjustment
However, in comparison, the investment effect on researcher change
(RDERC) adjustment has a greater effect than the profit effect on R&D expenditure
(PRDE) adjustment. That is, the adjustment of R&D expenditure alone cannot lead
to satisfactory regional innovation. In fact, researchers are actual performers engaged
in R&D and their contribution to the production of scientific and technological
knowledge is irreplaceable. The KOSIS statistics report that the average annual
increase in the number of researchers is 6.3%, which is less than half the amount of
R&D expenditure (13.4%) in Busan during 2003–2011. The slower growth in R&D
personnel indicates that human resource capacity, rather than financial capacity, has
more room to contribute to the sustainable development of regional competitiveness.
Thus, with respect to innovation policy, capacity adjustment will improve the
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regional competitiveness of Busan only when the increase in R&D expenditures
sufficiently induces investment in the hiring of additional researchers.
5.6.2. Policy implications from capability adjustment
Figure 33 shows that the investment effect on researcher change (RDERC)
and R&D density per researcher (RDDR) represent capability-attached factors that
belong to knowledge development and are effective for improving regional
competitiveness. In contrast, the usability of industrial knowledge for product
innovation (IKNPDI), usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation
(IKNPCI), product innovation rate (PDIR), and process innovation rate (PCIR) are
capability factors belonging to knowledge implementation and are considered
ineffective. This stark difference concludes that capability-related controlling factors
of knowledge development are significant policy considerations when promoting
regional competitiveness, but those related to knowledge implementation are not.
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Figure 33. Results of capability adjustment
Similar to the comparative results for capacity adjustment (see Figure 32),
Figure 33 also stresses the importance of R&D human resources. In comparison with
the R&D density per researcher (RDDR) adjustment, the investment effect on
researcher change (RDERC) adjustment generally results in greater improvement in
the competitiveness indices of Busan. Although the RDDR adjustment is positive,
particularly for the size of sales, its consequence seems unsatisfactory for other
indices. RDERC reflects the size of the available expert pool for new R&D projects,
whereas RDDR refers to the number of newly emerging R&D projects that are
undertaken by a single researcher. The RDDR adjustment should facilitate an expert
pool system that enables researchers to be engaged in multiple R&D projects. This,
in turn, creates additional knowledge and leads to product/process innovations that
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achieve superior earnings in the innovation process. However, the RDERC
adjustment conflicts with the RDDR adjustment. Specifically, the former increases
the number of researchers, while the latter includes either an increase in the
frequency of new R&D or a decrease in the number of researchers. For policy, this
contradiction highlights the necessity of an optimal adjustment that upsizes the R&D
human resource pool on a regional scale and encourages researchers to have multi-
player functions. While the former focuses on the quantity of R&D researchers, the
latter focuses on the quality of R&D researchers.
5.6.3. Policy implications from performance adjustment
Figure 34 shows that the innovation period (IP) adjustment, in comparison
with the R&D period (RDP) adjustment, positively influences financial performance,
including sales and profits, to a greater extent, although with decreasing growth
(−31,772.38 in sales and −2,391.80 in profits; see Table 18) between the years 2003
and 2011. The RDP adjustment has a satisfactory effect mainly on sales, but not on
other indices. The analysis result supports the fact that rapid response to innovation
market competition enhances regional competitiveness. The successful competition
of speed in product and process innovations allows industrial firms to survive or lead
in an aggressive environment by retaining existing customers or attracting new
customers. Thus, concurring with Lee and von Tunzelmann (2005), shortening the
lead time of IP should be a policy focus.
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Figure 34. Results of time-related performance adjustment
Compared with the ISR adjustment, Figure 35 reveals that the R&D success
rate (RDSR) adjustment has greater influence on regional competitiveness
improvements. Table 18 shows that the slightly negative effect of the RDSR
adjustment is found only in time-based growth of new knowledge (−6.10). In Figure 
35, whereas all competitiveness indices with the exception of sales cluster around an
intersecting point that presents no intervention, the innovation success rate (ISR)
adjustment excessively decreases the time-based growth in sales (−4,064.24; see 
Table 18). RDSR is approximately 0.738 (73.8%) and ISR is 0.357 (35.7%) in the
reference data. Although ISR has more room for improvement (an additional 64.3%
to reach 100%), the analysis result recommends that policy focus on the R&D
success rate for knowledge development is required, rather than policy to encourage
the innovation success rate in knowledge implementation.
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Figure 35. Results of success-related performance adjustment
A comparison between Figures 34 and 35 provides interesting implications
for policy focus. Although all the above-suggested four adjustments (R&D period
[RDP], innovation period [IP], R&D success rate [RDSR], and innovation success
rate [ISR]) are assumed to be effective, the success rate for knowledge development
and lead time for knowledge commercialisation are more decisive concerning
regional competitiveness improvements. Consequently, in terms of performance-
related adjustment, the effective aggregate policy portfolio should improve the
success rate in knowledge development and shorten the innovation-related period for
knowledge commercialisation.
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5.6.4. Policy implications from system structures
Structuring the knowledge-based innovation process provides policy
implications for Busan’s regional innovation. The graphs displayed in Figure 28
indicate that Busan is characterised by continuous growth in multiple variables that
constitute regional competitiveness. Referring to the feedback structures illustrated
in Figure 29, the sustainable uptrends can be attributed to the governance of two
reinforcing loops (R1: product innovation-centred loop and R2: process innovation-
centred loop) over two balancing loops (B6: manufacturing costs-centred loop and
B7: other costs-centred loop). Thus, a full understanding of the complex feedback
mechanism frames policies. These policies strengthen the governance of reinforcing
feedback loops and simultaneously weaken the control of balancing feedback loops
over the operation of the established regional innovation process. From the above
results (see Sections 5.6.1.–5.6.3.), R&D human resources, time and success rate are
core parameters for the sustainable development of Busan’s regional competitiveness:
 Hiring human resources is linked to R&D-related capacities and
capabilities that are highly effective in improving regional
competitiveness.
 Shortening lead time in product/process innovation and increasing
R&D success rate constitute an aggregate policy portfolio that is a
catalyst to regional competitiveness.
Additionally, consistent with Jervis (1997), the quantified regional
innovation process leads policymakers to intuitively understand the changes in a sub-
system’s elements that affect the properties of other elements in other sub-
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boundaries and the entire innovation system. The sensitivity test demonstrated that
the effects of all policies do not remain in particular knowledge boundaries and
competitiveness modes, but are influential throughout the entire innovation process.
That is, a specific system problem can be resolved by adjusting distant parts of the
process. The negative effect of the usability of industrial knowledge for product
innovation (IKNPDI), usability of industrial knowledge for process innovation
(IKNPCI), product innovation rate (PDIR), and process innovation rate (PCIR)
adjustments on certain competitiveness indices provides warning signs with respect
to counterintuitive policymaking results (Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005; Marcus,
1981; Sterman, 2000). For example, general perception implies that the greater the
number of product innovations, the higher the sales and, ultimately, the higher the
profits. However, the analysis result shows that the IKNPDI adjustment reduces the
average (−55.25) and time-based growth (−168.77) of profits.  
While the results seem counterintuitive, the main reason is the large
percentage of small firms in Busan (Duke et al., 2006). Relative to large firms, small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) suffer from limited capacity to access
financial and human resources. Because of insufficient internal funds, SMEs lack the
ability to lead industrial expansion and achieve financial sufficiency for sequential
R&D (Tether, 1998). As a result, they are incapable of self-sustaining their
innovation processes and tend to rely on government funds for R&D projects.
Although government aid can support the R&D investment and product innovation
of SMEs, the economic gains of these SMEs depends on their existing capacity in
merchandise manufacturing and in investor-customer market transactions. Given
Busan’s limited system ability, solely increasing R&D expenditure and product
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innovation may not achieve the desired levels of regional competitiveness and
financial stability.
From a systems perspective, it is necessary to stimulate the reinforcing loop
R2 (process innovation-centred loop) in order to offset the additional costs created
by increased product innovations in the balancing loops B6 (manufacturing costs-
centred loop) and B7 (other costs-centred loop). To this end, aid from central and
local governments for localised SMEs should focus on multifaceted leverage points,
including increasing funds expected to directly encourage the creation of new or
improved products and services in the knowledge implementation boundary and
reducing production, delivery, and marketing costs incurred from the innovation
process.
Based on the points above, policymakers are recommended to obtain
systemic insight into feedback structures endogenous to the innovation process, and
develop innovation policies that intensify reinforcing feedback loops for SME-
dominant competitiveness on the regional scale.
5.6.5. Generalisation of the research
Busan, as a single case study, does not provide a one-size-fits-all finding that
can be generalised throughout Korea. This single experiment is unlikely to share
similar findings with international cases because of different innovation conditions
set by different countries.
In social science, however, the generalisation from a single case can be
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supported by a strategic selection of the case (Platt, 1992; Ragin and Becker, 1992).
As previously mentioned, Busan is a leading region in the southeast economic zone
of Korea as well as in the nation (Duke et al., 2006). In addition, Busan is seen as the
most likely place for long-term R&D efficiency in Korea (Han et al., forthcoming
2015). It is a good example representing the competitive ability to build a long-term
knowledge base that stimulates the regional innovation process. As a result, Busan
can provide practical implications for sustainable regional innovation in regional and
nation-wide contexts.
Although Busan cannot represent findings in different contexts, this study’s
approach of analysing regional diversity (i.e. Busan’s context displayed in Figure 28),
regional structure (i.e. Busan’s interwoven feedback loops displayed in Table 15),
and regional behaviour (i.e. Busan’s regional competitiveness displayed in Figure 30
and Table 18) can help explain the sustainable operation of innovation processes for
encouraging regional competitiveness in other domestic and international examples.
In particular, Korea is characterised by SME prevalence throughout the country,
such that all regions share similar characteristics to Busan in this respect. Korea is
also characterised by localised national approaches to regional development (Asheim
and Isaksen, 1997). Thus, the conceptual models (see Figures 25 and 26), simplified
innovation processes (see Figure 29), and analysis principles and procedures using
system dynamics are good examples for other Korean cases in innovation
governance. The structure of the simplified system dynamics model also shows a
high similarity to other cases found in existing quantitative (e.g. Taiwan, see Lee and
von Tunzelmann, 2005) and qualitative studies (e.g. a normative innovation system;
see Galanakis, 2006) on meso- and macro innovation systems. The meta narrative of
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this study may therefore have high applicability to other countries, such as China,
where the strong governance of national initiatives leads to regional development
towards state-led industrialisation.
5.7. Conclusion
This study highlighted the increasing interest in policy effects on regional
competitiveness in the field of innovation policy through evaluating the regional
innovation process of Busan, South Korea. This study defined regional
competitiveness as a set of capacities, capabilities and performances that are
embedded across knowledge boundaries of
development−implementation−commercialisation. Additionally, the study identified 
the reinforcing and balancing feedback structures of knowledge-based innovation
processes at a regional level. Methodologically, by means of a system-based method,
this study contributed to knowledge evaluating policy effects on the dynamic nature
of regional competitiveness. The system-based method helped to confirm cross-
boundary and counterintuitive consequences of policymaking. Through the
interpretations of systemic structures and dynamic regional innovation, this study
offered a precedent for future research that seeks to articulate multi-dimensional
regional competitiveness and the policy effects.
In spite of these contributions, this study has limitations that are relevant to
the direction of future research. The analysis used a small-sized city model and did
not include potential external factors (e.g. foreign direct investment). The
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consideration of significant external aspects may provide additional insight into the
operation of a territorial innovation system in an open economy. Conversely, a more
specific design of region-specific characteristics, such as industrial configuration,
could generate a nuanced understanding of multiple policies. Second, this study
examined only one city, Busan; therefore, the research findings cannot be
generalised to other cases. Different regions are likely to present different dynamic
patterns in regional competitiveness. A cross-regional comparison could expose
regional diversity under different conditions that trigger different policy suggestions
to improve regional competitiveness. Finally, as innovation policies require an
integrated approach with multiple initiatives (Lee and von Tunzelmann, 2005), a
more sophisticated model may develop diverse policy portfolios. Together with the
current study, such future research is expected to expand the knowledge on the
dynamic phenomena of regions in terms of the innovation ecosystem, its interactions
with policies and the development of regional competitiveness in the evolutionary
innovation process.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION OF THE THESIS
This chapter briefly reviews the research presented in this thesis throughout
the three academic papers. In addition, it summarises the papers’ major findings, and
explores the contributions of knowledge to the regional innovation field. Finally, this
chapter presents the limitations of this thesis that open novel avenues for future
studies.
6.1. A Brief retrospection
This thesis investigated ‘regional diversity’, ‘regional structure’, and
‘regional behaviour’, to address an open question ‘How do regions fulfil their
territorial innovation potential and become competitive based on science and
technology from a systems perspective?’ The inquiry was decomposed into three
sub-questions. First, which regions are competitive in terms of R&D efficiency?
(Research Question 1); second, how do regional innovation systems operate in the
resource−function−performance structure? (Research Question 2); and third, how
does regional competitiveness behave over time, and what policy(ies) can help or
hinder regional competitiveness? (Research Question 3)
To answer these questions, this thesis used quantitative and qualitative
operational research tools, including data envelopment analysis, the Malmquist
productivity index, systems thinking (causal loop diagram), and system dynamics
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(stock and flow diagram). Following a three-paper scheme, this thesis addressed ‘An
Analysis of Regional Innovation Processes Using Operational Research Tools: The
Case of South Korea’. The scope of this thesis covered city- and province-based
routines, Schumpeterian innovation, and the resource−function−performance 
structure.
6.2. Key findings and policy implications
Paper 1 aimed to classify Korean regions using data envelopment analysis
from a static perspective and the Malmquist productivity index from a dynamic
perspective. The results designated Busan as the most competitive region in terms of
R&D efficiency between 2005 and 2009. Busan demonstrated a significant increase
in regional R&D efficiency and was close to the frontier set by best practices. Paper
2 employed systems thinking to illustrate a causal loop diagram for identifying the
cause and effect relationships in Korea’s triple helix system, focusing especially on
Busan. From the qualitative analysis, Paper 2 confirmed that Korea’s regional
innovation system presents a feedback process composed of interrelated domains
including knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, and knowledge deployment.
By simplifying the causal loop diagram, Paper 3 modelled a stock and flow diagram
for Busan’s regional innovation process that enables simulations to uncover the
dynamics of regional competitiveness and the effect of policy alternatives. The test
results demonstrated that the adjustment of R&D human resources is more important
than that of R&D expenditures in promoting Busan’s regional competitiveness.
Further, for regional competitiveness, improving the success rate for knowledge
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development is an effective policy intervention point, whereas reducing lead-time for
knowledge commercialisation is a key intervention.
From the three papers, this thesis found common policy implications. Paper 1
(regional R&D efficiency) and Paper 3 (regional competitiveness) indicated that
increasing R&D expenditures does not guarantee excellence in knowledge
production and regional competitiveness. In Paper 1, the time-dependent change in
industrial R&D expenditures had a positive impact on the technical efficiency
change index (the catch-up effect of each region), a key determinant of
improvements to regional R&D productivity change. However, from the regional
perspective (taking universities, industries, and government research institutes
together), abundant financial resources do not necessarily lead to high static or
dynamic regional R&D efficiency scores, as seen in the cases of Seoul, Gyeonggi,
and Daejeon. As compared with improvements in R&D human resources, Paper 3
showed that increasing R&D expenditures was relatively less effective in improving
the average change and time-based growth in multiple regional competitiveness
indices in the case of Busan’s ongoing regional innovation process.
Paper 2 (regional structure) and Paper 3 (regional competitiveness) found
counterintuitive consequences of policy interventions. Paper 2 concluded that
specific policies generate positive results in the short-term, but lead to other systemic
problems either in the same or other parts of the system in the long-run. Similarly,
Paper 3 provided empirical evidence that actions do not necessarily create the
intended results. An example, demonstrating the idea that more product innovation
leads to more economic gains, upended knowledge commonly held to be true. The
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results of Papers 2 and 3 give clear warning signs of counterintuitive public decision-
making, as demonstrated in Table 14 in Chapter 4 and Table 18 in Chapter 5.
Therefore, policymakers should interpret policy effects based on an interwoven
structure of reinforcing and balancing feedback loops that comprise a regional
innovation process.
6.3. Key contributions
This thesis contributed theoretical, methodological, and practical knowledge
to the regional innovation field.
6.3.1. Theoretical contributions
This thesis expanded measurement approaches to regional R&D efficiency
by combining a static view (Charnes et al., 1994) and a dynamic view (Färe et al.,
1994) (see Paper 1). This composite investigation enabled more robust regional
classification based on efficiency scores.
Further, this thesis contributed to a theoretical advance over the existing
triple helix studies that have mainly focused on the trilateral collaboration of
universities, industries, and government research institutes (e.g. Eom and Lee, 2010;
Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; Kwon et al., 2012; Leydesdorff and Fritsch, 2006;
Leydesdorff and Meyer, 2006; Leydesdorff et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2003; Park and
Leydesdorff, 2010; Park et al., 2005; Shapiro, 2007) (see Paper 2). This thesis
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encompassed the intra-sphere circle and linked it to the inter-sphere circle
established among three key knowledge-producing spheres (universities, industries,
and government research institutes). This improved the understanding of the
mechanism of an inclusive knowledge-based innovation process based on the triple
helix framework in the Korean context.
Using computer-based simulations, Paper 3 contributed a quantification of
the regional innovation systems, which are seen as conceptual relative to theories of
industry-specific innovation systems (SCBRI, 2005). In doing so, this thesis applied
causality-based relations in the resource-function-performance structure to an
observation of dynamic regional competitiveness and the effects of policy. Based on
the resource−function−performance structure, the interpretation of counterintuitive 
policy effects illustrated the need for systemic insight into complex and evolutionary
reinforcing and balancing feedback loops in the innovation process.
6.3.2. Methodological contributions
This thesis employed operational research tools (i.e. data envelopment
analysis, Malmquist productivity index, causal loop diagram, and system dynamics)
to analyse regional innovation systems. This methodological approach supported the
applicability and utility of operational research tools in the meso-level innovation
context, in line with the benefits of operational research tools held by Lee et al.
(2008). Specifically, this thesis incorporated each tool appropriately into the specific
system problems to be resolved under the umbrella term ‘innovation’. The data
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envelopment analysis addressed the static patterns of regional R&D efficiency,
whereas the Malmquist productivity index identified the changes in it (see Paper 1).
While these two linear programming techniques provided comparisons in
R&D efficiency between different regions, the causal loop diagram and system
dynamics explained the reasons behind the success or failure of regional
innovation/competitiveness. The causal loop diagram offered a systems perspective
based on the perception of actors performing key tasks in the knowledge-based
innovation systems (see Paper 2). By means of system dynamics based on modelling
and quantitative data, this thesis accounted for the issue of complexity and dynamics
in the regional innovation context, seldom sought to employ suitable methodologies,
or methods (see Paper 3). Consequently, the four operational research tools could be
integrated into a unique multi-methodological framework to understand regional
innovation systems.
6.3.3. Practical contributions
The theoretical and methodological framework developed in this thesis
provided analytic evidence for rational decision-making. Although this thesis was
limited to Korea (and Busan for Paper 3) and the results were restricted to the
policies regarding innovation within this one country (and a city), the sequential
analysis procedure taken in this thesis – evaluating regional R&D efficiency,
modelling a regional structure of the innovation process, and analysing policy effects
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on regional competitiveness − appears applicable to other cases for ‘meta narratives’ 
related to the management of sustainable (regional) innovation systems.
Firstly, the dynamic attributes of regional R&D efficiency provided rational
indicators yielding relative regional rankings by reflecting immediate and long-term
achievements within a given time period (see Paper 1). In addition, the two
dimensions contributed to a novel regional assignment within a quadrant matrix that
may offer a visualisation of regional positions for policymakers who do not have
much knowledge of operational research with complex mathematic models.
Secondly, the causal loop diagram provided a big picture for stakeholders
within the triple helix so they can better understand the dynamics of their operating
environment (see Paper 2). As a result, policymakers may be able to understand the
conflicts between the intended and unintended effects of specific (regional)
innovation initiatives and the conflicts around the influential boundary such as
whether only one segment falls within a specific measure’s orbit or all spheres do.
Lastly, the quantification of dynamic regional competitiveness may be useful
to support legislation of innovation policies by demonstrating the expected and
unexpected effects of various policy interventions (see Paper 3). In doing so, the
scientific evidence (results of the sensitivity test) can help policymakers to consider
the multifaceted impacts of their decisions.
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6.4. Limitations of the thesis and future research
This section discusses theoretical, methodological, and practical limitations
that offer research directions for future studies.
6.4.1. Theoretical limitations and future research
This thesis conceived the regional innovation process as feedback
phenomena; however, the evaluation of regional R&D efficiency adopted a linear
approach starting with inputs and finishing with outputs (see Paper 1). Although the
linear perspective is still useful to analyse systemic operational performance such as
system efficiency (Hollanders and Celikel-Esser, 2007), it would be worthwhile to
develop a novel measurement method that reflects the feedback phenomena of
innovation including knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, knowledge
implementation, and knowledge commercialisation.
In addition, a typical triple helix paradigm theoretically refers to the relations
of university−industry−government (Etzkowitz, 2008; Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 
2000). However, the Korean example in this thesis used a triple helix that did not
include government roles (see Paper 2); rather, it was focused on the role of
government research institutes. This limitation was attributed to insufficient
information on region-wide policies related to feedback between the triple helix and
government policies. To integrate the typical triple helix from a policy perspective, it
would be interesting to expand the triple helix to a quadruple helix that comprises
universities, industries, government research institutes, and government bodies.
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Along with a structure that consists of linkages among activities, the term
‘system’ implies interactions that refer to inter-organisational relations (Nelson,
1993). However, as the research focus was on the system structure that comprises a
regional innovation process, this thesis did not investigate the interaction attributes
within the system investigated in several other studies (e.g. Eom and Lee, 2010;
Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000; Kwon et al., 2012; Leydesdorff and Fritsch, 2006;
Leydesdorff and Meyer, 2006; Leydesdorff et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2003; Park and
Leydesdorff, 2010; Park et al., 2005; Shapiro, 2007) (see Paper 3). While
interactions in the literature are largely interpreted as relations (e.g. frequency of
collaboration), an analysis of interactions is associated with micro-level decision-
making. Thus, in order to fully understand the term ‘system’, it would be useful to
examine how individual decisions affect the behavioural dynamics of regional
competitiveness. In addition, this approach would be useful in analysing a multi-
layered regional innovation system that covers the micro- and macro-level.
Throughout the three papers, attention was paid to innovation related
activities carried out within the context of intra-regional boundaries that were
designated as administrative cities and provinces. Along with endogenous
characteristics attached to each region, exogenous sources also provide knowledge
that affects innovation processes and economic development (Bottazzi and Dindo,
2013; Fritsch and Franke, 2004; Greunz, 2005). Accordingly, inter-regional
interactions, knowledge flows, and dependence on exogenous externalities between
neighbouring regions should be considered when analysing the regional dynamics of
innovation for future research. These discourses will help illuminate different
perspectives on the operation of regional innovation and clarify the corresponding
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findings on regional diversity, regional structure and behaviour, R&D efficiency,
triple helix mechanisms, and regional competitiveness.
6.4.2. Methodological limitations and future research
The regional R&D efficiency evaluation used short-term data covering only
five years, from 2005 to 2009 (see Paper 1), which may not illustrate stagnation in
R&D efficiency and its change between adjacent years. Therefore, a longer
timeframe is suggested to evaluate the implications of longer-term planning for
regional innovation on the dynamics of R&D efficiency. In addition, for a research
process using system dynamics, a causal loop diagram is the basis for developing a
system dynamics model for empirical simulations (Fowler, 2003; Sterman, 2000).
However, owing to the lack of region-wide data related to the triple helix, the thesis
developed a simple model of the knowledge-based innovation process for analysing
policy effects on regional competitiveness (see Paper 3). Future research gathering
the triple helix related data on regional innovation allowing a quantification of the
dynamic behaviours of the triple helix system offers a promising possibility for
future research.
6.4.3. Practical limitations and future research
The analysis of regional R&D efficiency did not account for the details of
influential factors (e.g. regional distribution of R&D actors and R&D stages,
industrial structure, quality of outputs, partner accessibility, demographic changes,
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and industrial shifts) on regional R&D efficiency and its time-dependent change (see
Paper 1). A more sophisticated investigation of region-specific causes would help to
identify multiple policy measures that contribute to improvements in regional R&D
efficiency and its productivity change. On the study of regional R&D efficiency, this
thesis was restricted to an intra-national comparison focusing on Korea. A cross-
country analysis comparing Korean regions with those of OECD members may
illustrate the position of Korean regions on the supranational scale. In addition, the
triple helix model could not be adopted immediately by other countries because
system structures differ by country (see Paper 2). Hence, it would be interesting to
compare Korean regions with other nations’ regions to capture Korea’s unique
regional innovation structure on an international scale.
In fact, different regions are likely to present different dynamic patterns in
regional competitiveness. However, this thesis investigated only one city, Busan, and
thus the empirical findings cannot simply be applied to other cases (see Paper 3). A
cross-regional comparison could expose regional diversity under different conditions
that require different policy suggestions to improve regional competitiveness.
Further, the simplified system dynamics model did not include the potential external
factors such as foreign direct investment (see Paper 3). Accounting for significant
external factors may provide additional insight into the operation of a territorial
innovation system in an open economy. More to the issue of policy, this thesis
mainly focused on producing a simplified model of the knowledge-based innovation
process that broadly consists of knowledge development, knowledge diffusion, and
knowledge deployment (implementation and commercialisation) (see Paper 3).
Therefore, a more detailed model could generate a nuanced understanding of
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multiple policy portfolios. In terms of developing policy recommendations, a
scenario planning approach could be used to consider how external environments of
the future would turn out. Scenario planning usually generates between two and four
strategic options (O’Brien, 2004). Using this approach provides decision-makers
with a better understanding of the range of uncertainty in the potential outcomes,
enabling multiple decisions to respond to changes they may face in the future. As a
result, individual innovation stakeholders could access information specific to their
interests − e.g. systemic behaviours related to basic research from a university 
scientist’s perspective.
6.4.4. Summary of future research
Based on the thesis’ limitations outlined above, future studies may contribute
to advances in knowledge with respect to the objects of research, as follows.
 Regional innovation efficiency:
o To employ a longer-term timeframe in evaluating the dynamic
R&D efficiency of regions
o To develop a new method that reflects feedback phenomena of
efficiency in a series of knowledge-based innovation
processes ranging from knowledge development, knowledge
diffusion, and knowledge implementation, to knowledge
commercialisation
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 Regional triple helix:
o To expand the triple helix to include universities, industries,
public research institutes, and government bodies
o To quantify triple helix behaviours for capturing the region-
wide dynamics of intra- and inter-sphere circles among
universities, industries, and government research institutes
 Regional open innovation:
o To examine dynamic interactions between micro-level
decisions and regional competitiveness
o To analyse a multi-layered regional innovation system on both
the micro- and macro-levels
o To conduct a cross-country analysis in terms of regional
efficiency, regional structure, and regional competitiveness
o To consider inter-regional spillovers of knowledge in
analysing regional innovation phenomena
 Regional innovation policy:
o To specify region-wide data for identifying multiple policy
measures and portfolios
o To employ a scenario planning approach for analysing
dynamic future environments
Along with this thesis, these avenues of future research offer perspectives
that can help to articulate the fundamental, essential natures of regional innovation
systems, including regional diversity, regional structure, and regional behaviour.
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APPENDIX A. SCREENSHOTS IN THE
REGIONAL R&D EFFICIENCY
EVALUATION (PAPER 1)
A.1. Static R&D efficiency (super-efficiency)
A.1.1. Data in Microsoft Excel
227
A.1.2. Results in Efficiency Measurement System (EMS)25
25 For details, see ‘EMS: Efficiency Measurement System User’s Manual’ (http://www.scheel-
online.de/ems/ems.pdf). For the results, see Table 6 in Chapter 3.
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A.2. Dynamic R&D efficiency (productivty change)
A.2.1. Data in Microsoft Excel
229
A.2.2. Results in EMS
To estimate the time-dependent R&D productivity changes, five steps are
necessary.
A.2.2.1. Malmquist-Index yields 1 / D1(x0,y0)
230
A.2.2.2. Resort the Data such that now T1 comes before T0 (Malmquist-
Index with this order yields 1 / D0(x1,y1))
231
A.2.2.3.Window Analysis with window-width=1 yields 1 / D0(x0,y0)
232
A.2.2.4.Window Analysis with window-width=1 yields 1 / D1(x1,y1)
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A.2.2.5. Manual computation (or a selfmade Excel macro) yields
Malmquist productivity index26
 Malmqusit productivity index = Square root of [( ଵ
ଵ/ୈ଴(୶ଵ,୷ଵ) /
ଵ
ଵ/ୈ଴(୶଴,୷଴)) ∗ ( ଵଵ/ୈଵ(୶ଵ,୷ଵ) / ଵଵ/ୈଵ(୶଴,୷଴))]
 Technical efficiency change = ( ଵ
ଵ/ୈଵ(୶ଵ,୷ଵ))/( ଵଵ/ୈ଴(୶଴,୷଴))
 Technical change = [ቊ
భ
భ/ీబ(౮భ,౯భ)
భ
భ/ీభ(౮భ,౯భ)ቋ∗ ቊ
భ
భ/ీబ(౮బ,౯బ)
భ
భ/ీభ(౮బ,౯బ)ቋ]ଵ/ଶ
26 For the results, see Table 7 in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX B. KEY QUESTIONS IN EXPERT
INTERVIEWS (PAPER 2)
B.1. Brief information about the interviews
 Schedule: January – March 2013
 Location: Korea
 Interviewees: 33 researchers, practitioners, and government officials (For
details about the interview participants, see Table 11 in Chapter 4)
 Approach:
o Multi-round interviews ─ Initiation, revision, and confirmation 
o Multi-angled interviews ─ Same questions to different, neighbouring 
respondents
B.2. Questions used in the interviews
The following tables contain interview questions that were only used in order
to describe the knowledge-based, triple helix model used in Korea. To complement
insufficient explanations gained from these core questions, more open-ended
questions were asked. The key questions are as follows:
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Missions
Education  Are there academic degree curriculums for scientists and engineers (in
universities, industries, and government research institutes)?
 If so, how are the programmes operated?
 What are the graduates’ career paths (to universities, industries, or
government research institutes)?
R&D  What factors (information and materials) trigger R&D?
 What are the sources of R&D funds (government, public research
institutes, and/or internal funds)?
 How is the funding process operated internally and externally?
 How is the demand and supply system of research manpower operated?
 How are R&D processes operated?
 What factors are essential to complete R&D projects?
 Who has ownership of intellectual properties (research results) in cases of
outsourcing, collaboration, and in-house R&D (researchers, organisations,
or clients)?
 If researchers want to keep intellectual properties, what do they have to do
and how is the formal/informal process operated?
 Are R&D processes affected by knowledge obsolescence (positively and
negatively)? If so, what factors trigger knowledge obsolescence?
 What are the motives to continue R&D investment and what are the criteria
used to make a decision to increase or decrease R&D investment?
Business  What factors are essential to complete product/process innovation projects?
 How are product/process innovations operated?
 Between product innovation and process innovation, are there significant
time delays at a macro level? Are the two types of innovations independent
or dependent? If independent (dependent), how are the two conducted
separately (together)?
 What are the channels (product/ process innovations, spin-offs, technology
transfers, etc.) for making money in the marketplace?
 What are profit sources for industrial firms (innovations, marketing,
existing and new products/services, etc.)?
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Hybrid organisation
Technology
transfer
office
 What is the process of transferring technologies (patents)?
 What are the roles of technology transfer offices (technology inflow and
outflow, etc.)?
 Which organisations are the recipients of technology transfers (universities,
industries, government research institutes, spin-offs, etc.)?
 Can researchers hire external technology transfer agencies?
 Are there technology transfers between universities and between
government research institutes?
 Can R&D organisations (or researchers) still use the sold technological
knowledge (e.g. patents) for their successive R&D? If not, does it mean
that the sellers do not have legal rights to use the knowledge? If they do not
retain the rights, what do they have to do for successive R&D?
 For technology transfers and to operate technology transfer offices,
what is the profit structure based on?
Incubator  What is the process for establishing incubators?
 What are the roles of incubators in formulating spin-off firms?
 What are motives (or deterrents) for establishing and expanding incubators
(successful/failed spin-offs, institutional support, etc.)?
 What are distinct (similar) characteristics of incubators compared to other
similar types of agglomerations such as science parks?
 What is the profit structure (rental fee, etc.) that is needed in order to
operate incubators?
Spin-off  What factors trigger spin-off formulation (R&D, funds, individual
willingness, etc.)?
 What is the purpose of establishing spin-offs?
 What is the process of formulating spin-offs?
 What are the funding sources for formulating and running spin-offs (in-
house funds, venture capitalists, etc.)?
 Do researchers have to quit their original position to run their own spin-
offs?
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 What is the process for technology transfers when formulating spin-off
firms?
 Who has ownership of technological knowledge that is transferred to spin-
off firms (former organisations or spin-off firms)?
 Do established spin-off firms have their own knowledge channels apart
from the original sources from former organisations?
 Where are the locations of the spin-off firms (incubators, science parks,
etc.)?
 Do spin-offs have sustainable profit structures to keep running their
business (and continue R&D)? If so, how is the process operated?
Venture
capitalist
 What are the roles/purposes of venture capitalists?
 What is the process of establishing venture capitalists?
 What types of venture capitalists exist (private, public, etc.)?
 What factors make venture capitalists want to keep investing in new
business?
 When a company that is sponsored by a venture capitalist fails in its
business, what does the venture capitalist do to handle the failed company?
 What profit structure do venture capitalists use in order to operate?
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APPENDIX C. EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM
DYNAMICS MODEL (PAPER 3)
(1) Knowledge Development
Equation and comment Unit [data source]
PRDE=[(2007,0)-(2011,1)],(2007,0.47),(2008,0.298),
(2009,0.247),(2010,0.284),(2011,0.481)
Hmw/Hmw [KOSIS]
PRDE is the profit effect on R&D expenditure, which is measured by the ratio of the
amount of R&D expenditure to the amount of profits. Profits represent financial capacity
for conducting R&D projects. This lookup relates profits (TP) in year t -1 to R&D
expenditure (RDE) in year t.
RDE(t)= TP(t-1)*PRDE Hmw/Year
RDE is the amount of R&D expenditure. This represents the product of profits in year t -1
(TP) and the profit effect on R&D expenditure (PRDE).
RDERC=[(2003,-0.6)-(2011,1)],(2003,0.504),(2004,-0.522),
(2005,0.102),(2006,0.11),(2007,0.239),(2008,0.527),
(2009,-0.03),(2010,0.261),(2011,0.165)
Head/Hmw [KOSIS]
RDERC is the investment effect on researcher change, which is measured by the ratio of a
chage in the number of researchers to the amount of R&D expenditure. R&D expenditure
facilitates researcher participation in R&D projects. This lookup converts R&D
expenditure (RDE) to the change in researchers (CR).
CR(t)=RDE(t)*RDERC Head/Year
CR is a change in the number of researchers. This value depends on R&D expenditure
(RDE) with the investment effect on researcher change (RDERC).
R(t)= R(0)+∫ ܥܴ(ݏ)݀ݏ௧଴ , R(0)=13610 Head
R is the stock of researchers. The research manpower accumulates by the change in
researchers (CR) over time. The initial number given by R(0) is 13610.
RDDR=[(2003,0)-(2011,1)],(2003,0.146),(2004,0.19),
(2005,0.175),(2006,0.278),(2007,0.352),(2008,0.237),
(2009,0.262),(2010,0.243),(2011,0.244)
Project/Head/Year
[KOSIS; NTIS]
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RDDR is the R&D density per researcher. This value refers to the degree of D projects
conducted by a single researcher. This lookup relates researchers (R) to new R&D projects
(NRD).
NRD(t)=R(t)*RDDR Project/Year
NRD is the number of new R&D projects. This value depends on the number of available
researchers (R) with the R&D density per researcher (RDDR).
RDP=1.76 Year [KOSIS; MoST a]
RDP is the R&D period. This factor determines the frequency of completed R&D projects
(CRD), assumed to be 1.76 years.
RDSR=0.738 Dmnl [KOSIS; MoST a;
NTIS]
RDSR is the R&D success rate. This factor affects the frequency of completed R&D
projects (CRD), assumed to be 0.738.
CRD(t)= RDProject(t)*RDSR/RDP Project/Year
CRD is the number of completed R&D projects. This value is the product of R&D stock
(RDProject) and R&D success rate (RDSR) divided by R&D period (RDP).
RDProject(t)= RDProject(0)+∫ [NRD(s) − CRD(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ ,
RDProject(0)=2510
Project
RDProject is the stock of R&D projects, which represents the aggregated difference
between the number of new R&D projects (NRD) and the number of completed R&D
projects (CRD) over time. The initial number given by RDProject(0) is 2510.
RDPD=[(2003,0)-(2011,2)],(2003,1.931),(2004,1.322),
(2004,1.509),(2006,1.224),(2007,1.199),(2008,1.087),
(2009,1.107),(2010,0.934),(2011,0.936)
Patent/Project [KIPO;
KOSIS]
RDPD is R&D productivity, which represents the number of patents over the number of
completed R&D projects (CRD). This lookup relates completed R&D projects (CRD) to
new knowledge (NK).
NK(t)=CRD*RDPD Patent/Year
NK is the amount of new knowledge, which represents the average number of new patents
produced by a sinlge R&D project. This value is the result of multiplying the number of
completed R&D projects (CRD) by the average productivity of individual R&D projects
(RDPD).
KL=5.62 Year [STEPI]
KL is the average lifespan of knowledge, assumed to be 5.62 years.
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DK(t)=KNOW(t)/KL Patent/Year
DK is the amount of depreciated knowledge (DK), which represents the result of dividing
knowledge stock (KNOW) by the knowledge lifespan (KL).
KNOW(t)= KNOW(0)+∫ [NK(s) − DK(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ , KNOW(0)=4965 Patent
KNOW represents the aggregated difference between the amount of new knowledge (i.e.
new patents, NK) and the amount of depreciated knowledge (i.e. depreciated patents, DK)
over time. The initial amount given by KNOW(0) is 4965.
(2) Knowledge Diffusion
NPKinOR(t)=NPKinOR(0)+∫ [NPKinOR(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ ,
NPKinOR(0)=11300; NPUKinOR(s)=730 Patent/Year [KIPO]
NPKinOR is the amount of knowledge (patents) newly produced outside Busan. For
simplification, the simulation model represents the yearly mean of increased values
(NPKinOR(s)=730) and the initial value (NPKinOR(0)=11300) that composes the amount
of new public and university knowledge in other regions (NPKinOR).
KLinOR=5.58 Year [STEPI]
KLinOR is the average lifespan of knowledge (patents) produced outside Busan, assumed
to be 5.58 years.
DPKinOR(t)= PKinOR(t)/KLinOR Patent/Year
DPKinOR is the amount of depreciated public and university knowledge (patents)
produced outside Busan. This value is calculated by dividing the existing knowledge stock
held outside Busan (PKinOR) by lifespan of knowledge produced outside Busan
(KLinOR).
PKinOR(t)= PKinOR(0)+∫ [NPKinOR(s) − DPKinOR(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ ,
PKinOR(0)=41404
Patent
PKinOR is the stock of public and university knowledge outside Busan. This value is the
aggregated difference between the amount of new public and university knowledge
produced outside Busan (NPKinOR) and the depreciated amount of knowledge produced
outside Busan (DPKinOR) over time. The initial stock given by PKinOR(0) is 41404.
PKtoTK=0.128 Dmnl [KIPO]
PKtoTK is the ratio of the amount of public and university knoweldge to the total mount of
knowledge. The public and university sectors provide 12.8% (PKtoTK) of knowledge
sources for industrial product/process innovation projects on a national scale.
TTR=0.259 Dmnl [KOSIS]
TTR is technology transfer rate, assumed to be 25.9%.
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KRP=0.057 Dmnl [KOSIS]
KRP is the size of knowledge recipient pool. This refers to the ratio of the number of
innovating firms localised within Busan relative to the number of innovating firms located
outside Busan. This value determines the frequency of technology transfers from the public
and university sectors to localised industries in Busan. The average value is 0.057.
InterRTT(t)=PKinOR(t)*TTR*KRP Patent/Year
InterRTT is the amount of interregional technology transfers. This value depends on the
amount of public and university knowledge produced outside Busan (PKinOR), the degree
of public-industry and university-industry technology transfer rate in Busan (TTR), and the
extent of the knowledge recipient pool of Busan (KRP).
IntraRTT(t)=KNOW(t)*PKtoTK*TTR*KRP Patent/Year
IntraRTT is the amount of intraregional technology transfers. This value depends on
knowledge stock produced in Busan (KNOW), the ratio of the amount of public and
university knowledge to total amount of knowledge produced in Busan (PKtoTK), with the
technology transfer rate attached to Busan (TTR) and the extent of the knowledge recipient
pool of Busan (KRP).
(3) Knowledge Implementation
IKtoTK=0.872 Dmnl [KIPO]
IKtoTK is the amount of industrial knowledge attached to Busan, which accounts for
87.2% of total knowledge.
IK(t)=InterRTT(t)+IntraRTT(t)+KNOW(t)*IKtoTK Patent/Year
IK is the amount of industrial knowledge. This value is the aggregated public and
university knowledge transferred to Busan’s industries (IntraRTT and InterRTT) and the
amount of knowledge produced in the industry sector calculated by multiplying knowledge
stock (KNOW) by the ratio of the amount of industrial knowledge to the total amount of
knowledge in Busan (IKtoTK).
PDIR= 0.846 Dmnl [STEPI]
PDIR is the product innovation rate, assumed to be 0.846.
IKNPDI=[(2003,0)-(2011,1)],(2003,0.232),(2004,0.233),
(2005,0.152),(2006,0.263),(2007,0.316),(2008,0.188),
(2009,0.196),(2010,0.166),(2011,0.164)
Project/Patent [KIPO;
KOSIS; MoST a; NTIS]
IKNPDI refers to the usability of industrial knowledge for new product innovation
conducted in Busan. This value represents the number of new product innovation projects
conducted based on single industry knowledge. This lookup relates the amount of industrial
knowledge (IK) to the number of new product innovations (NPDI).
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NPDI(t)=IK(t)*PDIR*IKNPDI Project/Year
NPDI is the number of product innovations. This vale is determined by industrial
knowledge (IK), the product innovation rate (PDIR), and the usability of industrial
knowledge for new product innovation (IKNPDI).
IP=0.620 Year [KOSIS]
IP is the innovation period, which represents the speed of market launch of new or
improved products and/or services. It proximates 0.620 on average.
ISR=0.357 Dmnl [KOSIS]
ISR is the innovation success rate, whichrepresents the possibility of market launch of new
or improved products and/or services. The average value is 0.357.
CPDI(t)=PDI(t)*ISR/IP Project/Year
CPDI is the number of completed product innovations. This value represents the product of
product innovation stock (PDI) and the innovation success rate (ISR) divided by innovation
period (IP).
PDI(t)=PDI(0)+∫ [NPDI(s) − CPDI(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ , PDI(0)=1153 Project
PDI is product innovation stock. This value represents the aggregated difference between
the number of new product innovations (NPDI) and the number of completed product
innovations (CPDI) over time. The initial value given by PDI(0) is 1153.
PCIR=1−PDIR  Dmnl [STEPI] 
PCIR is process innovation rate. This value determines process innovation efforts in the
industry sector. Because the sum of the product innovation rate (PDIR) and process
innovation rate is 1, this value is the result of subtracting product innovation rate (PDIR)
from 1.
IKNPCI=[(2003,0)-(2011,1)],(2003,0.232),(2004,0.233),
(2005,0.152),(2006,0.263),(2007,0.316),(2008,0.188),
(2009,0.196),(2010,0.166),(2011,0.164)
Project/Patent [KIPO;
KOSIS; MoST a; NTIS]
IKNPCI is the usability of industrial knowledge for new process innovation conducted in
Busan. This value represents the number of new process innovation projects conducted
based on single industry knowledge. This lookup relates the amount of industrial
knowledge (IK) to the number of new process innovations (NPCI).
NPCI(t)=IK(t)*PCIR*IKNPCI Project/Year
NPCI is the number of new process innovations. This value depends on industrial
knowledge (IK) with the product of the process innovation rate (PCIR) and the usability of
industrial knowledge for process innovation (IKNPCI).
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CPCI(t)=PCI(t)*ISR/IP Project/Year
CPCI is the number of completed process innovations. This value represents the product of
process innovation stock (PCI) and innovation success rate (ISR) divided by innovation
period (IP).
PCI(t)=PCI(0)+∫ [NPCI(s) − CPCI(s)]݀ݏ௧଴ , PCI(0)=233 Project
PCI is process innovation stock. This value represents the aggregated differences between
the number of new process innovations (NPCI) and the number of completed process
innovations (CPCI) over time. The initial value given by PCI(0) is 233.
(4) Knowledge Commercialisation
SperCPDI=[(2006,0)-(2011,80)],(2006,56.584),(2007,53.363),
(2008,62.177),(2009,53.706),(2010,50),(2011,50.334)
Hmw/Project [ECOS;
KOSIS; MoST a; NTIS;
STEPI]
SperCPDI is the amount of sales per a single completed product innovation. This value
represents the economic value of individual product innovations. This lookup relates the
number of completed product innovations (CPDI) to the amount of sales generated from
total number of completed product innovation (SCPDI).
SCPDI(t)=CPDI(t)*SperCPDI Hmw/Year
SCPDI is the amount of sales generated from total number of completed product
innovations. This value represents the product of the number of completed product
innovations (CPDI) and the sales per completed product innovation (SperCPDI).
RCEPS=3.545 Dmnl [STEPI]
Existing products and/or services create marketplace sales. RCEPS is the relative
contribution of existing products to sales, assumed to be 3.545 times the amount of sales
generated from total number of completed product innovations (SCPDI).
SEP(t)=SCPDI(t)*RCEPS Hmw/Year
SEP is the amount of sales generated from existing products. This value representes the
product of the sales from completed product innovations (SCPDI), and the relative
contribution of existing products to sales (RCEPS).
TS(t)=SCPDI(t)+SEP(t) Hmw/Year
TS is the amount of total sales. This value represents the sum of the total sales generated
from the total number of completed product innovations (SCPDI) and the total sales
generated from existing products (SEP).
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OMCperCPDI=[(2006,0)-(2011,200)],(2006,188.713),
(2007,172.793),(2008,178.206),(2009,178.227),(2010,182.791),(201
1,185.268)
Hmw/Project [ECOS;
KOSIS; STEPI; MoST
a; NTIS]
OMCperCPDI is the amount of original manufacturing costs which individual successful
product innovations lead to. This value represents the extent of costs consumed in the
factory production system before the successful adoption of process innovations. This
lookup relates completed product innovation (CPDI) to original manufacturing costs
(OMC).
OMC(t)=CPDI(t)*OMCperCPDI Hmw
OMC is the amount of original manufacturing costs before the application of process
innovations. This value represents the product of the number of completed product
innovations (CPDI) and the original manufacturing costs of the individual completed
product innovations (OMCperCPDI).
RMCperCPCI=[(2006,0)-(2011,200)],(2006,106.534),
(2007,97.443),(2008,100.414),(2009,100.361),(2010,102.874),
(2011,104.225)
Hmw/Project [ECOS;
KOSIS; MoST a; NTIS;
STEPI]
RMCperCPCI is the amount of reduced manufacturing costs achieved by individual
completed process innovations. This lookup relates completed process innovations (CPCI)
to reduced manufacturing costs (RMC).
RMC(t)=CPCI(t)*RMCperCPCI Hmw/Year
RMC is the amount of reduced manufacturing costs, which represents economic
achievement from successful process innovations. This value is the product of the number
of completed process innovations (CPCI) and the extent of manufacturing costs reduced by
each completed process innovation (RMCperCPCI).
AMC(t)=OMC(t) −RMC(t) Hmw/Year 
AMC is the amount of achieved manufacturing costs. This vaule is the result of the original
manufacturing costs (OMC) less the reduced manufacturing costs (RMC).
OCperCPDI=[(2006,0)-(2011,200)],(2006,73.335),
(2007,70.248),(2008,102.6),(2009,67.803),(2010,54.504),
(2011,52.203)
Hmw/Project [ECOS;
KOSIS; MoST a; NTIS;
STEPI]
OCperCPDI is the amount of commercialisation costs (e.g. marketing, packaging, delivery)
caused by each completed product innovation, with the exception of manufacturing costs.
OC(t)=CPDI(t)*OCperCPDI Hmw/Year
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OC is the total amount of other costs, which represents the product of the total number of
completed product innovations (CPDI) and the amount of other costs per completed
product innovation (OCperCPDI).
TC(t)=AMC(t)+OC(t) Hmw/Year
TC is the total amount of costs, which is the sum of the total amount of achieved
manufacturing costs (AMC) plus the total amount of other costs (OC).
TP(t)=TS(t) −TC(t) Hmw/Year 
TP is the total amount of profits, which is the difference between total sales (TS) and total
costs (TC).
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APPENDIX D. RESULTS OF POLICY TEST
(PAPER 3)
To simplify graphical displays, the following figures from Appendix
D.1.PRDE to Appendix D.11. ISR show only the results of minimum (e.g. a 1%
increase in R&D expenditures) and maximum (e.g. a 20% increase in R&D
expenditures) parameter changes made by each potential interpretation. The ranges
of attainable changes in parameters can be found in Table 17 (see Chapter 5).
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D.1. PRDE (profit effect on R&D expenditure)
248
D.2. RDERC (investment effect on researcher change)
249
D.3. RDDR (R&D density per researcher)
250
D.4. RDP (R&D period)
251
D.5. RDSR (R&D success rate)
252
D.6. IKNPDI (usability of industrial knowledge for product
innovation)
253
D.7. IKNPCI (usability of industrial knowledge for process
innovation)
254
D.8. PDIR (product innovation rate)
255
D.9. PCIR (process innovation rate)
256
D.10. IP (innovation period)
257
D.11. ISR (innovation success rate)
